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Somewhere in the world is the unity of voices, 
Somewhere in the world is the unity 
that sings us on to freedom, 
And it touches every life, 
Bringing hope, bringing joy, bringing courage to life. 
Somewhere in the world you can 
hear the women singing, 
Stories of a life that has taken on the turning of the water, 
It's a strength we need to keep, 
Every truth, that is spoken, brings a wisdom so deep. 
From "Unity", 
By Lisa Young, 
Coco's Lunch, 
Melbourne. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
ENCOUNTERING A CAPP ELLA 
Ev'ry woman has a story to tell 
Ev'ry woman has a story to tell 
Sometimes she doesn't have the words to tell it 
Sometimes she doesn't have the words to tell it 
And it drains out of her, and it drains out of her 
Like water from the kitchen sink, 
like water from the kitchen sink 
Ev'ry woman, ev'ry woman 
Ev'ry woman has a story to tell 
Ev'ry woman has a story to tell 
Sometimes her words are not enough to tell it 
Sometimes her words are not enough to tell it 
And it pours out of her, and it pours out of her 
Like a river flowing to the sea, 
like a river flowing to the sea 
Ev'ry woman, ev'ry woman 
("Every Woman" by K McNamara, C Shaw & Others 
- as sung by the Cyrenes) 
Despite occasional and befuddled romanticism about 
women's collective musical unconscious, it is true that 
there is no more powerful, mountain-moving music than a 
song, perhaps even a popular song, sung at the right time 
by the right people. (Peterson 1989:211) 
Starting Points 
At the Gorman House Markets in Canberra, on a Saturday morning in July 
1989, I heard twenty women singing with joy and passion. They sang without 
accompaniment and a musical director led their performance. Dressed in black 
clothes, each woman wore a colourful scarf in a medley of tying techniques that 
reflected individual flair. A variety of songs was performed, including a gospel 
song, a song of liberation, a feminist anthem. At the end of the performance a 
spokeswoman announced they were The Cyrenes of Asherah, a women's choir, 
open to any woman who wanted to sing. Subsequently, I spoke to the woman 
who had announced the choir's need for members and told her that I wanted to 
sing with them. 
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growth in a cappella at the community level was apparently so great that I 
believed it warranted a closer examination. In fact, it appeared that women 
were especially wanting to sing within the Australian a cappella scene. I was 
one of those women who wanted to sing. But I was observant enough to 
recognise that I was not alone and, although my own experience informed my 
desire to research musical experience at the community level, it also provided 
participatory knowledge that I hoped would add to the richness of the research. 
My initial proposal for this study was to consider the growth of a cappella 
within "multicultural" Australia by examining the cross-cultural phenomenon of 
women's community choirs from migrant communities, such as La Gioie Delle 
Donne from Fremantle in Western Australia, indigenous communities, such as 
the Ernabella Women's Choir in Central Australia, and women's choirs from the 
broader Australian community. However, while issues of identity and gender 
were applicable to all the women's choirs, the choirs from the broader 
Australian community were not "defined by new experiences in a new country 
[where] music is used to reinforce, stimulate and reflect life experiences" 
(Breen 1994:314) as were the migrant community choirs. Nor were they 
defined by their experiences as indigenous Australians. On the contrary, 
women's community a cappella choirs generally appeared to be haphazardly 
created, diverse groups. The nature of their identities and the exploration of 
their gendered subjectivities as developed through women's experiences as 
choir members, invited closer examination. No doubt their music was used to 
reinforce, stimulate and reflect their life experiences but this was drawn from 
ethnically and stylistically diverse musical genres and historical circumstances. 
Who were the women in these choirs? Why did the women want to sing? What 
were the choirs suggesting about the women as a group and how did the choirs 
negotiate the diversity that seemed so apparent? How did the members and the 
choirs as entities define themselves; what were their personal and collective 
identities? Did their performances and the cultures of the choirs themselves 
reflect a gendered political position? How was such a political position 
determined and expressed? To whom was it addressed? What was the response 
of the audience? These were some of the questions that informed this research. 
These were the starting points. 
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Thesis and Procedure 
This thesis is essentially an ethnographic study of the musical culture of 
women's community a cappella choirs in Australia. More specifically, it is an 
examination of the experience of women in five selected women's community a 
cappella choirs in south-eastern Australia during the period from July 1995 
until April 1996. 
The thesis explores the origins of the choirs that participated in the study, the 
motivations for the women who joined, the broader lifescapes of the members, 
the organisational processes of the choirs, the repertoire they chose to perform, 
the musical experience within the choir, and their performances. Drawing on 
these explorations, it examines the issues inherent in the intersection of gender, 
identity and musical experience within the overall experience of the women's 
community a cappella choirs. It considers how gender, identity and musical 
experience are expressed and experienced, produced and reproduced, within 
this choral environment. 
To a lesser degree, it places these choirs within the emergence of an a cappella 
scene and, more broadly, the cultural milieu in Australia from a theoretical 
viewpoint that recognises everyday musical practice as an appropriate site. The 
thesis also examines the challenges to a methodological approach that is 
fundamentally one of a researcher who is both an insider and an outsider. 
Aims and Objectives 
The major aim is to provide a descriptive and interpretative analysis of the 
musical culture of five selected women's community a cappella choirs in south-
eastern Australia. My main thesis is that through the experience of women's 
community a cappella choirs, women are liberating their voices in a diversity of 
ways and, in turn, are exploring gender, identity and singing in an Australian 
contemporary context. 
The thesis therefore examines the interaction of gender, identity and singing in 
the overall experience of women's community a cappella choirs. It sets out to 
explore the influences and avenues through which gender and identity are 
defined and expressed through the experience of singing within a multicultural 
society in the late 20th century by analysing the practice of music at the 
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community level. In so doing, the thesis argues that the everyday musical 
experience of women at the community level is an important site in which to 
locate such an analysis. 
The overall neglect of music at the community or grassroots level as a locus of 
academic enquiry has been previously recognised (see, for example, Finnegan 
1989, Johnson 1996a). At the same time, the lack of recognition (from both the 
academy and the music industry) of the participation of women in music has 
been the subject of feminist critique in both musicology and ethnomusicology 
(see, for example, Drinker 1977, Koskoff 1989, Peterson 1989, Robertson 
1989, Pendel 1991, McClary 1991, Citron 1993, Solie 1993). Feminist critique 
has also resulted in discourses of difference within music practice (see, for 
example, McClary 1991, Solie 1993, Shepherd 1993b, Wood 1993-94), and 
the problematising of a feminist aesthetic (see, for example, Cox 1991, 
McClary 1991, Macarthur 1993-94, Beilheiz 1993-94 ). 
The selection of women's community a cappella choirs as a site of academic 
enquiry therefore provides a unique focus for problematising gender, identity 
and musical experience; it complements and extends both past and current 
music research. 
The Research Project 
The five choirs selected for participation in the study were: the Brunswick 
Women's Choir, Willin' Wimmin and the Thornbury Women's Choir in 
Melbourne; Lyriae in the Dandenong Ranges area of Victoria, and the Cyrenes 
in Canberra. Field research was carried out for a total of six months. One block 
of major fieldwork was spent in Victoria from July to September 1995. The 
other block of major fieldwork in Canberra concentrated on the period 
February to April 1996. Additionally, one week in January 1996 was spent in 
Sydney for the purposes of interviews with a cappella performers, 
administrators, and former choir members. 
Fieldwork methods for data collection were wide rangmg. Participant-
observation was the fundamental fieldwork practice adopted in studying with 
the choirs. I was very much involved in rehearsals, performances and 
workshops and therefore would argue that the term "singer-researcher" more 
adequately describes my fieldwork practice rather than "participant-observer". 
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Indeed, it has been the "lived interactions, part1c1patory experience and 
embodied knowledge" (Okely 1992:3) of fieldwork as a singer-researcher that 
have deeply informed this thesis. 
I spent various amounts of times with each of the choirs. As a result, the 
fieldwork data from each of the choirs varies in detail. Data from the 
Brunswick Women's Choir (BWC) and the Cyrenes are greater because these 
were the two choirs that I would come to know most thoroughly and with 
whom I performed. The information from the three other choirs - Lyriae, 
Willin' Wimmin, and Thornbury - is featured less. While I attended a 
performance of Lyriae, I did not see either of the other two choirs perform. I 
did, however, attend a rehearsal with each of these choirs and spent varying 
lengths of time with each of the musical directors. 
Open-ended interviews or, rather, "personal conversations" (because, like 
Finnegan (1989:342-347), I feel that "interview" seems too formal a word), 
were conducted with members of the choirs, musical directors, performers and 
music administrators, although there was a general set of particular questions 
asked within each of these categories. The interviews with choir members were 
conducted in the least less hectic moments of these women's lives: at work 
during lunch, at home with the children playing in the backyard (and invariably 
interrupting the conversation), at dinner or drinks after work, on the weekend 
at the local pub, at morning tea on their "day off' paid work, or even in the car 
rushing off to collect the children from an after school activity. While we can 
question the powerlessness of their willingness to talk because of my privileged 
position as researcher (McRobbie 1991 :78), it was their willingness that 
provided the essential ingredients for this thesis and hopefully voices are heard 
in my textual production and interpretation. 
Rehearsals and performances of the choirs were recorded through sound 
recording, video recording, and still photography. This recording of rehearsals 
and performances was essential for comparative analysis and as an account of 
the rehearsal environment, repertoire and performance style in concert. During 
performances, I was unable to take visual recordings because I was involved in 
the concerts. This therefore required the enlistment of friends and 
acquaintances to take photographs and to video. Despite what I thought were 
clear instructions, this approach resulted in limited quality control and 
subsequent use of some of those recordings. 
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Furthermore, I searched choir archive material (which was rarely organised or 
well controlled) and music organisation files and newsletters for relevant 
information. As a result, I collated an extensive selection of sheet music and 
publicity material from the various choirs. I attended the performances of 
choirs and a cappella groups at both the 1995 Melbourne a cappella Festival 
and the 1996 National Folk Festival in Canberra. I also participated in a number 
of workshops at both these festivals. I joined in a women's a cappella singing 
class at a Melbourne community arts centre. Weekend retreats and social 
events of the choirs were also a priority of fieldwork. With the Cyrenes, whose 
members I generally knew too well for objective interviews, I transcribed 
recordings from pertinent meetings. Throughout fieldwork, comprehensive 
field notes were written. These notes contained descriptive and analytical 
information resulting from interviews, performances, rehearsals, concerts, 
workshops, meetings, social occasions, and my own experience of fieldwork. 
These were later reorganised and the data further analysed for integration into 
the thesis. 
In order to balance and ground the fieldwork, a literature review was carried 
out through research in libraries, on the internet and through personal 
connections. I purchased the commercial recordings of two of the women's 
community a cappella choirs, other women's a cappella groups who were 
influential on the Australian scene, and an Australian a cappella compilation 
compact disc (CD) in order to gain a good overview of the music performed in 
the scene. These different avenues gave me access to published and 
unpublished material. During the research project I also attended a number of 
conferences thereby obtaining access to relevant conference papers on and 
ideas about some of the broader contexts within which to place my own 
research. Participation in conferences, most particularly the 1996 Musicological 
Society of Australia (MSA) National Conference where I presented a paper 
(Rickwood 1996), also gave me the opportunity to test my ideas. 
Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis is divided into three major sections. This introductory chapter and 
Chapter One form the theoretical, methodological and structural foundation for 
the remainder of the thesis. A thorough examination of the different aspects of 
women's community choirs within the Australian a cappella scene is provided 
in the four central chapters of the thesis. The concluding chapter draws 
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together all the foregoing into a comprehensive summary and makes comment 
on possible future directions for research. This is set out in detail below. 
Each chapter is introduced with two quotations that endeavour to capture the 
direction of that particular chapter. The first, in italics and right aligned, is an 
excerpt or the full lyrics from a particular song that one of the women's 
community a cappella choirs performed. This first quotation is an attempt to 
set lyrics (or a musical feature), relevant for each chapter, into the body of the 
thesis. The second, which is centre aligned, is a quotation (from an author of 
relevant research) with which the chapter engages discussion. 
Another feature of the thesis that should be noted is the adoption of placing 
quotations from fieldwork "personal conversations" in indented quotations into 
an alternative font from the main body of the thesis. I have adopted this 
technique in order to visually highlight the "voice" of the "subjects". I have not 
used alternative font for quotations within the body of a sentence because of its 
distracting quality to readability . In both cases, I have referred to the "personal 
conversation" number, for example, "PC1995/0l ".I have used the actual names 
of performers/teachers, music administrators, musical directors, artistic 
directors and founding members of the women's community a cappella choirs 
and a listing is found in Appendix 1. In the case of choir members I have used 
pseudonyms in order to retain the anonymity the choir members requested. 
These too are indicated by the use of a "personal conversation" number and a 
different font for indented quotations. It should be noted that because "personal 
conversations" with the Cyrenes were in the form of meetings the numbering 
system reads "PC 1995109101" etc. 
Chapter One - Accounting for a cappella: Ethnography of Music - explores 
previous and contemporary research relevant to my own study. It also develops 
a theoretical and methodological understanding for the research project as an 
ethnography of music. 
Chapter Two - Viewing a cappella: The Australian Scene, Community Choirs 
and Women - examines the rise in popularity of a cappella in Australia over the 
last decade or so. It considers the influences and confluences of musical genres, 
musical styles, organisations, individuals and cultural contexts that have 
affected the development of an Australian a cappella scene. The growth of 
community choirs and the centrality of women to the scene is also considered. 
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Overall, the chapter endeavours to explore the interwoven threads that define 
the Australian a cappella scene, to explain the interplay of aesthetics that 
construct it, and to place the women's community choirs within it. 
Chapter Three - Singing Women (1): Choirs of Women - is overall an 
expository chapter. The chapter includes a description of the emergence of the 
choirs and their membership. The reasons for the women wanting to sing and 
for joining these particular choirs are explored. Further, this chapter discusses 
the women's musical experiences before joining and the effect of the choir on 
musical development. The richness that singing brings to their lives, and the 
repercussions of that active music-making, both within the context of these 
choirs and on other aspects of their lives, are also explored. This chapter 
therefore presents an understanding of the singing identity of these women, 
their choirs, and how that identity articulates with other identities. 
Chapter Four - Singing Women (2): Women's Choirs - pursues a descriptive 
analysis of the organisational practices of the choirs. This is carried out through 
an investigation of each of the choir's philosophy and ideology, the decision-
making process, and repertoire. The different social, political and cultural 
influences that inform the choice of organisational processes and the selection 
of repertoire are therefore scrutinised. 
Chapter Five - Singing Women (3): The Experience of Singing - is an 
examination of the various aspects that are involved in the experience of 
singing within the gendered environments of these choirs. The practice and 
process of learning to sing are thoroughly examined. The preparation for 
performance, the selection of style, the audiences and the contexts for public 
performance are also explored. 
The concluding chapter - Liberating Voices: Gender, Identity and the 
Experience of Music - is an analytical summary of the women's community a 
cappella choirs that participated in this research. In this conclusion, I also 
explore the links between the experience of music, gender and identity that are 
embodied in these choirs. Additionally, I consider the effect of being an 
insider/outsider on the research project and propose possible directions for 
future research. 
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The main text of this study is supplemented by an audio-cassette to provide 
examples of the choral sounds produced by the choirs. Further, Appendix 1 
provides a list of the performers/teachers and music administrators who 
participated in the study. Appendix 2 is a survey of some of the major 
performers/teachers whom I consider to have had an influence on the 
development of Australian a cappella. Appendix 3 is a listing of the available 
repertoire of the choirs who participated in the research. Appendix 4 provides a 
descriptive listing of the audio-cassette tracks. 
Overall, I hope that the study will shed new light on the everyday music 
practice of women in Australia and provide insight into the experience of the 
women in the choirs that have been a part of this study. I also hope that the 
thesis will contribute to the body of knowledge on gender in music, the 
experience of music, and the ethnography of music. 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER ONE: 
ACCOUNTING FORA CAPPELLA-
ETHNOGRAPHY OF MUSIC 
(To leave an enemy without an answer, 
say these words:) 
Aglaria Pidhol garia Ananus Qepta 
(and blow in his direction; 
then he will not know 
which way he is headed 
and cannot answer you) 
("Aglepta" by A Mellniis & Klintberg 
- as sung by the Brunswick Women's Choir) 
(Audio-cassette Track 7) 
Music presents itself as the most abstract, the most 
general and indeed the most 'universal' of the arts. Its very 
abstraction and formal features seem to provide a 
guarantee of its objectivity, its indifference to questions of 
sex and power. (Grosz 1989:30) 
To bring new insights and intuitions to the study of 
music, we have needed to unearth our personal, private, 
and pleasurable relations with music to being to unpack 
what it is we generally repress in thinking about our own 
experience of music: our emotional attachments to music, 
our needs met by music, our accomodations [sic] to 
society through music, our voices, our bodies. It matters, 
then, what one's 'subject position' is and candidly to 
declare it. It matters... that our differing experiences of 
ethnicity and race, class, gender, and sexuality differently 
inflect upon our subjectivities. It matters, in other words, 
who is who, especially in terms of tlie identities, 
representations, and roles we perform in our musical 
work. (Wood 1993-94:11-12) 
This chapter declares both my subjective and objective positions in the study of 
a particular music culture - women's community a cappella choirs - through 
the exploration of the theoretical and methodological considerations that have 
informed my research. As will become apparent, there are some vital issues in 
relation to the construction of an ethnography of music that need particular 
attention. In this chapter, I also explore the theoretical concerns about music 
and society before constructing a phenomenology of music practice. Together, 
I see the analysis of music and society and the phenomenology of music 
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practice as infonning a comprehensive ethnography of music. The overall 
methodological concerns of my research are then discussed. My involvement 
with Australian a cappella especially needs to be examined. Similar issues have 
been considered by other researchers and it has been their insights that have 
stimulated my own resolution of this issue. Initially, I will provide an outline of 
terminology used in the thesis. 
Terminology 
The following are definitions of terms that are significant to the research 
carried out and to the thesis itself. 
a cappella: While the term a cappella has a historical definition and spellings 1 
which continue to be debated within the a cappella scene, for the purpose of 
this thesis, it is a descriptive one for vocal music performed without 
independent instrumental accompaniment, prescriptively polyphonic, and refers 
to the traditional or popular music (vernacular) styles performed since the 
1960s (Backhouse 1995:3). In reality it is a shifting definition, for the inclusion 
of accompaniment, particularly by percussion instruments, is increasing. A 
more detailed discussion of the debate and an outline of the a cappella scene in 
Australia is presented in Chapter Two. 
choir: For the purpose of this study, "choir" is the term adopted to describe the 
formation of people who sing together as a group. The Shorter Oxford 
Dictionary definition is "an organised body of singers". Within this definition a 
base limit of persons participating is not made explicit although it could be 
implicitly understood that at least two people should sing each part, but again, 
there are deviations even within the conventional choral environment 
(Campbell 1996: 14-15). In some overseas studies and within some singing 
circles, "chorus" has sometimes been adopted as the preferred term. However, 
the term "chorus" may have an alternative meaning, referring to a refrain 
following a song stanza. To avoid confusion, the term "choir", as defined 
above, is used throughout the thesis. 
community music: Community music-making is music that comes 
spontaneously from people in the community (Barbeler 1996:3). That is, music 
1 Examples of alternatives spellings are: Acappella and a capella. 
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is generally initiated and controlled by the community, it is an activity that gives 
expression to community identity, and generally is non-profit (Letts 1997: 14 ). 
identity: The term is defined for the purpose of this study as a concept of self 
definition and representation. It should be noted that varying contexts result in 
multiplicities of identity because identity is a multifaceted and fluid thing, in the 
general fragmentation of identity in contemporary society. 
world music: I have adopted the term "world music" to describe the 
commercial genre of world music or world beat. Chapter Two discusses 111 
detail the influence of world music on the Australian a cappella scene. 
world musics: I have constructed this term to refer to the overall repertoire of 
the Australian a cappella scene. It indicates the articulation of world music, 
folk music, and multiculturalism that defines Australian a cappella. This, too, is 
discussed in more detail in Chapter Two. 
Previous and Contemporary Research 
Despite its growth as a performance style there is a dearth of research on 
Australian a cappella. There has been no published body of scholarly studies 
which has specifically focused on women's participation in community a 
cappella choirs in Australia. There are, however, some research projects which 
have focused on closely related topics, such as those undertaken by Basile 
(1991), Downie (1995)2 and Gibb and Loader (1997). 
Basile's study aimed "to describe and analyse the structure, function and 
especially the music of the [Macedonian Women's] Choir in relation to the 
larger context of Macedonian history, culture and musical practice" (Basile 
1991: 1 ). His academic interest was threefold: 
In addition to its interest as Macedonian culture (the anthropological 
perspective), and as mediated information about culture (the semiotic 
perspective), Macedonian folk song and singing as manifest in the 
example of the Macedonian Women's Choir is examined for its unique 
artistic value (the musicological perspective). (Basile 1991:2) 
2Downie has since submitted a MA sub-thesis, entitled "Why a cappella? Why Women? Why 
Now?" (September 1996), but this was unavailable at the time of writing. 
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The study also established a fourth theoretical assumption about the 
transcendent nature of musical activity. Basile (1991:3) claimed that this music 
was transcendent because it alleviated the boredom and drudgery of other 
activities such as work, it mythologized daily life and, finally, the musical 
factors that typify Macedonian folk song produced a powerful effect on both 
performer and listener "temporarily lifting them out of the realm of mundane 
experience" (Basile 1991:3-4). This, of course, could be said of nearly all 
music. 
While all these approaches are valuable in their own right, Basile's research was 
very much a study that set out to show how a music culture within Australia, 
which draws on "the unique rhythmic, organisational, polyphonic and 
ideological characteristics of Macedonian song style [is] evidence of the 
existence of a distinct Macedonian culture, in contradiction to opposing 
scholarly arguments" (Basile 1991:11). This is despite the fact that the choir 
blended traditional and Western approaches and styles "incorporating 
innovative arrangements and stylistic nuances that give them a unique quality" 
(Basile 1991:12). In drawing on a historically feminine folk tradition, the choir 
was seen to be socially and politically interpreting and affirming a Macedonian 
ethnicity and culture in a national context of "multiculturalism" and broader 
international contexts which centred on the ongoing debate of Macedonian 
identity. 
The nature of women's community a cappella choirs, however, is very much a 
bricolage, drawing on ethnically and stylistically diverse musical practices and 
historical circumstances. The women of the choirs that form the basis of the 
current study do not have a singular folk tradition on which to draw in order to 
make ethnically based social or political comments. Although this thesis 
considers the social and political discourses that are inherent in women's 
community a cappella choirs, it does so within a broader context based on 
gender, identity and the experience of singing. Basile's research did not 
consider issues of gender to any great degree and his own gender did not allow 
an opportunity for any indepth participant-observation. Further, he did not 
consider the experience of singing beyond a brief discussion of rehearsal and 
performance. 
Gibb and Loader's (1997) paper also focused on a particular choir within the 
Australian a cappella scene, the Martenitsa Choir from Sydney. The authors 
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have identified some significant features of the scene, both at the broader level 
and through the descriptive analysis of the Martenitsa Choir itself. Gibb and 
Loader (1997) rightly acknowledged that the growth of Australian a cappella 
could be seen in terms of a backlash to the technical mediation commonly 
found in popular music, its overall accessibility, and the emphasis in regarding a 
cappella as a "healing" thing or an "uplifting" thing. This discourse is important 
in the way the scene constructs the singers who join it, but it is also important 
to consider the overall repertoire that defines or constructs the scene. Because 
the Martenitsa Choir concentrated on a particular style, Bulgarian choral music 
(albeit with Australian embellishment and dis-location), it is representative of 
only a small proportion of singers involved in the scene. An examination of the 
overall eclectic repertoire of a cappella should therefore yield a broader 
analysis. 
Most importantly, Gibb and Loader ( 1997) noted that the voice and body were 
regarded as the perceived sites of authenticity and originality within the scene. 
They also recognised the "felt-femaleness" to the practice of contemporary a 
cappella as well as the higher participation rates of women in the scene. These 
interwoven elements need further exploration than their paper was able to give. 
Downie's (1995) study was one which centred on the gendered nature of a 
cappella performance in Australia. In her paper, entitled "Why a cappella? 
Why Women? Why Now?", which was presented to the 1995 International 
Association for the Study of Popular Music (IASPM) Conference, Downie 
provided an outline of the growth, types of groups, and structure of a cappella 
in Australia. Downie (1995) suggested that a cappella's appeal to women 
could not simply come from its accessibility and low technical application. She 
stated that it was not so much the styles of music but that "a cappella's 
musical aspects alone are producing the growth in women's a cappella in 
Australia" (1995: 10, emphasis in original). Downie also recognised the impact 
of social factors and ultimately suggested that the "three whys" of Australia a 
cappella - Why a cappella? Why women? Why now? - are all essential aspects 
absolutely dependent on and integrated with each other (1995: 10). She 
therefore concluded that a number of musical and sociological factors have 
helped to create this situation. 
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From the musical perspective, she proposed that the scene's performers and 
audience, both of whom were overwhelmingly from the "baby-boomer"3 
generation, demanded variety to their music and had developed an aesthetic for 
acoustic music. She also suggested that the Australian folk scene and, more 
broadly, world music had a significant impact on Australian a cappella. 
Further, she argued that a cappella had provided the niche for female 
musicians to enter the commercial music industry (Downie 1995: 10-12). 
Sociologically, she suggested that women were encouraged to sing and those 
who were singing a cappella were generally educated within the private school 
system. She suggested that feminism was ambivalently adopted within the 
scene but concluded that, more importantly, many participants felt their 
personal (spiritual, psychological, emotional and community) needs were met 
through a cappella. She also found that individuals involved in the Australian a 
cappella scene embraced the ideas associated with multiculturalism, at least 
musically (Downie 1995: 12-15). 
Downie has developed a good overall picture of the Australian a cappella 
scene highlighting a number of interwoven social and musical elements. But her 
reliance on survey data and her focus on the professional side of the scene has 
provided a seemingly cohesive and rigid representation. As a result, her 
archetypal Australian a cappella singer was: 
female, aged 30-43 years, could sing equally in an all-female or mixed 
group. She is probably single or separated. She is interested in politics, 
votes Left or Green but generally does not belong to any lobby groups . 
She probably attended a private school, and is tertiary educated. She has 
had singing lessons since leaving school. If she sings in an all female 
group, the group is likely to be a small group (9 members of less). If she 
sings in a mixed group it is probably a large chorus of over 30. She has 
less than two years experience in a cappella singing and a cappella 
singing takes up 25% of her social life. (Downie 1995:4) 
The membership, organisational styles, repertoire and performances of 
women's community a cappella choirs, which are described in detail m 
Chapters Three, Four and Five, point to a greater diversity of personal and 
collective experience for singers than this generalised profile suggests. 
3The "baby-boomer" generation is that generation born directly after World War II and until 
1959. 
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In fact, studies based in the United States by Attinello (1994) and Roma 
( 1992), suggest reasons for the apparent cohesiveness and representation 
Downie presents. Attinello recognised that the responses to his survey material 
led to an attitude of solidarity and positive image by the recipients. "The 
defensiveness of subcultures is a serious problem, and the powerful human 
desire to avoid examination of one's deeper motives constantly gets in the way 
of open discussion of these areas" (Attinello 1994:325). From a different 
perspective, Roma's study highlighted the diversity inherent in women's choirs. 
She stated: "[t]here are all kinds of choirs in the women's choral movement, 
and the impulse that sustains them varies from place to place" (Roma 1992:36). 
Nonetheless, Downie's study was a significant and important survey of 
Australian a cappella and some of her findings were reinforced by the later 
study by Gibb and Loader (1997) and are reinforced in this thesis. 
One significant feature recognised by Downie (1995) and Gibb and Loader 
( 1997) was that singing was said by a cappella participants to have 
psychological and emotional benefits. Bellicanta (1992) made a similar finding 
in her study of experiences of people who used their voices in song, which 
included a cappella singers. Drawing on evidence from interviews with the 
singers who participated in her study, Bellicanta concluded that: 
[T]hrough the power of music as a healing force I believe we may re-
experience the fluidity of the world in which we live. Our health may be 
restored when we are able to give full expression to our natural aspiration 
for spiritual growth and when there is a balance and uninhibited flow of 
energy through our entire self. (Bellicanta 1992:35) 
In a more recent study, W arleigh ( 1996a and 1996b) has drawn on the research 
by Downie and myself, among others, to explore community level participation 
in a cappella from a leisure studies viewpoint. She concluded that "[m]any 
personal, spiritual and communal needs are met by singing a cappella" 
(Warleigh 1996a:i). 
The journal of Australian music, Sounds Australian, devoted its Winter 1994 
volume to choral music in Australia. In recognising that "choral music has 
never been so alive as it is today" (Schafer 1994a:5), the volume set out to 
explore the current situation of Australian choral music. While there was a 
tendency to concentrate on conventional choirs - "the stereotypical choir 
[which] might be characterised as middle-aged, middle-brow and middle class" 
(Schafer 1994a:5) - some articles suggested a diversity. Smith (1994:30-33) 
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described choral singing in Darwin, particularly since Cyclone Tracey in 1975, 
and included references to community choirs such as the Trades and Labour 
Council and a cappella groups. Composer interviews with Carolyn Connors 
(1994:40-41) and Tony Backhouse (1994:41-42) also exposed the growth of a 
cappella in the choral scene. 
The one published monograph that focused solely on a cappella in Australia 
was the a cappella choral workbook written by Backhouse (1995). 
Fundamentally, this is a "how-to" sourcebook with scores overwhelmingly 
selected from the gospel traditional style in which Backhouse is an active 
participant and teacher. It does, however, provide some discussion on the 
practicalities of a cappella singing, an overview of the various genres included 
in the a cappella musical scene, a discography, bibliography and a resource 
section. Backhouse's book is very much one published in response to the 
recognised growth in participation of a cappella singing in Australia. 
The limited amount of research on women's choirs in the United States of 
America (USA) has produced only a small amount of published material 
(Hubbard 1996:pers comm). Both Robertson (1989) and Roma (1992) linked 
the growth of women's choirs in the USA to the development of "women 
identified music" or "women's music" in the USA in the 1970s. This was the 
period "when lesbian musicians began to come out, when women began to take 
control of some sectors of the [commercial music] industry" (Potter 1994:192). 
While this is not necessarily the case in Australia, there are some similarities to 
the music culture of women's community a cappella choirs in Australia, 
particularly the adoption of feminist-informed organisational styles and a 
repertoire that highlights the political interests of women. The differences 
between women's choirs in Australia and the choirs in the USA, as will become 
apparent later in this thesis, are shown to have resulted from a distinct set of 
historical circumstances. 
Finnegan's (1989) innovative study of community music-making in the English 
town of Milton Keynes was a useful resource. While her study considered a 
wide diversity of grassroots music-making, the inclusion of community choirs 
and the overall approach taken by Finnegan provided comparative work. 
However, she does not specifically focus on a cappella choirs. Another study 
which concentrated on music at the grassroots level in England was that of 
Cohen (1994). Cohen researched the popular music practice of young people in 
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Liverpool but this research did not include choirs or a cappella. Nonetheless, 
these studies are fine examples of the ethnography of music and both have been 
recognised as significantly contributing to the study of music at the community 
level (see, for example, Frith 1992 and Kruse 1993). As pointed out by Frith: 
both Finnegan and Cohen comment that these "creative amateurs" make a 
nonsense of residual suggestions that people's involvement with [music] is 
essentially parasitic or, alternatively, that [practising music] is somehow a 
spontaneous, folk-like activity. (1993: 174) 
Other published articles from English sources (Page 1993, Greig 1995) have 
concentrated on the a cappella Renaissance style as performed in the 
"classical" choral environment. As such, these articles bear little relationship to 
the main subject of this thesis. Although a cappella is not exclusive to English-
speaking countries (as will become evident in Chapter Two), relevant sources 
from non-English research could not be readily located, and are therefore not 
included in this study. 
The above projects complement my own research. To some extent they cover a 
number of aspects, which I shall also discuss, while at the same time some of 
them fail to provide enough detail or appropriate contexts for specific 
comparative work. The specificity of the women's community a cappella choirs 
on which my research is based will bring to this overall body of research an 
alternative or additional interpretation of the music culture of a cappella in 
Australia. 
Ethnography of Music 
The task of writing an ethnography of music within one's own culture, and in 
which one fully participates, has required the creation of a multidisciplinary 
approach to theory and methodology in order to meet the obvious challenges 
that such a research endeavour encounters. A review of theoretical and 
methodological approaches in a diversity of disciplines has therefore been 
undertaken in order to reach an understanding of the intersection of issues and 
considerations that have been exposed by this study. The eclectic nature of 
women's community a cappella choirs has therefore been reflected in the 
adoption and adaptation of a bricolage of theory and methodology from 
anthropology, ethnomusicology, musicology, popular music studies, cultural 
studies and feminist critique. 
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The following sections discuss the main theoretical and methodological 
approaches that form the foundation of this thesis. As noted in the introductory 
chapter, finer theoretical points are drawn out within individual chapters. For 
example, in Chapter Two I discuss theoretical issues concerned with an eclectic 
world musics repertoire and a women's musical aesthetic. Consideration of the 
notion of identity will be discussed in Chapter Three. Chapter Four examines 
feminist inspired styles of organisation and the influence of such models on 
philosophy and ideology, decision-making and repertoire within the choirs. An 
overall theoretical interpretation of musical experience within the context of a 
gendered choral environment in contemporary Australia will be explored in 
Chapter Five. 
Theoretical Issues 
The fundamental theoretical concern of this thesis is that, in order to gain an 
understanding of women's community a cappella choirs in Australia, one needs 
to examine the experience of choir both as a social phenomenon and as a sound 
phenomenon. The musical and extramusical aspects, mediated through the 
experience of choir, are best interpreted through a discourse of the 
phenomenology of music practice. The practice of music and the discourse of 
music are interconnected (Abu-Lughold 1991 ). That is, the discourse is both 
constructed by and constructs the aesthetics that define a music practice. A 
particular musical environment is, therefore, "experienced". It is experienced as 
a practice and as a discourse. A music practice then "may be seen to be both 
resistant to hegemonic forces ... and, on the other hand, ironically, part of the 
reproducing forces" that shape the lives of the participants (Pegley and Caputo 
1994:300). The two following sections will therefore draw out the 
development of some basic premises about music and society and the 
phenomenology of music practice. 
Music and Society 
The social importance of music and performance has increased as an area of 
study within the field of anthropology. As Stokes (1994a:24) has stated, the 
"attention being given by anthropologists to the resourceful and prolix 
creativities of everyday life provides anthropologists with an opportunity to 
observe and engage with music as a vital form of social creativity" . Neuenfeldt 
( 1991) has also recognised that anthropology can assist in the study of music. 
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He argues that through anthropologically-informed research, we can appreciate 
how form, function and content in music practice are "continually remoulded 
to address emergent social, cultural and political issues" (Neuenfeldt 1991 :95). 
It is now well recognised that musicological studies have formerly tended to 
neglect the cultural context of music-making and to emphasise music as a 
product rather than a process. Nonetheless, a "new musicology" is developing 
which embraces the perspectives, vocabularies and strategies of 
postmodemism. Quoting from Kramer (1992), Wood (1993-94: 11) stated that 
a musicology of the future: 
will shift an exclusive attention from the "score" to situate the evidence of 
musical experience "within the densely compacted, concretely situated 
worlds of those who compose, perform, and listen", and open hermeneutic 
windows in our discourse (and on the music we seek to interpret) to allow 
us to think of music not as "a grid of assertions in which other meanings 
are embedded" but as "a field of humanly significant actions" . 
Before this "postmodern turn" in musicology, however, the development of 
ethnomusicology highlighted the social or cultural context of music (see, for 
example, Merriam 1964, Netti 1964, Blacking 1973). It has been stated that 
Merriam's model "defined ethnomusicology as 'the study of music in culture' 
and that view - even as modified to 'music as culture' and 'the relationship 
between music and culture' - has remained one of the core concepts in the 
discipline ever since" (Rice 1987:469). 
Various nuances in the study of music practice have been developed within 
ethnomusicology (see, for example, McLeod and Herndon 1980, Seeger 1980, 
Shepherd 1993, Kaemmer 1993). Kaemmer's (1993) introductory text argued 
that music has a number of components which require consideration: the 
symbolic (what music says); the aesthetic (what the sounds convey without 
reference to anything else) and the pragmatic (what music does or its uses and 
functions). 
This view has been restated in a slightly different form by Rice (1987, 1994) in 
the production and application of a model he designed for the study of music. 
He argued that the fundamental "formative processes" in music should be 
conceived of as social maintenance, historical construction and individual 
creation and experience. Embedded within each of these processes are the 
sound of music, the concept of music and musical behaviour. This model, he 
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argued, provides greater flexibility in the focus of study and in comparative 
interpretations. 
Among others, Becker (1979) and Shepherd (1993a) recognised that music 
cannot be studied in isolation from the cultural environment in which it is 
supported and to which it lends support. Becker (1979:210) argued that 
musical thought is indivisible from the thought processes and cultural concepts 
of the people who produce the music and the people for whom it is played. 
Williams (1981: 158) recognised that performance (within which music can be 
included) is a social process of a highly significant and valuable kind. 
Essentially, he argued that performance can express potentialities or 
possibilities for society, for it can simultaneously be aesthetic (the performance 
itself) and sociological (a social process). 
These theoretical approaches have generally been adopted by Western 
academics for the study of the music of the "other": the music-making of small-
scale societies in, for example, the Americas, Africa, Asia and the Pacific, or in 
the folk traditions of Europe. Furthermore, these studies have tended to focus 
on music combined with other forms of expressive culture such as ritual, dance, 
drama, or theatre. A study of a gendered contemporary music culture requires 
further considerations. Most importantly, there are aspects of gender and the 
music of the "self', which can be illuminated to some extent through popular 
music studies and urban ethnomusicology. 
Despite past difficulties of being recognised as an appropriate site of academic 
enquiry, popular music studies have increased since Wilfrid Mellers' pioneering 
work in the 1960s. One of the advantages of popular music studies is the focus 
on contemporary music in which the researcher is implicated, either as a 
member of the audience or participant. 
Furthermore, popular music studies have brought about the development of a 
theoretical approach to music that combines anthropology, sociology and 
cultural studies (Shepherd 1994a:131). There are, however, a number of 
limitations to popular music studies. Frith (1989, 1992) and Middleton (1990, 
1993, 1994) have offered critiques of the approaches adopted in popular music 
studies. For example, many popular music studies have tended to be 
concentrated in the discipline of cultural studies. This has resulted in the 
neglect of "the rationale of cultural production itself, the place and thought of 
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cultural producers" (Frith 1992: 178) as well as "insufficient attention ... to the 
sounds themselves" (Middleton 1993: 177). 
In particular, the study of popular music has tended to focus on rock'n'roll, rap, 
hip hop and other contemporary popular musical styles (see, for example, my 
comment page 2, paragraph 2, Introduction). As Cohen (1993:126) explained: 
ideology has influenced the choice of focus within popular music studies, 
leading to a concentration upon the small minority of professional 
performers and 'stars', rather than the vast majority of amateur music 
makers ... It should be added that it is still overwhelmingly male youth 
(particularly of working class) which has been privileged, and that the 
focus of youth has often been accompanied by a concern with fast-
changing commodities and trends which downplay the elements of 
continuity that might also be present. 
Frith (1992) contrasted the different ways m which popular music ts 
constructed in the approaches of anthropology and cultural studies. He stated 
that, for anthropology, it is a particularly ordered kind of social and symbolic 
structure; for cultural studies, it is a particularly disruptive kind of myth, a myth 
of resistance through rituals and the politics of style, among other things (Frith 
1992: 179). While Frith set out to criticise the academic enterprise of cultural 
studies, I would argue that music practice does indeed include elements of 
resistance through ritual and politics of style. That is, the symbolic and social 
structures may not be so ordered after all, for they contain elements of the 
"myth". 
Slobin's (1993) work on "micromusics" of the West, or the music of urban 
subcultures, has provided important theoretical considerations relevant to my 
own study. His main theoretical contribution is the interaction of the "cultures" 
which construct a music culture. Within his schema, "superculture" suggests an 
overarching category, "subculture" an embedded unit, and "interculture", a 
crosscutting trend. He noted, however, that: 
in lived experience, of course, people don't necessarily divide up their 
musical lives into such groupings, but often enough, when asked to 
articulate or to defend tastes or activities, people do in fact point to 
linkages, subordinations, import-export traffic, and other factors that 
implicitly support the notion of a -cultural musical life. (Slobin 1993: 12) 
Slobin underlaid his schema with Appadurai's (1990) "dimensions", recognising 
the similarities or parallels of approach in a theory that consists of inherently 
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interwoven dimensions - a set of landscapes: technoscapes, finanscapes, 
ideoscapes, ethnoscapes and mediascapes - to any "global cultural economy". 
In other words, Slobin set out to develop a relational methodology, "to lay out 
the musical interplay - the cultural counterpoint - between individual, 
community, small group, state and industry" (Slobin 1993:14). 
Slobin noted that the units of analysis within a musical subculture are the 
"fulcrum on which individual and group identities tum and balance precariously 
in the cultural and subcultural winds" (Slobin 1993:xi), realising that "music is 
both reflective and constitutive of culture and personality" (Slobin 1993 :6). 
Therefore, if we focus on a particular music culture at a particular time we can 
"delineate the whole plane of interaction of diverse, complex, and shifting units 
of cultural analysis" (Slobin 1993:22-23). 
Slobin argued strongly for a focus on interactions so as to avoid an 
interpretation informed by limited analysis. Nonetheless, the research projects 
of feminist academics have highlighted the importance of gender as a central 
and previously neglected part of cultural analysis and which, in tum, have 
stimulated a recognition of the absence of other important sociological factors. 
The relationship between music, society and gender has been much discussed 
in feminist research projects. For example, Koskoff (1989) argued that music 
can transform, reverse, mediate, protest or confirm gender relations and it 
provides one of the best contexts for observing and understanding the gender 
structure of any society. Robertson (1989:225) stated that music is an 
instrument of power and gender definition, for it "affords us a point of entry 
for understanding how people achieve what they want within their own 
environment, how they act out their assumptions about each other, and how 
they challenge authority" . Mc Clary (1991: 8) agreed, recognising that "music 
does not just passively reflect society, it also serves as a public forum within 
which various models of gender organization (along with many other aspects 
of social life) are asserted, adopted, contested and negotiated". 
Feminist critique has therefore been at the forefront of dealing with the 
exclusion of women from music studies. It has done so by not only studying 
women's music-making and thereby showing alternatives to the perceived 
universal nature of men's music-making (see, for example, Drinker 1977 
(1949), Koskoff 1989, Peterson 1989, Robertson 1989, McClary 1991), but 
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also in undennining the premises upon which the dichotomies of self/other are 
predicated (see, for example, Solie 1993, Shepherd 1993, McClary 1991). 
Feminist critique has also been pivotal in the criticism of male bias in 
musicological theory generally (McClary 1991) and the construction of the 
musical canon (Citron 1993). In other words, feminist critique has been 
concerned with equality, difference and deconstruction in music (Dame 1993). 
Criticisms of feminist studies have resulted in acknowledgement of other 
oversights in cultural analysis (see, for example, Behar 1993, Behar and 
Gordon 1995). As a result, issues of gender, socio-economic background, 
ethnicity and age are now considered central to discussions of musical 
expression and experience. The complex interaction of these issues is 
fundamental to an understanding of music-making in any contemporary setting, 
including the community level. 
As mentioned earlier, there is a scarcity of music studies which focus on music-
making at the grassroots level. It has been argued that local music-making has 
generally been excluded from academic analysis because of the way 
"production" and "consumption" overlaps in community or vernacular music 
(Johnson 1996b). Increasingly though, and as a result of the above criticisms, 
local music-making is becoming a legitimate site of academic enquiry and one 
which highlights the interaction of social and musical elements. 
As a result of ongoing consideration of her Liverpool-based ethnography of 
music, Cohen (1993: 126) has come to recognise the greater influence of 
linguistic, semiotic and musicological traditions on the study of music. The 
tendency to adopt a semiological model to music, however, does little justice 
to the reception of and expectations about music. As Shepherd ( 1994: 134-135) 
stated, to apply the traditional semiological model to music renders music as a 
special but, unfortunately, inferior case of language. Shepherd (1994: 135) cited 
the work of Wicke (1989, 1990) as a solution to this conundrum: 
Wicke has argued that music is a social medium in sound ... the sounds in 
music provide constantly moving and complex matrices of sounds in 
which individuals may invest their own meanings ... This means that while 
the meanings and values of music are not intrinsic to music's sounds - they 
are nonetheless heavily implicated in the construction and investment of 
those meanings and values ... The most that we can say is that they call 
forth meanings. 
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It is my contention that to appreciate the expression of meanings, aesthetics or 
potentialities of society through music there is a need to examine the "lived 
experience" of music practice, the phenomenology, rather than the semiotics, 
of music-making (Csordas 1994). The "lived experience" of music-making is 
central to the theoretical concerns of this thesis. As Cohen (1993: 127) stated: 
The focus upon people and their musical practices and processes rather 
than upon structures, texts or products, illuminates the ways in which 
music is used and the important role that it plays in everyday life and in 
society generally. 
It is important to recognise that all contemporary musics are "shaped these 
days by international influences and institutions, by multinational capital and 
technology, by global pop norms and values" (Frith 1989:2). At the same time, 
we can not neglect individual and group agency resisting or accommodating 
those overarching features4. As Slobin's (1993) monograph highlights, 
contemporary urban musics are sites at which various levels and planes of 
agency and structure overlap, intersect and nest. 
This ethnographic account of women's community a cappella choirs takes up 
the challenge to evoke rather than represent the "lived experience" of music 
practice. It attempts to show how these women and their choirs are "being-in-
the-world" (Csordas 1994: 10). 
The Phenomenology of Music Practice 
The phenomenology of music practice is a theoretical position that makes use 
of a number of concepts from various researchers. Succinctly, the 
phenomenology of music practice theorises the experience of music based on 
the "lived experience" of those people who form the focus of research. 
Phenomenology should be understood as "the scientific study of experience. It 
is an attempt to describe human consciousness in its lived immediacy" (Jackson 
1996:2). "Lived experience" is inherited, embodied and enacted through the 
processes and practices of a culture and is more than the simple reproduction 
of that culture. As Abu-Lughod (1991 : 153-154) has argued: 
4A number of ethnographies have highlighted this interplay, particularly in regard to issues 
of musical identity within the local/global dynamic. See, for example, Neuenfeldt 1991 , 
Austerlitz 1993, Garofalo 1993, Guilbault 1993, Pacini Hernandez 1993, Topp Fargion 1993, 
Baily 1994, Magowan 1994, Parkes 1994, Stokes 1994b. 
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[S]howing the actual circumstances and detailed histories of individuals 
and their relationships would suggest that such particulars, which are 
always present (as we know from our own personal experience), are also 
always crucial to the constitution of experience. [The] reconstruction of 
people's arguments about, justifications for, and interpretations of what 
they and others are doing would explain how social life proceeds. It would 
show that although the terms of their discourses may be set (and, as in any 
society, include several sometimes contradictory and often historically 
changing discourses), within these limits, people contest interpretations of 
what is happening, strategize, feel pain, and live their lives. 
A central feature of the phenomenology of music practice is the concept of 
"practice" developed in the theory of practice by Bourdieu (1977) and Giddens 
(1979), and as used by de Certeau (1984) and others. I adopt "practice" to 
indicate a "focus on interaction among individuals and groups, and how this 
interaction [reproduces and transforms] the forms of social and expressive 
realities" (Kaemmer 1993 :24) in order to show that music and society are not 
static entities but common modes of action reproduced with varying degrees of 
continuity. 
Three major concepts that Bourdieu (1977) developed are "habitus", "capital" 
and "field" and they create a generative formula that explains social practice: 
(habitus x capital) + field = practice (Bourdieu 1984: 101 ). All three concepts 
do much work in Bourdieu's schema and are useful to my own research. 
"Capital" is not strictly an economic term, for it is also regarded as cultural and 
symbolic. It is as the concept of "cultural capital" that most appropriately fits 
with my own research. Applied to a musical context, Frith ( 1987: 134-135) has 
recognised that different groups are taken to: 
possess different sorts of cultural capital, share different cultural 
expectations and so make music differently - pop tastes are shown to 
correlate with class cultures and subcultures; musical styles are linked to 
specific age groups; we take for granted the connection of ethnicity and 
sound. 
"Field" is best understood in empirical studies (which Bourdieu has done, for 
example, in Distinction 1984) for it is difficult to use abstractly (Moss 
1988:29). The concept of field can be regarded as a "field of forces" enabling 
the exploration of the relationship between agents and structures (Robbins 
1991 :90). "[The] objects of analysis within the field are the stakes in the game 
(capital), the strategies, [and] the objectified histories of the agents (their 
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positions and habitus)" (Barnard 1990:78, emphasis added). For the purpose 
of my own research, the field that is being studied is the gendered choral 
environment of women's community a cappella choirs insofar as this field 
relates to the main aim of the thesis (see page 4). But these choirs, while fields 
themselves, are situated within the field of a cappella music generally, or the a 
cappella scene, and the field of cultural identity within Australia. 
"Habitus" is a very important tool in Bourdieu's theory of practice. It is the 
dispositions, perception and historical circumstances of the agent. The 
connection between the field, habitus and capital is direct. The value given to 
capital is related to the social and cultural characteristics of the habitus 
strategically played within a field (Bourdieu 1984). 
Strategies play an important role in practice theory, even if Bourdieu leans too 
hard on structure (Lindsay 1996: 199). Bourdieu argued that rules were not 
inherent in societies but that "agents strategically worked the system of 
temporarily dominant structures in order to construct a new, and constantly 
adapting, social balance" (Robbins 1991 :87), that is "a person's life does more 
than conserve and perpetuate ... pre-existing circumstances; it interprets them, 
negotiates and nuances them, re-imagines them, protests against them, and 
endures them in ... complex and subtle ways" (Jackson 1996:30). 
The implication of the notion of practice in music can be identified in 
Finnegan's (1989:304) work. She argued that collective music-making is pre-
eminently a sphere within which people can, and regularly do, experience a 
justified awareness of personal meaning and control. She further noted that: 
[a]mong the most valued and, it may be, most profoundly human of such 
[cultural] practices in our society is that of music. And far from being 
either "marginal" to society or confined to a small elite of specialists, this 
deeply social and deeply human practice of music is engaged in and fought 
over and created and maintained by the many many unacclaimed local 
musicians whose work both reveals them as creative and active human 
beings and serves to uphold the cultural traditions we take for granted. 
(Finnegan 1989:341) 
What Finnegan neglected to note, and it is exposed in this study of women's 
community a cappella choirs, is that these cultural traditions are also resisted, 
modified and contrived through the practice of local music-making. 
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Others have made similar conclusions, suggesting that music is a "practice in 
which meanings are generated, manipulated, even ironised [sic], within certain 
limitations. Music and dance provide the means by which the hierarchies of 
place are negotiated and transformed" (Stokes 1994a:4). As Shepherd 
(1994: 136) pointed out, music can be subjectively and socially powerful and 
the subjective and social complement one another. The sounds of music 
encourage and restrict both idiosyncrasies and commonalities, and provide the 
ground on which negotiations between the two can be played out. These 
negotiations are played out between the internal or subjective social world, and 
the external or public social world. But, as Shepherd (1994: 137) further 
argued, these negotiations can only be understood by references to the whole 
range of human activity: political, economic, religious, educational, and so on. 
Slobin (1993:77) also noted that "[m]usic is at once an everyday activity, an 
industrial commodity, a flag of resistance, a personal world, and a deeply 
symbolic, emotional grounding for people in every class and cranny the 
superculture offers". He then looked to Bourdieu for a possible suggestion of 
why that might be. Bourdieu (1984: 19) proposed that music "says nothing and 
has nothing to say ... music represents the most radical and most absolute form 
of the negation of the world, and especially the social world, which the 
bourgeois ethos tends to demand of all forms of art". On the other hand, said 
Slobin (1993 :78), ethnomusicology argued otherwise, "it is not that music has 
nothing to say, but that it allows everyone to say what he or she wants. It is not 
because music negates the world, but because it embodies any number of 
imagined worlds that people tum to music as a core form of expression". While 
I agree with Slobin that music does embody any number of imagined worlds 
(Anderson 1983), he does not adequately acknowledge in Bourdieu's (1977, 
1984) work the importance of the notions of habitus and strategies. 
The strategies taken by people within any music culture are both constrained 
and enabled (Giddens 1979, 1984) by structures created within the interactions 
of the superculture, subculture and interculture. In fact, there are linkages 
between the features of the theory of practice and the approach suggested by 
Slobin. Brought together one can demonstrate the complexities and 
contradictions of context and content (Giddens 1979, 1984) or matter and 
manner (Bourdieu 1977, 1984) in the various levels and planes of any site of 
study. Structure and agency are interactively influencing each other through 
time and space. Strategies are being played out incessantly. As Slobin 
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recognised "[s]ubcultural musicians keep one eye on their in-group audience 
and the other on the superculture, looking out for useful codes and successful 
strategies, while a third, inner eye seeks personal aesthetic satisfaction" (Slobin 
1993 :89). The interplay of strategies at the various levels and planes of my 
research area (the various "cultures" of the research) will be revealed in the 
examination of the Australian a cappella scene, and, more specifically, the 
women's community a cappella choirs. 
The underlying notion of "experience" in my own research has resonance with 
theoretical concepts developed by Bourdieu ( 1977, 1984 ), Giddens ( 1979, 
1984, 1990), and developed further by others. As Cowan (1990:24) has 
recognised: 
In arguing that the ideas and relations of the world "outside" the body 
permeate our senses and generate "a certain subjective experience" .. . 
Bourdieu's ideas of habitus and embodiment share much with Williams' 
( 1977) description of hegemony as "the shaping perceptions of ourselves 
and our world". They also bear many similarities to Giddens' (1979) idea 
of "practical consciousness". "Ideology" or "culture", such writers stress, 
is not only in our heads; it is - and perhaps more profoundly - in our 
bodies too. 
The embodied nature of experience is central to the theoretical concerns of 
phenomenology. Jackson (1989, 1996) has provided an excellent overview and 
history of phenomenological thought. He suggested that the study of culture 
should be construed "not as world views but as lifeworlds" (Jackson 1996:6) 
and like Bourdieu collapsed metaphorical dichotomies. "Metaphors ... reveal or 
realize unities; they are not figurative means of denying dualities" (Jackson 
1996:9). For example: 
the antinomy of "subjectivity" and "objectivity" ceases to be a problem if 
these terms are seen as indicative of the way human experience vacillates 
between a sense of ourselves as subjects and as objects; in effect, making 
us feel sometimes that we are world-makers, sometimes that we are merely 
made by the world. A phenomenological approach avoids fetishizing the 
words with which we name these different moments or modes of 
experience, refusing to make any one "cut" into the continuum of 
consciousness foundational to a theory of knowledge. (Jackson 1996:21) 
Important to a phenomenological approach is "to describe the implications, 
intentions, and effects of what people say, do, and hold to be true" (Jackson 
1996: 11 ), which "prepares the ground for detailed descriptions of how people 
immediately experience space, time, and the world in which they live" (Jackson 
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1996:12). As such, Jackson (1996:20) recognised that despite problems with 
Bourdieu's theory of practice5, his "emphasis on mundane strategizing, practical 
taxonomies, bodily habits, social usages, and agency makes his notion of 
habitus directly comparable to the notion of lifeworld". Jackson (1996:27) 
argued that an "empirically faithful concept of experience has first to recognize 
[the] multifaceted character of the person - the fact that experience of self, or 
of self in relation to other, is continually adjusted to and modulated by 
circumstance". Jackson (1996:28) therefore acknowledged that "relations 
between people as well as relations between people and things" are integral 
considerations. 
The body is therefore central to an understanding of experience. As noted by 
Csordas (1994:4 ), "the scholarly discovery that the body has a history and is as 
much a cultural phenomenon as it is a biological entity are potentially 
enormous" and can help "reformulate theories of culture, self and experience, 
with the body at the center of analysis". By beginning with the premise that 
embodiment is a valuable starting point for rethinking the nature of culture and 
our existential situation as cultural beings, the "body" invites a discrete focus 
on perception, practice, parts, processes, and products (Csordas 1994:4-6). As 
Turner argued, " ... the body seems thrust into ever-increasing prominence as 
the arena of social conflicts and repressive controls, as well as some of the 
most liberating aspects of contemporary culture and social life" (Turner 
1994:27). Because of the social, political and cultural nature of the women's 
choirs that are the focus of my study, Turner's work provides valuable insights: 
For the new political movements of personal-social-cultural-environmental 
resistance ... "the body" consists essentially in processes of self-productive 
activity, at once subjective and objective, meaningful and material, 
personal and social, an agent that produces discourses as well as receiving 
them... The body, in sum, has become the focus of fundamental 
contradictions between the emancipatory and repressive tendencies of the 
social, cultural and political order of contemporary capitalism. (Turner 
1994:46) 
This new "life politics" of personal identity, Turner (1994:28) also argued, has 
focused so largely on issues of bodiliness because of the appropriation of 
bodiliness, in all its aspects, from sexuality and reproductive capacities to 
sensory powers and physical health, strength, and appearance and is, he 
5Jackson is not alone in critiquing Bourdieu. See, for example, Acciaioli 1981 , Jenkins 1982 
& 1992, Brubaker 1985, Moss 1988, Barnard 1990, Mahar et al 1990, Robbins 1991, 
Lindsay 1996. 
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argued, "the fundamental matrix, the material infrastructure, so to speak, of the 
production of personhood and social identity". This is especially relevant in an 
examination of relations of gender. 
Two previous studies of gender in performance that have made recognisable 
use of embodiment and practice are Ness (1993) and Cowan (1990). Cowan 
( 1990) examined the dancing and dance-event in Sohos, Greece, to explore 
how the gendered ideas and relations of everyday life are actively embodied 
and explored in festive performances. Ness (1993) undertook an ethnography 
of the Filipino dance style sinulog concentrating on its changes over time. Ness 
particularly used the notion of habitus to understand the continuation and 
transformation of sinulog: 
I came to understand that tindera sinulog form as a manifestation of local 
habits ... That is to say, it was one of those durable and reasonable but 
largely unreasoned practices, collectively orchestrated, yet largely unruled 
and subjectively perceived, always improvised but nevertheless 
systematically regular in appearance, function, and interpretation. It was, 
in sum, a kind of outgrowth or by-product of some of the city's most 
abiding and prevalent 'dispositions' or structural tendencies. (Ness 
1993:91) 
In centring musical experience m the body, we can develop a theoretical 
understanding of singing, as it is practised in the women's community a 
cappella choirs. The experience of singing, which in itself requires the 
experience of rhythm, melody and harmony, is an integral connection between 
the women's bodies, it is "a social performance in which each individual 
contribution is both essential and partial" (Lindsay 1996:204 ). 
Embodiment is also important in the experience of sound. In a musical 
experience, sound is the foundation of that experience. Stoller (1989) argued 
that the forces that act in the tonal world manifest themselves through bodies. 
Tone, he suggested, is action and therefore sound: 
allows for the interpenetration of the inner and outer worlds, of the visible 
and the invisible, of the tangible and the intangible ... [Sound] penetrates 
the individual and creates a sense of communication and participation. 
From the musical perspective, the "out-there" is replaced by ... the "from-
out-there-toward-me-and-through-me". (Stoller 1989: 120) 
Essentially then, a theory of the phenomenology of music practice can be seen 
to provide the means by which to make an interpretative account of people, 
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place, time, aesthetics, ideologies, music and sound, and the social, political, 
economic and cultural relationships that result at various levels and planes. 
Experience is a crucial strategy for this interpretation of women's community a 
cappella choirs in Australia at century's end and it will provide a basis on which 
to examine the interplay of gender, identity and the experience of music. The 
theoretical issues of my place within the research are discussed in the 
methodology section that follows. 
Methodological Issues 
Overall this study is an ethnography. Both the practice and the writing of 
ethnography have received significant attention and both will be dealt with 
here. 
The nature of my own ethnographic journey within a familiar environment has 
required attention being given to, in particular, the issues of insider/outsider, 
self/other. A reflexive approach has been imperative. As Neuenfeldt (1996: 14) 
argued, ethnographic research "connotes experiential qualitative research or 
analytical comment on groups or individuals, either by cultural insiders or 
outsiders". But the concerns of being an insider/outsider are not new to 
anthropology. 
During the 1970s, a number of "native" anthropologists grappled with this 
dilemma. Jones (1988) and Nakhleh (1979) have both commented on the 
advantages to insider anthropologists and both have recognised that the insider 
and outsider perspectives are subject to misconceptions based on different a 
priori assumptions. "The crux of the issue should be with what battery of 
theoretical tools each approaches the situation" (Nakleh 1979:345). 
Jones (1988:32-32) argued that as much as possible anthropological 
description should be made from the insider point of view, requiring the 
anthropologist to become actively involved in the life of the people they are 
studying. He believed, therefore, that the trained native anthropologist could 
produce the best and most reliable data. 
Although, to some extent Jones idealised non-Western anthropologists, he 
does suggest advantages that I found in my own study, such as being familiar 
with the culture and language that enabled easy access to choirs outside my 
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residential area. As an insider, people often did not perceive me as an 
anthropologist coming to study with them but, rather, as another member of 
the choir. There were mutually shared experiences of gender and women's 
choir. As a singer I brought skills and repertoire to the choirs; I was a 
"potential contributor to the [choirs], rather than an exploiter" (Burnim 
1985:445). 
More recently, feminist anthropologists and others who have been working 
within their own culture have discussed the challenges to such anthropological 
fieldwork. Wilson's (1988:42-58) study with women at Greenham Common 
highlighted some interesting points about carrying out an ethnography as an 
"insider". Living as a member of the community of women who were actively 
resisting state military policy and nuclear weapons allowed Wilson to integrate 
her concerns for contemporary social problems with academic work in 
anthropology. At the same time it raised "significant and disturbing questions" 
about "self" and "other" (Wilson 1988:43). 
Ethnomusicologists have also concerned themselves with issues of being an 
insider/outsider. Herndon (1993) acknowledged that the outsider can learn to 
act like an insider and the insider can learn to analyse like an outsider. Baumann 
(1993:58) explained: 
[i]n the interpretative process the 'emic' as well as the 'etic' perspectives 
are conceived as parts which define, specify and complement each other. 
In the perspective of participation and interpretation, subject and object 
are inseparably bound to one another. 
As During (1993:22) stated, a sense of shared values, identities, and purposes 
between the researcher and researched often elicits richer responses and 
transactions in the field. He noted that there are two ways to deal with the 
complexity of being an insider/outsider. Either accept it and the ambivalence or 
contradiction it generates as productive, or include the researchers' own 
relationships with her subjects in the resulting ethnography, allowing her 
subjects as much exposure as possible to her own academic discourses . 
Rather than an either/or approach, it can be argued that both approaches are 
appropriate for this study. The ambivalence or contradiction has prompted the 
consideration of a wide variety of methodological techniques and 
interpretations. Further, the mutual review that developed during the process 
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of my being with the choirs became, similarly to Bumim's (1985:442) 
experience in the gospel setting in which she was both insider and outsider, an 
"integral part of the research [which] yielded valuable data". 
It has been a worthwhile endeavour to give my "subjects" exposure to my 
academic project and discourses. I have done this in a variety of ways, 
especially through delivering a seminar at which members of the Canberra-
based choir, the Cyrenes, were present. Members of the Cyrenes were also 
present at my post-fieldwork seminar in May 1996 which was generally an 
outline of the fieldwork experience. Furthermore, the Brunswick Women's 
Choir sought to make use of the interviews I had with each member of the 
choir at the time of my fieldwork. At the end of 1995, they requested I write a 
discussion paper on the major areas of conflict as I understood them for the 
choir's strategic planning meeting. This paper required an extremely cautious 
and considered approach but the choir members were grateful for my input. 
Moreover, both the Brunswick Women's Choir and the Cyrenes received 
copies of both seminar papers, the MSA conference paper, and draft copies of 
chapters on which they were requested to comment. These comments were 
taken into consideration when writing this thesis and have played an active role 
in the shaping of the research. A number of the choir members have made 
analyses of their choirs and their own musical experience that I regarded as 
valid. Some women spoke of their envy of the opportunity that I was being 
given in undertaking such a study. On the other hand, others commented that 
they would not like to dissect their musical activities to such a degree. 
The advantages to the inclusion of subjectivity into ethnography is highlighted 
by the above. The positivist objective approach to ethnography has been 
challenged by others over the last thirty years from many areas, including 
feminist, post-structuralist and postmodernist perspectives. Wilson (1988:48), 
for example, noted the impossibility of the ethnographic posture that calls for 
an independent, objective observer. More recently, Okely (1992) and Callaway 
(1992) have recognised that the subjectivity of the anthropologist was 
"disguised and kept out of the text, emotions were discredited, concrete 
incidents (no matter how illuminating of the general point) were considered 
anecdotes" (Callaway 1992:38). 
In addition, the interpretative anthropology employed by Geertz (1973) and 
others has also challenged the theoretical assumptions concerned with the 
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construction of knowledge, by arguing that the choices made by 
anthropologists in their research are culturally bound. There is, therefore, a 
further need to draw together the input from researcher and informant, and of 
objectivity and subjectivity. This symbolic rejection of dichotomies prompted a 
reflexive turn in anthropology. The recognition of ethnography as a "dynamic 
relationship encompassing both construction and truth" (Wilson 1988:50), is 
acknowledged in the work of, for example, Clifford (1986a, 1986b), Jackson 
(1989, 1996), and Marcus (1995). In referring to the work of Clifford and 
Marcus ( 1986), Rice stated: 
Whereas earlier ethnographers were somewhat embarrassed by the 
subjective character of personal experience and narrative and tried to "kill 
[it] by science", (Malinowski quoted by Pratt), these critiques, tied to the 
hermeneutics of Gadamer, Ricoeur, and Clifford Geertz, weaken the 
ethnographer's claims to scientific authority and absolute truth modeled on 
the physical sciences, and affirm personal experience as the starting 
point for the interpretation of meaning (Rice 1994:10, emphasis added). 
The publication of Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnography 
(Clifford and Marcus 1986) "set off a debate about the predicaments of cultural 
representation that shook up . .. anthropology and brought a new self-
consciousness to the discipline" (Behar 1993:307). Among many others, 
feminist anthropologists were critical of this publication, especially Clifford's 
justification for excluding women anthropologists "because their writings failed 
to fit the requirement of being both feminist and textually innovative at the 
same time" (Behar 1993:308). 
This resulted in women ethnographers not only responding to male critiques of 
feminist anthropology but also to the critiques of Western feminism by women 
of colour, which in turn shed light on the exclusion of "minority", "indigenous", 
"native" or "halfie" anthropologists. The boundary between self and other was 
therefore shown to be not so clear cut and raised pedagogical and political 
concerns within ethnographic writing itself (Behar 1993:308-317). Gordon 
(1993:440) also noted that these ethnographies carved out a "deconstruction of 
borders between oral history and ethnography; community organizing and 
academic research; ethnicity and gender". 
These perspectives have been taken up by Cohen (1993) in her discussion of 
the relationship between ethnography and popular music studies. She stated 
that the ultimate culture described in the ethnographic text is contested, for the: 
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"objective", "unreciprocal" stance of anthropologists has rightly been 
questioned, and the dichotomies of them and us, self and other, objective 
and subjective, challenged in favour of a more negotiated, reflexive, 
discursive or intersubjective model of ethnographic practice... The 
ethnographer has come to be recognised as an active participant in the 
research process whose presence affects situations "in the field". 
Consequently, the ethnographic text becomes a version of reality created 
or concocted by the anthropologist in collaboration with her informants. 
(Cohen 1993: 123-124) 
Cohen (1993: 125) also noted that as Western anthropologists have begun to 
conduct research "at home", strangeness, familiarity, otherness are recognised 
as shifting categories: 
A situation or friend can be both strange and familiar concurrently, or at 
different times and in different contexts, and one can alter perspective, 
engaging with and distancing oneself from relationships and activities 
around one ... people tend to act in surprising or contradictory, as well as 
predictable ways. (Cohen 1993:125) 
Shifting also is the notion of subjectivity, for subjectivity is not a fixed point 
from which one interacts with the world. On the contrary, as de Laruetis (cited 
in Callaway 1992:36), observed, it is the effect of one's personal subjective 
engagement in the practices, discourses and institutions one studies, which he 
referred to as experience, that lends significance (value, meaning and affect) to 
the events of the world. 
This thesis also highlights the shifting notions or the unified complementarity of 
insider/outsider, self/other, objectivity/subjectivity and the theoretical and 
methodological conundrums that they raise. The familiarity and, more 
importantly, my long standing membership and involvement in a cappella 
choirs, did not so much create problems of distinction but brought constructive 
challenges and advantages to my study. Frith (1992: 184) stated that "it makes 
for a very complicated relationship between work and pleasure", yet "[whether] 
insider or outsider, the researcher faces a variety of personal, social and 
political constraints. The effectiveness with which these constraints are handled 
are major determiners of the ultimate success of the field investigation" 
(Bumim 1985:445). 
The seven years of experience as a singer in a women's a cappella choir 
provided positive advantages to my research. But it was the relationships I 
developed with choir members that most significantly affected the success or 
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otherwise of my fieldwork and this thesis. As Narayan (1993:19-20, cited in 
Behar 1993:319) suggested: 
... what we should focus on is the quality of relations with the people we 
seek to represent in our texts: are they viewed as mere fodder for 
professionally self-serving statements about a generalized Other, or are 
they accepted as subjects with voices, views and dilemmas - people to 
whom we are bonded through ties of reciprocity and who may even be 
critical of our professional enterprise? 
Of necessity, my insider perspective impacts on the information I make public 
through my research and writing. On the other hand, the choir members found 
it intriguing that I was studying with them and they were eager to have input. 
Some, of course, were aware that an anthropological study would have an 
impact on their choir, although maybe not to the degree that resulted in some 
instances. For example, the musical director of one choir, to whom I suggested 
that my presence could precipitate change, said that the choir needed shifting 
anyway and so any change my presence would engender was "good". Later, 
after a particularly heated discussion among choir members and the resignation 
of their artistic director, she admitted that she hadn't quite realised the full 
implications. Others were quite open about being uncomfortable with a singer-
researcher in their midst. Certainly, there was not overall support for my 
presence within these choirs and some women questioned my research intent. 
The general ethnographic approach of my study is, coincidentally, being 
explored in disciplines other than anthropology, ethnomusicology or popular 
music studies. Scholars from other disciplines such as performing arts, cultural 
studies and creative arts are also looking to ethnography as a research 
methodology. These scholar-practitioners are seeking ways to move beyond 
conventional approaches to formulating ideas about the performing or creative 
arts, to show that these practices provide both tangible and intangible aspects 
that can help us to reach an understanding of human society. My research, 
therefore, while drawing upon conventional approaches to the study of music 
practices and performance generally has, perhaps more importantly, been firmly 
grounded in participatory practice: in social relationships, in the rehearsal room 
and on the stage. In so doing, I have also been given the opportunity to test and 
improve my own musical and performance skills and to expand my "singing 
network". My ethnographic journey has been a "lived experience" (Jackson 
1989) and the thesis itselfreflects the "lived experience" of others. As Callaway 
stated: 
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"Experience" as a term in anthropology refers to the researcher's 
experience becoming part of the analysis... and also to the "lived 
experience" and multiple realities of individuals in the group being 
studied. (Callaway 1992:44) 
As such it is voice-centred research, research that is based on the polyphony of 
voices that have provided inspiration, knowledge and insights into this study. It 
is therefore a narrative description and interpretative analysis because it focuses 
on the "lifeworld" (Jackson 1996:40) of women's community a cappella choirs. 
Conclusion 
This thesis is a study of the music practice of women's community a cappella 
choirs from the point of view of a researcher who is also a singer in this 
gendered choral environment. Women's community a cappella choirs provide a 
unique site for academic research that focuses on music practice. It not only 
raises issues that have been previously discussed such as gender, identity and 
the experience of music, but it adds to and broadens these discussions to music 
practised at the community level in a contemporary choral environment, and 
within which the researcher is enmeshed. 
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the dichotomy of academic objectivity and 
participatory subjectivity is illusionary. Both are embodied within the lived 
experience of fieldwork, research and the writing of the thesis. Overall, this 
thesis is my interpretation of the music practice of women's community a 
cappella choirs within the Australian a cappella scene. But while my own 
viewpoints are primary, other voices are included within the polyphony creating 
the larger story of this ethnography. This polyphony reveals the multiple voices 
of myself as ethnographer, writer and community member, as well as giving 
"power to the spoken words of [my] informants over the written words of [my] 
own text" (Behar 1993:318). As Wood (1993-94:13) recognised, however, 
"for any given interpretation, an alternative always exists". Nonetheless, my 
interpretation is based upon a sound theoretical framework, encompassing a 
number of analytical approaches to questions concerning music and society and 
the phenomenology of music practice. It is also supported and grounded in a 
variety of fieldwork practices and developed within an analytical framework of 
the practice and writing of ethnography. 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER TWO: 
VIEWING A CAPP ELIA -
THE AUSTRALIAN SCENE, 
COMMUNITY CHOIRS AND WOMEN 
Don't tell us we've no power to make a change 
Or that we have no skill to rearrange 
The circumstances of the strife 
That jeopardise this precious life 
We need to help each other understand 
We are the women of the world and we are strong 
We're here to stay, it's here that we belong 
We'll give our children peace and love 
Joy and harmony 
We're the women of the world. 
(Excerpt from "Women of the World" by C Butler & M Pilot 
- as modified and sung by the Cyrenes) 
[W]e need to think of music as coming from many places 
and moving among many levels of today's societies, just 
as we have learned to think of groups and nations as 
volatile, mutable social substances rather than as fixed 
units for instant analysis. Yet at any moment, we can see 
music at work in rather specific ways, creating temporary 
forcefields of desire, belonging, and, at times, 
transcendence. (Slobin 1993:x) 
The major objective of this chapter is to place the women's community a 
cappella choirs within the Australian a cappella scene. To begin, I will outline 
the development and aesthetic discourse of Australian a cappella and examine 
the articulation of some specific social, cultural and musical elements. Because 
of repertoire and performance style the women's choirs are representative of 
Australian a cappella. At the same time, the scene organises concerts and 
festivals in which the choirs are promoted. The final sections of this chapter 
therefore attempt to analyse this relationship. Overall, the chapter is presenting 
multiple viewpoints for an interpretation of Australian a cappella, most 
particularly at the community level. 
Australian a cappella embodies the theoretical features discussed by Slobin 
(1993). Being, as it is, a musical subculture or "micromusic", one needs to 
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identify the specific units of analysis and the levels and planes on which it 
works to come closer to an understanding of its nature. Adopting Slobin's 
methodology, Australian a cappella implicitly and explicitly represents a music 
practice where subculture, superculture and interculture overlap, intersect and 
nest. 
This analysis of Australian a cappella, and the women's community choirs on 
which I concentrate, attempts to fall into the cracks between the individual, the 
local formation and the wider setting (Slobin 1993:55), to show the 
unpredictable resulting union of social, cultural, political and musical elements 
that is both determined and accidental (Slobin 1993:77), or, in other words, the 
elements which were both specifically selected or pure chance. Whilst it is 
probably not outrageously unique - the Australian a cappella scene shares 
characteristics with many contemporary musics - it is distinctive in the manner 
in which it has imbibed or selected various and particular interlocked and 
overlaid features from the superculture that are then woven with personal and 
subcultural aesthetics and techniques. 
The Development of an Australian a cappella Scene 
Over the last decade there has been a marked growth in the performance of 
contemporary a cappella within Australia. This growth has been at both the 
professional and community level and, in fact resembles a continuum from 
professional to amateur similar to that found by Finnegan (1989) in the local 
music-making of Milton Keynes. The distinctions neither indicate performance 
ability nor dedication to music-making. Contemporary Australian a cappella 
has been inclusive of and embraced by different "cultures" or subcultures 
within multicultural Australia. The reasons for the rise in a cappella's appeal 
"involve both cultural fashions and organised initiatives which enhance and 
exploit these" (Gibb and Loader, 1997:6). The growth also involves the 
influence and convergence of particular musical, social, cultural and political 
factors, at the local, national and international levels, that have provided the 
genesis for a distinctive Australian a cappella scene. 
The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians gives a definition and a 
historical background to the classical term a cappella: 
in the style of the church [chapel]. Normally, choral music sung without 
instrumental accompaniment. It is thought that the term derives from the 
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practice of not using instruments to accompany voices in the Sistine 
Chapel; hence it originally referred only to sacred choral music. But since 
the 19th century a cappella has achieved a broader meaning, and can also 
be used for secular music. From a historical point of view the term can be 
misleading, for much 16th-century music, previously thought to have been 
sung unaccompanied, could indeed have been accompanied by an organ or 
other instruments doubling the voice parts. Yet the term, referring 
particularly to the music of Palestrina and his contemporaries, survives in 
common usage is often specifically used to describe Palestrina's style of 
composition. (Holmes 1980:32) 
Both on the internet and within the Australian a cappella scene there has been 
extended discussion about the use of the classical definition in the 
contemporary context, as evidenced in the Bolte (a non-profit, community-
based multicultural music organisation in Melbourne) programs for the 
Melbourne a cappella Festivals of 1994 and 1995 (Boite 1994, 1995) (see 
also, Downie 1995, Backhouse 1995, Warleigh 1996a, 1996b). The 
contemporary employment of the term a cappella "has come into common 
usage since the 1960s and tends to mean the traditional/popular (vernacular) 
styles, as opposed to the learned Western art music (classical) tradition" 
(Backhouse 1995:3). Generally, the term is understood to mean vocal harmony 
most often sung unaccompanied, although the use of percussion instruments is 
popular and the use of synthesisers and other instruments do occasionally 
occur. Roger King, of the Boite, agreed that there had been a recent 
groundswell in using the term. He noted that although "a cappella is a very 
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old, old musical term ... [it] is being used in a contemporary context effectively" 
(PC1995/19). 
While there has been some tendency in Australia for a special emphasis on 
smaller harmony groups, particularly in the professional side, ensembles and 
choirs are also common, although more prevalent at the community level. 
There has been a wide variety of styles performed within the scene such as 
swing, doo wop, pop, rock, barbershop, African-American gospel, folk, jazz 
and traditional songs - predominantly coming from Africa and Eastern Europe 
as well as original material which draws from these and other styles. 
Backhouse has outlined the diversity of repertoire styles both in a number of 
editions of Oral Majority (1996a, 1996b, 1996c) and in his workbook (1995). 
The increase in performance of contemporary a cappella has been evident at 
both folk festivals, a cappella festivals and singing festivals that now regularly 
occur around the country. In 1995, a cappella festivals were held 
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consecutively in four cities - Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth - as 
continual a cappella performances that lasted well over a month. That year, the 
Melbourne a cappella festival featured various choirs, groups and individuals 
performing music from, for example, Austria, northern-Italy, Macedonia, 
Papua-New Guinea, Wales, South America, and Aboriginal Australia. 
Workshops were run by performers and teachers of South African, Maori and 
Celtic folk music. In Sydney the same year, workshops were run by visitors 
from Bulgaria, India and South Africa, while a concert at the Sydney Town 
Hall featured a range of multicultural groups, including Tongan, Samoan, 
Turkish and Maori performers (Gibb and Loader, 1997:6). At the 1996 
National Folk Festival, performers again came from a diversity of music 
traditions: Okinawan, German, English, Cajun, Greek, Celtic, and Aboriginal 
Australian, and workshops were led by teachers from various European folk 
traditions and vocal styles. 
Community music organisations have also hosted regular performances and 
many community choirs have performed at community events and at the 
functions of various community organisations. Groups and choirs have also 
organised their own performances. Formal networks have been established, 
such as the Sydney a cappella Association, and through community music 
organisations like the Bolte and the National Folk Festival Office in Canberra. 
Informal networks between participants have also been established. 
Because these organisations are not necessarily membership based, or do not 
concentrate solely on a cappella, it has been difficult to quantify the overall 
growth in a cappella participation rates. Gibb and Loader (1997 :6-7) noted 
that although there had been a regular turnover of members since the inception 
of the Sydney a cappella Association, "the organisation averages two hundred 
members at any given time". One indicator has been the increase in funding for 
the Melbourne a cappella Festival. In 1993, $30,000 was received, in 1994, 
$60,000, and in 1995, $120,000 (Roger King 1995:pers comm). In addition, 
anecdotal evidence from other community-based music organisations and folk 
festival organisers insists on a growth in participation rates throughout 
Australia, both in attendances at concerts and workshops. 
Indeed, Australian a cappella has been overwhelmingly a live music scene. 
Rarely have a cappella performances been heard on radio or screened on 
television. A cappella has been virtually ignored by commercial radio and 
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and according to widely varying trajectories of change and cross-
fertilization ... Within a musical scene, [a] sense of purpose is articulated 
within those forms of communication through which the building of 
musical alliances and the drawing of musical boundaries take place. The 
manner in which musical practices within a scene tie themselves to 
processes of historical change occurring within a larger international 
musical culture will also be a significant basis of the way in which such 
forms are positioned within that scene at the local level. (Straw 1991 :373) 
Straw (1991 :373) recognised that particular music practices "work" to produce 
a sense of community within the conditions of metropolitan music scenes. The 
work is especially demonstrated by a deliberate discourse within which the 
music is embedded. This discourse and the practice of music itself: 
articulates the sense of social identity as embodied in the conspicuous and 
differential display of tastes. As such, it serves to render explicit the 
distribution of knowledges and forms of cultural capital across the vectors 
of gender, race and class. (Straw 1991:378) 
The Aesthetic Discourse of Australian a cappella 
The aesthetic discourse that has been constructed within the Australian a 
cappella scene is strongly articulated. The newsletters of participating 
organisations and the general media alike present and promote this discourse, 
as well as the participants in workshops and the audiences of performances. 
Most commonly, there has been an understanding that singing a cappella is fun 
and will, at the very least, produce "beautiful sounds and beautiful harmony, a 
wonderful feeling" (a cappella Singing Workshop Pamphlet, n.d.). Certainly, 
the personal relationships and aural sensitivity that result from singing 
successfully within a group have been well promoted. 
Warleigh (1996b:7-9) has identified four areas that participants identified as 
meeting personal needs: creative expression, social and communal 
requirements, personal challenge, and spiritual growth. Bellicanta (1992: 16) 
found that the "benefits of singing can be experienced in the spiritual, physical, 
mental, social, educational, musical, historical, multicultural and recreational 
parts of life". Most particularly, and as Gibb and Loader (1997 :7) further 
emphasised, there has been a strong emphasis in regarding a cappella as an 
"uplifting" thing a "healing" thing. It was also recognised as a "community" 
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thing "in an increasingly structured and alienating society" (Warleigh 1996b:2). 
Fremantle performer and choir leader, Jim Fisher, explained: 
For people who sing in the choir it's an important part of their life. But it's 
also more than that. It's more than singing in a choir, if that makes sense. 
Dare I use the word - it's a spiritual thing. Singing together is an uplifting 
experience. Where they are uplifted to, and to what ends or beliefs is their 
business - the choir is not religious - and of course there are plenty who 
come along just for a damn good sing. But for many it's a spiritual and 
healing experience. (quoted in Cousins 1994:6) 
Some of the discourse makes "scientific" analysis of the effects of singing. As 
Backhouse (1995:171) has stated that: 
[s]inging is a fundamental form of expression which has a beneficial effect 
on the body and mind ... When you sing you are breathing more efficiently, 
bringing more air into the lungs, and giving yourself more energy. The 
French ear specialist... Dr Alfred Tomatis refers to certain sounds, 
especially those of plainchant, as "charging" the brain . There is a growing 
body of literature on the physiological and psychological benefits of sound 
There has been, in fact, an increasing number of workshops that have actively 
related singing to well being. One workshop outline explained that the course: 
will introduce the notions of how using voice, breathing, music and 
imagination can help us get to the "still quiet place within", where the 
inner voice/inner listener can guide us to a greater self healing and new 
learning. The course encourages self-reflection and uses body awareness 
and movement to explore the interconnectedness of the voice with the body 
and the environment. (Roar of Silence Pamphlet 1995) 
Another course outline described the workshop as being: 
a journey of discovery and empowerment of the self which focuses on the 
fundamental connections of body and voice. It begins with the non-verbal 
realm of sighs, groans, yawns and tones which allows access to the 
emotional energetic patterns of self and soul and brings a deeply creative 
realm to the voice, reflective of the complexity of the inner life of the 
person. (Body Voice Projects Pamphlet 1996) 
That a cappella is both an accessible creative outlet and a reaction to the 
increase in technologically-based popular music are also commonly expressed 
features (see also, Downie 1995 and Gibb and Loader 1997). As Tony 
Backhouse, an Australian performer and teacher, stated, a cappella appeals for 
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the dual reasons that it is "human" and is a reaction against the "very 
synthesised, and discoised [sic], and rhythmitised and digitised" musics 
(PC 1996/02). He added: 
I think when people go out to see a choir or a group just singing, it 
strikes a chord. People say, "Oh well, I could be able to do that" because 
there's not people up there with a bunch of gadgets. Between the 
audience and the performer there is not a lot of machines (PC1996/02). 
Stephen Costello, of Community Music Victoria, put it another way: "[T]here 
is a renaissance of acoustic music and guitarists and singers and songwriters 
and that kind of folk tradition - a 1990s revisit of the 1960s and 1970s 
happening" (PC1995/05). 
Most notably, because a cappella is overwhelmingly taught as an oral 
tradition, it is seen as accessible to all, no matter what musical background 
participants bring to it. "If someone teaches you aurally, you learn it in a 
different way. It becomes part of you much quicker because you are 
memorising it", suggested Lisa Young (PC1995/30), a performer and teacher 
based in Melbourne. She added: 
[P]eople are attracted to a cappella because you don't even have to be 
able to read music, just sing a tune, and it doesn't come with the 
[conventional] choral baggage either. It doesn't come with either you're 
right or wrong, you're either flat or sharp or on the note. [There's] room 
for improvisation and harmonising your part. 
Jim Fisher, (quoted in Cousins 1994:6), noted that "in our [contemporary 
Australian] culture people have been forced to be spectators instead of 
participants". Maria Wilson, a workshop leader who learnt from Frankie 
Armstrong, believed that singing is a necessary part of life: 
I believe that everybody can sing. Everybody can sing! Unless you've 
suffered damage to your brain or vocal chords, you can sing. . .. The only 
problem is that a lot of people who have ended up in Australia have lost 
the practice of singing as part of everyday culture (quoted in Cousins 
1994:6). 
These various perceptions of the value of singing fits within the contemporary 
development of the human potential movement or New Age movement and 
share many similarities with those movements. York (1995:2) argued that these 
movements can "be interpreted as part of the broader social attempt, albeit 
limited, toward counterbalancing the prevailing tendencies" of "our consumer-
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oriented, technological and industrialized society". These movements are 
attempting to develop communities of interpersonal relationships and to 
reintroduce enchantment or ecstasy in a society which is increasingly regarded 
as depriving humanity of these needs. These movements "stress the experience 
of transcendence, a commonness of purpose and motive, and group support" 
and the people who participate "are more likely than others to become involved 
with political protest and activism" (York 1995:14). 
The Australian a cappella scene, as a music scene, provides another dimension 
to these tendencies in contemporary social movements. That additional 
dimension is the notion of musical authenticity. The nature of authenticity 
embodied in Australian a cappella is not one of musical purity. The 
hybridisation of Australian a cappella renders this impossible. Nonetheless, the 
notion of authenticity articulated by a cappella performers and audiences is the 
unmediated expression of self (see also, Gibb and Loader 1997). This has been 
present especially at the community level where, while participants and 
audiences alike recognise technical errors, the performances are still seen as 
acceptable because they contain essential elements that go beyond musical 
excellence. Audience and performers alike can cry, so moved are they by the 
expression of "connection", "beauty", "truth" or "justice". "Expression, not 
technique is the issue and capturing the sense of spirit matters more than 
having a trained voice" (Warleigh 1996a:2). 
The foundational aesthetic of a cappella performance then is similar to that 
developed by Frith (1987) when referring to rock. The rock aesthetic 
"depends, crucially, on an argument about authenticity. Good music is the 
authentic expression of something - a person, an idea, a feeling, a shared 
experience, a Zeitgeist." (Frith 1987: 136). But, as Frith points out, this is the 
myth of authenticity. "The question we should be asking is not what does 
popular music reveal about 'the people' but how does it construct them" (Frith 
1987:137, emphasis in original). Unlike the commercial and audience focus of 
popular music taken by Frith, Australian a cappella presents an active 
construction of people because the scene is predominantly a participatory one -
most audience members are singers themselves, either other performers, 
singers from choirs, people from workshops, or a cappella administrators, or 
are supportive audiences. Like jazz in Australia, a cappella is a site where 
production and consumption largely overlap (Johnson 1996b) because of the 
often intimate relationship between performers and audience. 
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The constructed aesthetic discourse in the Australian a cappella scene is, I 
believe, embedded within the articulation of multiculturalism, world music and 
folk music. An exploration of these elements will expose at what level 
members of the a cappella scene are involved in political activism and reveal 
any myth in the notion of authenticity articulated in the scene as the 
unmediated expression of self. 
The Articulation of Multiculturalism, World Music and Folk 
Music 
Multiculturalism 
There has been a general perception within Australian a cappella that the scene 
draws its members from all walks of life and a diversity of ages. As the 
discussion in the development of the Australian a cappella scene indicated, the 
repertoire and people involved in a cappella in Australia suggest this is the 
case. Indeed, Australian a cappella can be seen to embrace "multiculturalism" 
in the demographic diversity of the singers who participate in the scene, and 
continues the tradition of Australia as a "host to a great variety of living 
musical traditions" (Parkhill 1993:501). But even though performers from a 
considerable number of ethnic backgrounds have been included in the scene's 
concerts, festivals and workshops, the majority of participants, particularly at 
the community level, but also at the successful professional level, have been 
Anglo-Australians singing largely the music of "others". 
Therese Virtue, a performer, teacher and music administrator in Melbourne, 
also noted that it has been with Anglo-Australians, from the baby-boomer 
generation on, that a cappella has been most popular and suggested reasons 
for this trend (PC 1995/24 ). She felt that a commonly held repertoire for 
singing had been lost through technological and cultural changes. The 
introduction and omnipresence of television and a reduction in church 
attendance (and hence, participation in choirs) were specific examples she 
gave. The only reinforcement of any potential repertoire, she suggested, came 
from listening to "classic hits" radio programmes, which were aimed at 
replaying nostalgic hits (see, for example, Potts 1992) but which greatly 
commodified music-making. She believed that the very desire to sing had been 
crushed out by these social changes. 
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It does appear that community singing was once a feature of Australian urban 
culture at least. Beeby (1994:n.p.) stated that during the 1930s and 1940s, 
"community song books were big money-spinners for the Australian 
Broadcasting Commission and Allan's music store. The Swallow's biscuit 
company in Port Melbourne sponsored amateur concerts". 
The impacts of social and cultural changes since the Second World War 
together with the rapid commercialisation of music in the 1950s have therefore 
affected community music and suggest why it is from the baby-boomer 
generation on that a cappella has become popular. The growth and 
accessibility of a cappella have given people the opportunity not only to sing 
but also to gain repertoire. There has been a revitalised opportunity for 
community singing while, at the same time, the Anglo-Australian singers have 
benefited from "multiculturalism" (see, for example, interviews with Dianna 
Nixon (Polk 1993) and Dieter Bajzek (Sullivan 1995)). The end of the white 
Australia policy and its subsequent effects on the ethnic mix of Australian 
society engendered the broadening of Australian music through the 
introduction of traditional and folk musics from a diversity of cultures. 
Inextricably linked to the introduction of diverse musical styles to Australia 
through immigration and the development of a multicultural society, is the 
promotion of "world music" over the last decade. As Therese Virtue 
(PC 1995/24) said: 
The Africans use Western harmonies but their rhythms are so fantastic. 
The Bulgarians don't use Western harmonies or Western rhythms. 
Clearly people across the Western world are looking tor new music ... 
Now some people are doing good things by going and hunting those up, 
some people are doing bad and pathetic things, and some people are 
being very exploitative. But nonetheless Western music is being 
enormously enriched by what can be loosely described as a world music 
movement. 
The eclectic repertoire of Australian a cappella could though, in one frame of 
analysis, represent a similar relationship to both world music and 
multiculturalism. Indeed, as Mitchell (1993:337) pointed out, it is: 
not coincidental that widespread dissemination of World Music in Sydney 
was first associated with Camivale, an annual spring multicultural festival 
celebrating the otherness of non-Anglo cultures and commodities in 
Australia. In a context of heterogeneous, polyphonic ritual celebration and 
dance, World Music ... can be "central to the regulation of collective 
memory, perception and experience in the present, to the construction of 
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community by symbolic and ritual means . .. " (Gilroy in Mitchell 
1993:337). 
World music is often constructed as an "exotic smorgasbord" in Australia, as 
the ABC Radio National program title Music Deli evokes (Mitchell 1992:8). 
Mitchell (1992:9) argued that in some instances, comments about "world 
music": 
resemble arguments put forward in Australia criticising multiculturalism, 
which is often no more than an appropriation of the cultures of marginal, 
non-Anglo ethnic minorities as nourishment and enrichment of an 
entrenched Anglo-centric power base. 
World Music 
The term "world music" came into common currency in the popular music 
industry in 1987 as a marketing tag referring to popular music originating in 
countries outside the normal Anglo-American sources of popular music and has 
been criticised as insulting to the wide array of musical styles that are "non-
western pop" (Mitchell 1992:6-7). Feld (1991) recognised the confusion 
around the term more broadly because of its multiple applications. 
In my discussion, when referring to "world music" I am referring to the 
"commercially available music of non-Western origin and circulation, as well as 
to musics of dominated ethnic minorities within the Western world" (Feld 
1991: 134 ). Additionally, and especially because of the increase in performance 
and production of world music since its introduction as commercially viable 
music, I include the syncretic music of Western and non-Western musicians. 
It has commonly been thought that the increased interest in world music comes 
from the need for capitalism to expand its markets or, more specifically, "to 
feed the enormous appetite of the recording music industry and audiences for 
new sounds and ideas" (Breen 1994:320). It has also been described as a 
commodified Anglo-guided musical tour of the "exotic" that is a synthesis of 
fiction and reality (Parkhill 1993). At the same time, Netti ( 1985) has suggested 
that the cross-fertilisation that has occurred for musicians through the global 
mobilisation of music is creating "a state of unprecedented musical diversity" 
(Kartomi 1987: 118). The collection of papers in World Music, Politics and 
Social Change (Frith 1989) further highlighted the fact that "the process of 
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cultural cross-fertilisation is more likely to result in the enrichment rather than 
the decay of musical life" (Frith 1989:ix). 
It is not the task of this thesis, however, to discuss the "complex traffic in 
sounds, money and media [that] is rooted in the nature of revitalization through 
appropriation" (Feld 1988:31). While acknowledging that "we must recognise 
the real contradictions inherent in the complex symbiosis of enrichment, 
simplification, extinction and synthesis" of world music (Zemtsovsky 1992:92), 
it is enough to concede the influence that the promotion of world music has 
had on the aesthetics embodied within Australian a cappella. 
It may be that a cappella encapsulated an appropriate or accessible way for the 
different ethnic groups of Australia to get together, and the commercial lead of 
world music provided a popular music avenue in which this could occur. World 
music's appeal could be explained in terms of homology: "music represents the 
experience and (imaginary) identity of certain social groups not because it is 
necessarily created by them but because its aural qualities are heard as 
'homologous' to their values" (Frith 1989:71-72). 
Commercial world music distribution in Australia began with Folkways 
Records in Sydney, which produced Australian folk music as well as importing 
world music. "Consequently, World Music's image in Australia was affected by 
an association with international folk music" (Mitchell 1992:7). It could be 
argued, in fact, that the interest in world music has taken over the interest in 
folk music. Certainly, Australian a cappella could be regarded as embodying 
the junction of these musical genres (even while recognising the huge diversity 
within them). 
Folk Music 
It appears that Australian a cappella is greatly influenced by the Australian folk 
club environment. Not only have the various folk festivals around the country 
overwhelmingly promoted a cappella performers (both professional and 
community) over the last decade, but it has been suggested that a cappella 
attracts a similar kind of performer and audience to the folk club. Indeed, the 
beginnings of a cappella in Australia in the mid 1980s came at a time when 
Australian folk music was diminishing in its "social vitality and creative 
impetus" (Smith 1985:487). Tony Backhouse commented that the influence of 
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folk on a cappella may account for the intended neglect of quality control and 
a shared understanding that the "intention rather than the delivery... is 
appreciated" (PCl 996/02). Even so, the level of participation and intimacy of a 
cappella does have parallels to Australian folk club performances, and a 
cappella may be fulfilling a similar kind of musical need. 
There is a number of features of Australian folk club music which the 
Australian a cappella scene seems to have adopted. These features include: the 
view that music is a form of expression that should be available to all people, 
whether or not highly trained musicians, is learnt informally, and with an 
understanding that music is important to society (Stubington 1993:142-143, 
Smith 1993:333); there is focus on shared ownership, oral transmission, 
community relevance and variation in interpretation (Dunbar-Hall and Hodge 
1991:79, Beed Davey and Seal 1993, Stubington 1993:133-134); elements of 
both "tradition" and "revival" are present (Stubington 1989a:139); a disdain of 
electronic instruments is shared among participants (Stubington 1993:141); 
links with left-wing political life, the development of the notion of "protest" 
songs, or the identification with oppressed minorities, independence of thought 
and political freedom are present (Stubington 1993:133, Smith 1993:333), or, 
at least, the music deals with and is accompanied by "aspects of everyday life" 
(Dunbar-Hall and Hodge 1991 :79); the promotion of concerts, the provision of 
workshops, and the production of newsletters are featured (Stubington 
1993:134); the inclusion of cultural diversity is embraced (Meredith 1989:9-10, 
Stubington 1993: 141), even if it may be a "broadly liberal political perspective 
of cultural tolerance and musical eclecticism" (Smith 1993:334). 
The Australian a cappella scene can therefore be constructed as having an 
intimate relationship to the Australian folk club environment, encouraged by 
the growth of world music, and embracing the promotion of multiculturalism 
within Australia. These diverse influences have united over the last decade to 
create a sense of a shared music practice that has developed an eclectic 
repertoire. 
World Musics 
Following Zemtsovsky ( 1992), I would argue that Australian a cappella is 
about world musics - a repertoire of musical diversity from different parts of 
the globe. This also includes the production of original material that 
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interweaves the Australian experience with these diverse musics (see, for 
example, Gibb and Loader 1997). Australian a cappella "looks like a fluid, 
interlocking set of styles, repertoires, and practices that can expand or contract 
across wide or narrow stretches of the landscape" (Slobin 1993:20). Indeed, 
"the presence and interaction of different population groups and their musics in 
a single, intermeshed set of causes and reactions is a special feature of the 
musical culture" (Helm 1981:35) of Australian a cappella. It could therefore be 
argued that the participatory and local production of a cappella prevented it 
from becoming, like the commercial production of world music, "an aesthetic-
formal phenomenon, bare of its content, particularized and hardly recognized 
by the mass media as a reality linked to a context of life cycles" (Baumann 
1992b: 165). 
Certainly, a cappella is bringing a diversity of songs into the everyday musical 
experience of an increasing number of people in Australia. At one level, it 
could be argued that a cappella singers are exploring their cultural identities 
through this access to the different musical styles brought to Australia by way 
of singing workshops, commercial recordings, songbooks and through the 
formal and informal networks and, at the same time, producing a cross-
fertilisation of sty Jes. As Lisa Young (PC 1995/30) commented: 
[l]t is great that most people who come from those cultures, the African 
cultures, and the African-American, are quite willingly passing on the 
music to us ... It's really exciting that we're being able to try these other 
sounds ... [T]he process has been very necessary. We've needed to 
learn - we couldn't have gone from western choral music to [a cappella]. 
And even from folk music to this. It's been able to be influenced by other 
musical cultures along the way and hopefully not directly appropriating 
them. 
What does this borrowing of musics say about the how the Anglo-Australian 
participants, the majority of a cappella singers, see themselves? Does the 
eclectic repertoire of a cappella depict a condition of "placelessness" (Cohen 
1994:131)? Are the singers "situated in many places at the same time, tuned in, 
hooked up, wired into, (seeing themselves) as part of a global village and to see 
its boundarylessness [sic] as the essence of who (they) are"? (Berland 
1988:347). 
Berland's study ( 1988) was one of musical reception and the Canadian 
experience of music production under the hegemony of the USA and the "Big 
Five" transnational recording companies. Nonetheless, Berland's question about 
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the situation of the Canadian audience is one applicable to the Australian a 
cappella performer who draws on repertoire from disparate places, times, and 
traditions. (Appendix 3, The Repertoire of the Women's Choirs, provides 
evidence of the diversity of songs that form this eclectic repertoire.) On the 
other hand, as Zemtsovsky (1992: 101) stated: 
World musics are more than the dialectical unity of different musics; they 
are the role of the human being as a co-participant in all ages and all 
cultures. Only then are world musics truly of the world, when they touch 
every individual. "World" does not exist in an abstract sense, but rather in 
concrete individuals. 
Australian a cappella has therefore developed through the exploration of the 
global musical horizon, translated both orally and commercially. It has created 
an environment of shared musical diversity where songs that express the 
experience of "the people" are empathised with, greatly appreciated, and sung 
by people who are not necessarily from those cultures. As a result, some 
singers, performers and composers feel challenged and encouraged to 
interweave their Australian experiences with these musical influences and, 
through that process, to seek to sing songs reflecting their own "lived 
experience". Australian a cappella could therefore be seen to be grounded in 
"concrete individuals" exploring their "worldliness" in a multicultural and global 
society. 
But a closer examination of the overall eclectic repertoire of the Australian a 
cappella scene, practised to the greatest extent by Anglo-Australians, exposes 
the selectivity of this exploration of "worldliness" and, indeed, "community", 
for the scene is "global" and "communal" simultaneously. As will become more 
apparent in the discussion specifically on the repertoire of the women's 
community a cappella choirs in Chapter Four, the referential and embodied 
meanings created by the displacement of the eclectic world musics repertoire 
produce tensions and ambiguities. 
I have developed a view of Australian a cappella as articulating 
multiculturalism, world music, and folk music into an eclectic world musics 
repertoire, a repertoire which therefore embraces cultural diversity. Whilst this 
is true at one level - certainly the scene itself discursively and practically 
constitutes this self-concept of inclusivity (the programs of the Bolte are 
exemplary of this) - at another level we have to examine the exclusions, or the 
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"minority" musics, that are most particularly apparent in the performances of 
Anglo-Australian groups and choirs. 
As will be shown in the examination of repertoire of the women's community 
choirs, the musics of the major diasporas within Australian society are rare. 
Very few songs from the large groups of people who came to Australia from 
southern Europe, from the Middle-East, from South America, from South and 
South-East Asia, even, from Scotland and Ireland are included. Nor is 
Aboriginal music regularly performed. While music is integral to most social 
occasions in these ethnic communities and to Aborigines, very little of this 
music has been embraced by the majority of a cappella groups and choirs. 
In singing music inspired by the traditions of "others", the predominantly 
Anglo-Australian groups and choirs couch their musical explorations in terms 
of musical appreciation, empathy with the struggles of "others" and a 
connection through the process of globalisation. The Sydney-based choir, Cafe 
of the Gate of Salvation (COTGOS), for example described their musical 
rendition of the African-American religious vocal tradition as "the passionate, 
committed and exciting music of political and spiritual freedom" (COTGOS 
Pamphlet:n.d.). When speaking specifically about the influence of African 
music on the repertoire of community choirs, Stephen Costello (PC 1995/05) 
commented: 
African music is good music. A lot of classical music just happens from 
the neck up and so people are limited too. There's been this growth 
since the 1960s I suppose with people becoming more and more 
interested in the rest of themselves. How they feel and how their body 
works and all that. [African] music is a music that includes the rest of 
us ... lt's playing a role in our cultural identity. We play that music 
because we like it and because we know about it. We've seen Africa on 
TV, we've heard the music and we love it. So we identify with it. It's an 
expression of our values and the fact that we're not isolated 
geographically. Technology's changed that. 
These examples beg the question of why it is that African and African-
American musics dominate, most particularly, at the community level of 
Australian a cappella. It could be argued that the heavy influence of the world 
music phenomena, to some degree, encouraged the scene to subscribe "to the 
products and rhetoric of [the world music] industry" (Parkhill 1993:508) which 
heavily promotes these styles. I also suggest that the greater familiarity with 
African-American influenced music (from jazz, blues, rock'n'roll, as well as 
gospel and spirituals) and an aesthetic leaning to the rhythms and harmonies of 
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African musics (again because of commercially led familiarity), also account for 
the popularity of these musics to many participants in Australian a cappella. 
As a result, it could be argued that Australian a cappella embodies 
"multicultural pedagogy" (Gunew 1993:448), in its romanticism about cultures 
other than Anglo-Australian culture. This romanticism and the celebration of 
cultural diversity, rather than an engagement with cultural difference, are not 
surprising given that the majority of participants in Australian a cappella are 
Anglo-Australians. 
Australian a cappella is representative of the dialectic of the local and global 
components "in the emerging global musical aesthetics" (Erlmann 1993:7). It 
contains the postmodern synthesis Erlmann identified as pastiche, the 
"reconfiguration of time and space and its consequences for subjective 
identity", and nostalgia. (Erlmann 1993:11). He argued that in this global 
musical aesthetics there is a forging of affective links between dispersed places 
and times, a reappropriated past which is bound to the present. As in the 
"world music" Erlmann was discussing, the play of differences in Australian a 
cappella "is turned into a new kind of identity" (Erlmann 1993: 13). The 
"circulation of plural forms" is evident of the "phase of transversality. 
Difference itself becomes the signified" (Erlmann 1993: 13). The 
postmodernism evident in a cappella "is at once an underlying condition and an 
aesthetic vehicle" (Manuel 1995:238) of its definition. 
For Australian a cappella, to this postmodernity could be added the modernist 
notions of "socio-political protest" (Manuel 1995:227); "referential" meaning 
(where music's significance is tied to its more overtly extra-musical 
associations); and "embodied" meaning (the more abstract meanings residing in 
musical cross-fertilisation as the tensions and resolutions created by the ebb and 
flow of melody, rhythm, harmony, timbre and their interrelationships) (Manual 
1995:230-231). These notions in performance "constitute musical meaning in 
the sense of being emotionally expressive. These features, although perhaps 
obvious, stand in contrast with postmodern forms of musical borrowing" 
(Manual 1995 :232). Nonetheless, 
In the developed world itself, postmodemism exists not as a totalising 
condition, but as one distinct (albeit increasingly pervasive) ideological, 
aesthetic and discursive framework which constantly interacts with 
tradition and 'modernity'. To some extent, these coexisting yet distinct 
cultural orientations can be seen in Raymond Williams' terms as variously 
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residual, dominant or emerging ... Moreover, as we have seen, art forms 
themselves may function by combining postmodern with pre-modern or 
modern forms of meaning (and/or meaninglessness). On one level, of 
course, the very coexistence of such discourses within a single art work 
implies postmodernity as an underlying precondition; but postmodern 
aesthetics, although undeniably important, may account for only part of 
the expressiveness of a given work of art (Manuel 1995:237-238). 
I would therefore argue that, because of the features outlined earlier that fit the 
features of postmodernism outlined above, Australian a cappella is a music 
scene of its time: a music practice of postmodernity. 
Community Music 
Most of all, Australian a cappella is community music. Even though 
professional performers are doing well out of the growth in a cappella, the 
growth is happening most significantly at the community level. This growth 
has, to a limited extent, been supported and enhanced by government 
sponsorship of community music and "multicultural" arts. 
Stephen Costello suggested that it was difficult to determine whether there had 
been a growth in community music overall in Australia (PC 1995/05). Certainly, 
the Australian Bureau of Statistics Social Indicators (1991, 1992, 1994) 
participation rates were very low, with less than 4% of Australians indicating 
an involvement with music activity. Costello suggested that younger 
Australians accounted for the greater proportion in these participation rates. As 
people grew older, involvement with work, tertiary education or family 
commitments reduced the opportunity to make music. Alternatively, he had 
witnessed increasing numbers of older people returning to music by attending 
the workshops presented by Community Music Victoria. Most importantly, he 
said that while other areas of music-making might be dying out, a cappella 
community choirs were increasingly accounting for the return to music-making. 
Community music was vigorously supported by the Australian Labor 
Government during the 1980s when the funding of local government saw the 
placement of community music coordinators. With the cutbacks in local 
government funding, these positions have been significantly reduced. 
Nonetheless, organisations such as the CMV, Dandenong Ranges Music 
Council, the Bolte, the Sydney a cappella Association, and the National Folk 
Festival Office, have continued to receive funding through the Australia 
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Council, state, and local funding bodies. It should be noted, however, that the 
level of government funding has diminished over the years, and, with the 
election of the Coalition Government in March 1996, will continue to do so. 
Creative Nation (l 994) certainly heralded a significant shift. Community music 
did not fare well in the Labor Government's Creative Nation which tended to 
concentrate on artistic excellence, rural festivals, music exports and 
multimedia. Whilst agreeing that it was important for Australia to support its 
elite musicians, Costello (PC 1995/05) recognised that: 
it's so expensive by standards of what can happen with a few thousand 
dollars in community music and the effect of that in terms of genuine 
cultural development. Creative Nation and Paul Keating are very excited 
about Australia's cultural identity, but the connection between genuinely 
developing cultural identity and why that only happens in elite areas 
seems to be a really muddled and confused way of thinking. There is so 
much work to be done really celebrating the diversity of culture. 
Certainly, criticisms of Creative Nation have identified its elite and commercial 
push. The focus of Creative Nation was "on the economic rather than cultural 
value of music. Creative Nation [was] not concerned with promoting and 
protecting contemporary music as a feature of inherent cultural value but as a 
cultural product that has significant economic potential" (McLeay 1996: 8). 
McLeay (1996:3) also observed that: 
the multiple identities and meanings that Australians create through 
individual experiences, and community and ethnic groupings are not 
effectively represented. The beliefs that underlie the document reflect a 
conservative position at odds with Creative Nation's assertion that a 
multicultural society is one of Australia's greatest achievements. 
The arts and cultural policies engendered by Creative Nation were reinforced 
with the Coalition's 1996 electoral policy statement, For Art's Sake - A Fair 
Go!. Community music faired a little better within the Coalition's policies with 
a general increase in funding to regional and rural areas. As well, the Australia 
Council funded the establishment of Community Music Australia, a major 
program to establish a national support network for community music 
development. 
Community music has to some degree been caught up and promoted within the 
publicly funded sector of the community arts. Community arts had its origins in 
the social and political struggles of the 1960s and 1970s that developed around 
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the focal issues of the war in Vietnam, feminism and Aboriginal land rights 
(Kirby 1991: 19). During this period, there was a transition in emphasis away 
from the democratisation of culture to cultural democracy, with a concurrent 
shift away from consumption to participatory models of production (Kirby 
1991 :24-29). 
In recognising these historical perspectives, it is important to realise that there 
is ambiguity in the categories of both "community" and "art" (Hawkins 
1991 :45). Hawkins (1991) made three points about the reading of the history 
of the Australian community arts program. First, it must be considered an 
official invention. Secondly, community arts policies have been constituted in 
relation to the discourses on art and culture dominant within the Australia 
Council. Finally, she assessed the political significance of the program, 
suggesting that the tendency to praise it as evidence of "cultural democracy" 
refused to recognise the fundamental tension between the idea of cultural 
disadvantage versus cultural difference. Within this broader arts context, Breen 
(1994:314) argued that there are three levels at which community music 
operated: it exists for its own sake, as an art form; it exists as an expression of 
community development; and it exists to feed into and develop the music 
industry. 
Breen (1994) undertook a survey of publicly funded community music 
programmes in 1991. The results of this survey indicated that public funding 
could produce fresh seeds of musical and social pluralism across a range of 
possibilities. He noted that while community music was once tied to a "folk 
conception" of music as emerging from the collective experience of working 
class people, the dimensions are now far broader. He mapped community 
music into four communities of music interest: "geography", "users", "genres", 
and "industry", with, "almost any permutation of the points of interaction" 
(Breen 1994:317). Breen also identified seven community music formations: 
"utilitarian", "industrial", "oppositional", "pluralist", "normative", "consensus" 
and "welfare", with again, almost any permutation of the points of interaction. 
Within Breen's schema, women's community a cappella choirs can be mapped 
at a point which covers all the communities of music interest. They are 
generally situated in a local geography, with adult users, and with some 
industry involvement, but most specifically, they fit into the genre community -
they can be categorised as world music:women:choir:a cappella. Further, the 
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choirs are positioned across a number of the formations: industrial (through 
recording); oppositional (expressing an explicit political intention directed 
against a social reality); pluralist (incorporating aspects of tolerance, openness 
and access as priorities); and normative (an expression of the lived experiences 
of women). 
Overall, this broad schema outlines and draws together many notions of 
community music but, as the women's choirs cover such a breadth of Breen's 
schema it seems that such a schema is inappropriate as a discrete tool of 
definition for use in this thesis. It does, however, suggest contexts for many of 
the choir's features. 
Some choirs have been able to gain funding because of their multicultural focus 
such as La Gioie Delle Donne, an Italian Women's Choir in Fremantle (Breen 
1994). The Brunswick Women's Choir has also been able to gain small grants 
because of the multicultural focus of its repertoire, in an effort to reflect 
"multicultural Brunswick". Other choirs have gained funding because of their 
focus on women. In Canberra, the Cyrenes has been able to win small grants 
because of their focus on the musical expression of women's lives. 
This limited access to funding, however, highlights the fact that "[a]rts which 
are practised in the 'community' have been as marginalised in terms of 
excellence, and their contribution to the economy has been as undervalued, as 
have those arts practised by NESB artists [artists from a non-English speaking 
background] and their communities" (Hill 1994:i). Hill further noted: 
NESB artists and artists working in a community context have received 
the least patronage, government resourcing and sponsorship, whilst being 
the most intensively scrutinised in terms of financial accountability and 
excellence. Though both movements were officially coined by the federal 
governments of the time, they sprang from and have been embraced by a 
growing number of groups in the arts and broader community who reflect 
a changing and diverse population. These groups are redefining traditional 
notions of participation, professionalism, excellence, the academy and the 
critic ... [A] movement has been growing whose points of identification are 
the particular but broader experience of another or other cultures, the act 
of migration, dislocation, questions of racism and the politics of cultural 
diversity. The above movement should not be seen as totally discrete, 
cohesive, homogenous or necessarily organised. (Hill 1994:i) 
It could be argued, therefore, that a cappella has been doubly marginalised, 
both in relation to being based in the community and having a multicultural 
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aspect to its repertoire. It should also be noted that many of the organisations 
and, most particularly, the women's community a cappella choirs with whom I 
worked, have been significantly and are increasingly self-funded. In conclusion, 
it could be argued that community music was well supported by Governments 
in the 1980s, and to some extent this funding acted as seeding grants for some 
organisations and groups, but community music never relied on government 
support to exist. It existed, and continues to exist, of its own accord. 
Community Choirs 
Choral music in Australia is highly participatory and, almost without exception, 
a community-based activity (Campbell 1996:1). According to Shafer (1994a), 
there are two current faces to choral music. One face regards choirs as 
"amateur", "unprofessional" and "unglamorous" and the other face regards 
choirs as "thriving", "non-commerical" and "community music-making at its 
best". Schafer, and other contributors to this Sounds Australian volume which 
examined contemporary choral music in Australia, predominantly focused on 
conventional choirs, that is, those choirs that "follow on from the British 
amateur choral society patterns and traditions" (Campbell 1996:7) and 
significantly perform in the "high-art" concert tradition. According to Campbell 
(1996:20-21), the conventional choirs in Canberra share many of the features 
of British choirs described by Finnegan ( 1989) in her study of local music-
making, particularly in regard to organisational features, repertoire and social 
function. 
Nonetheless, the growth and significance of a cappella choirs are recognised 
and acknowledged by Schafer (1994b), Smith (1994), and in the composer 
interviews with Carolyn Connors (1994:41) and Tony Backhouse (1994:41). 
Certainly, the two faces of choral music could be applied to a cappella choirs 
but, more significantly, they firmly represent the latter. 
The growth in a cappella as a music practice at the community level is 
reflected in the increasing number of community choirs: mixed gender choirs, 
trade union choirs, gay and lesbian choirs, men's choirs, women's choirs, 
children's choirs, as well as choirs that have their origins in migrant 
communities. 
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In fact, it is at the community level that a cappella is most noticeably growing 
in popularity. According to Melanie Shanahan (PC1996/08), an a cappella 
performer and teacher, the continuing increase in community choirs and people 
attending voice workshops was a far more significant aspect of Australian a 
cappella than the professional development within the scene. Concurrently, it 
was in the a cappella scene that choral music was having its most recognised 
resurgence. For example, according to Campbell's (1996: 138) schematic 
timeline of Canberra choirs, it is the formation of a cappella choirs - the 
Cyrenes, the Canberra Trades' Union Choir and the Canberra Gay and Lesbian 
Choir - that has provided the significant increase in performing choirs in 
Canberra since the late 1980s. 
There is no denying that conventional choral music has been significant in local 
music-making in Australia. In her study on the South Street Eisteddfod of 
Ballarat in the 1920s and 1930s, Dreyfus (1995) highlighted the popularity of 
choral performances, both in the highly competitive spirit of the choral 
component of the Eisteddfod and the large audience appeal: 
Nurtured as it was by conventions of domestic entertainment that required 
that everyone should be able to sing and by a robust tradition of choral 
singing in the churches, the choral section at South Street had long been 
looked at as the piece de resistance of the competitions. (Dreyfus 
1995:109) 
In like manner to Finnegan's (1989) study, Dreyfus (1995:103) noted that "[i]n 
terms of commitment, passion, enthusiasm and excellence, the distinction 
between amateur and professional has little meaning in local music life". Local 
music-making in Ballarat was communal and collective, and, for choirs in 
particular, responses to the performances reflected those to contemporary a 
cappella performances. Roland Foster, an adjudicator of the choral section at 
South Street in 1928, commented: 
More perfect performances, no doubt, could be given; choirs of greater 
magnitude are to be heard, but the splendid intention, the glowing 
earnestness, the infective enthusiasm of the singers make blemishes appear 
as insignificant as bits of driftwood borne on the magnificent crest of an 
onrushing wave (quoted in Dreyfus 1995:109). 
While the practice of conventional choral performances continue (see, for 
example, Campbell 1996), for historical and cultural reasons (some of which 
have been reflected in the earlier comments included in this chapter), choral 
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music faded as a popular musical activity to become one connected with "high-
art" or church music. The growth and accessibility of community a cappella 
choirs seem therefore to have returned the opportunities for singing. As 
Stephen Costello (PC1995/05) commented: 
People have realised that singing is just intrinsically worthwhile. It 
doesn't have to be a competitive thing. So for all sorts of reasons, 
spiritual reasons, health reasons, and social reasons people have 
wanted a community of being in choir and singing with a choir. And 
[there is] all of this new material, like Sweet Honey in the Rock and 
Frankie Armstrong. So there's this, I call it, the voice liberation front. The 
voice liberation ideas have spread very quickly and so thousands of 
people have been to workshops and out of the workshops have come 
choirs. 
I believe that the reason for the growth in community a cappella choirs is 
predominantly two-fold. Firstly, a cappella choirs are more fluid and informal 
than conventional choirs: "It's a little bit like the difference between playing in 
an orchestra and playing in a jazz band. It allows that creativity and that 
improvisation and its also a very different repertoire" commented Bev 
McAlister (PC 1995111 ), of the Dandenong Ranges Music Council. Community 
a cappella choirs are open to all people who want to sing and there are no 
auditions: "A blended sound is not as important as the 'feel'" (Warleigh 
1996b:i). 
There is a greater sense of fun and energy, with body movement, individual 
selection to sing different parts, and creative expression being promoted. This 
is different from the discipline of conventional choirs. As Tony Backhouse 
(PCl 996/02) stated: 
The idea of joining a [community a cappella] choir sounds a lot easier 
than going out and joining a rock'n'roll band or a jazz band, or singing in 
a choral society. And the words a cappella seem to imply a lack of 
discipline where a choral society sounds like something more formal 
[with] the audition process and stuff like that. These a cappella choirs 
sound like everyone is welcome. 
Further, while most of the community choirs have a musical director, the role 
of that person tends to be as musical facilitator. As Bev McAlister 
(PC 1995111) noted: 
[S]inging in a cappella style, in a circle, where they could all have eye 
contact with each other, there was a bond, more of a participatory, 
sharing singing experience. Even though there was a musical director, 
there seemed to be more personal involvement of the individuals in the 
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ensemble. Not just in a musical sense and not a psychological sense, 
but in a personal, creative involvement. 
Secondly, I would argue that the diversity inherent within the a cappella 
repertoire enables the community choirs to attract a far greater number of 
participants than conventional choirs whose choral music is based solely on the 
British tradition. As suggested by Roger King (PC 1995119): 
A lot of the church choirs and school choirs and so on are really wilting ... 
So a cappe//a does introduce a new approach to [choral performances], 
new energy, new repertoire, and the scope for some exciting rhythmic 
modern arrangements, nice chord structures. 
While many choirs sing from the eclectic world musics repertoire of Australian 
a cappella, some are devoted to a particular style or genre. A number of folk 
and traditional songs are included in the repertoires. South African freedom 
songs have been highly influential and almost all community choirs have at 
least one South African song in their repertoire. It has been suggested that this 
has resulted in the choral sound moving towards the vocal timbre in traditional 
African music which is "characterised by the untrained quality of the singer's 
voices, which creates a natural, open, personal resonant tone" (Kazorow in 
Warleigh 1996b:4). Therese Virtue (PC1995/24) also suggested that the folk 
music traditions included in the community choirs' repertoire provided a space 
to allow people to sing with a "raw edge". 
Because the repertoire drew on world musics, there was an ideal within the 
scene that cultural context of songs should be taught. This, according to Roger 
King, provided an "enriching experience [where] insights into humanity ... 
comes through these forms that [people] would not otherwise get" 
(PC 1995/19). Singers were ideally encouraged to know a little something 
about the cultural and social contexts in order to gain some connection to the 
songs. 
It should be noted that community choirs vary considerably in musical ability 
and this is often by choice as much as by musical skill. For many of the 
community choirs, a focus on having a good weekly sing was more important 
than performing. On the other hand, some community choirs aimed at musical 
excellence even within the limitation of the "raw" material with which they 
began. 
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Community choirs were formed under different banners and for different 
reasons. The Trade Union and Gay and Lesbian Choirs were undoubtedly 
formed for political and musical reasons and to act as a voice for the political 
views of their members and supporters. Choirs from different ethnic groups 
within Australia, such as La Gioie Delle Donne, were formed to create social 
and cultural bonds for people who shared a national heritage. Mixed choirs, 
such as the Eltham People's Choir, emerged for varying reasons and sang 
differing repertoires. Young people were also becoming involved in a cappella 
with more schools establishing "alternative choirs" in response to students' 
requests and teachers' interests. But significantly, the most prolific example of 
community choirs has been women's choirs and, although one could argue that 
these choirs were politically motivated, this is not enough to account for their 
proliferation. 
Two studies from the USA which have focused on community choirs were 
Attinello (1994) and Roma (1992). In his sociological study based in the 
United States, Attinello (1994) sought to test his hypothesis that the various 
gay male choirs which were included in his study were centred on different 
primary commitments. He noted that: 
all sorts of values are initially important to all of the groups, but each 
group gradually develops its own ideology and value structure .. . In other 
words, it makes sense to join a group for political reasons, and to stay for 
social reasons, but one can only get through years of weekly rehearsals if 
a commitment that is directly related to the material at hand (ie, music) is 
emphasized on an ongoing basis. (Attinello 1994:332) 
He suggested that gay choirs have more complex relations to social issues and 
political commitments than appear in heterosexual choirs. Whilst this original 
hypothesis is not reflected in some of the Australian examples I witnessed, he 
highlighted some other important aspects of the gay male choirs that could also 
be applied to the Australian choirs, particularly the women's choirs. He noted 
the ambivalence with authority that the male gay choirs have, while 
conceptually holding a strong resistance to authoritarian structures. The male 
gay choirs also ideologically embraced a sense of inclusion, with their 
"righteous anger [leading] to a strong, if mostly symbolic, identification with 
other minorities or any group that is perceived as oppressed" (Attinello 
1994:230). Nonetheless, he concluded that it was "undeniable that the choruses 
are essentially white institutions producing performances of white music" 
(Attinello 1994:329). 
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Attinello ( 1994) also explored differences between gay choruses and lesbian 
music which, in tum, might also be applicable to women's choirs. He noted that 
lesbian music was a vigorous subculture which was rarely choral or traditional 
in nature, and, similar to male gay choirs, actively resisted authoritarian 
structures. In fact, Attinello's knowledge of the women's choral world in the 
USA was limited for Roma's (1992) paper on women's choirs distinctly showed 
that there was a choral tradition in lesbian music. 
The women's choirs of Roma's (1992) study began forming throughout the 
USA in the mid 1970s and were seen to be both the products and producers of 
feminism. She stated that they were: 
influenced both by the second wave of feminism and by the women's 
music movement [in the USAF. Motivated by a strong desire to sing -
coupled with an urgency to create community and become politically 
active on the local level - these choruses attracted both lesbian and 
heterosexual women (Roma 1992:36). 
As will be shown in Chapters Three, Four and Five, Australian women's 
community a cappella choirs have similar structural and musical features to the 
women's choirs in the USA. However, the abundance of women's community 
choirs in Australia has gone hand in hand with the growth of the a cappella 
scene (rather than any women's music movement) and this interrelatedness is 
fundamental and needs closer examination. 
Women and Australian a cappella 
There is much romanticism espoused within the media about women and a 
cappella. McLane (1995:23) introduced her review of contemporary women a 
cappella groups with the statement that: 
Ethnomusicologists say the sound of women singing is probably the oldest 
music on earth ... the female voice, simple and unaccompanied, commands 
a power that slices though to the human essence in a way that man-made 
instruments, products of technology, cannot. 
2
"Women's music" is music identified as being part of the transformation of gender/power 
relations that the women's movement was generating in the 1970s. It was this time when 
lesbian musicians began to come out and women began to take control of some sectors of the 
industry in the USA (Potter 1994: 192). 
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Despite these romantic overtones, written to prompt sales of recordings, the 
relationship between women and a cappella singing does need exploration. 
Observers of the scene have repeatedly noted that women dominate Australian 
a cappella. Of the sixty groups and soloists who performed in the 1995 
Melbourne a cappella Festival I counted over a third as women-only groups or 
choirs, and of the combined choirs, women made up the greater percentage. 
Singing workshop leaders also readily acknowledged that women formed the 
majority of their classes. 
Of the 124 groups and singers listed with the Sydney a cappella Association, 
36 are women's choirs or small groups; women outnumbered male participants 
by a ratio of 3:1 (Gibb and Loader, 1997:8). According to Stephen Costello 
(PC 1995/05), a significant proportion of Community Music Victoria's 
membership were women's choirs and groups. Downie's ( 1995) research 
concluded that 73% of singers in the Australian a cappella scene are women 
(compared with a USA percentage of 36%), and that 42% of groups were 
female (compared with 4% male and 54% mixed). 
Like many others, I too have asked the question: "why are so many women 
involved in Australian a cappella?". A strong discursive practice within the 
scene suggested women dominate Australian a cappella because, for historical 
and cultural reasons, singing was understood to be a domain of women. While 
the US participation rates in a cappella suggest that the idea that women are 
the only "singers" is incorrect, contemporary Australian culture has determined 
that singing is a thing that women do. 
Certainly, there is a general understanding that men learn the instruments and 
women sing, and this is borne out through the music concerts held at, for 
example, the Bolte. But Australia has a history of male singing. In the early 
settler days, men were expected to be able to sing, both in the bush and in the 
parlour (Helen Lawrence l 996:pers comm). Concurrently, women sang in the 
domestic sphere; singing lullabies, working songs as well as in the parlour for 
entertainment. While the public and private distinctions of singing in Australia's 
historical past are not greatly relevant to this thesis, specific social and cultural 
changes that occurred this century have created a general lack of opportunity 
to sing, most importantly to a generally held belief that singing is "unmanly" 
(Backhouse 1995: I). At the same time, some of those social and cultural 
changes have prompted an opportunity for women to sing publicly. 
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The discourse that relates singing to women is perceived to be culturally and 
historically formulated. It is seen to be based on women's inherent ability to 
sing, to express emotion, and to have a public presence, prompted by the 
women's movement of the 1970s. Digby Hill (quoted in Cousins 1994:7), of 
Perth a cappella group Red Pepper, suggested that men are not more involved 
in Australian a cappella because of the contemporary popular image of 
singing: "Singing is nurturing, and intimate, whereas men traditionally go for 
instruments: the 'boys with their toys' syndrome". Additionally, Therese Virtue 
(PC1995/24) proposed that there was an: 
impulse towards women finding their voices, finding their true self, 
finding the artist within them, that has come out of the women's 
movement really. Has come out of women's liberation. Women feeling 
that they have a right to those things, feeling they have a right to be 
people and not doormats and dishwashers. 
Bronwen Barton (PC1995/18), a musical director of a women's choir, 
suggested that it is because: 
women [are] more in touch with their emotional framework. And for me 
singing is the inner voice expressing itself, the inner life expressing 
itself. And for women this is a natural thing. For men, I think, it falls in 
that whole ambit of things you're not allowed to talk about, expressing 
emotions and that sort of thing. 
Australian a cappella has provided the opportunity for women to rediscover 
their inherent singing abilities or desires. Women, more so than men, have 
consciously made time each week to sing, to develop their creativity in this 
fashion. This is in stark contrast to the Australian Bureau of Statistics Social 
Indicators (1992) which show that almost twice as many males as females 
participate in music-making as a leisure activity (Warleigh 1996b: 10). Women, 
Lisa Young (PC 1995/30) suggested, have been: 
just a bit more inclined to make the time in the week to [sing in an a 
cappe/la group or choir]. [Even] if they're really busy with kids and other 
things they know it's the one thing that makes a difference to their lives. 
I've watched people's life change. 
Downie (1995), while recognising the ambiguity, succinctly stated that "one of 
the main reasons there are more women than men in Australian a cappella is 
because there are more women in Australian a cappella!" (Downie 1995:15, 
emphasis in original). Her statement is based on the evidence that because 
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there are many women leading workshops, performing, and writing material, 
other women are encouraged to participate. 
As discussed in Chapter One, Downie also suggested a number of musical and 
sociological factors that have helped to create the proliferation of women in 
Australian a cappella and which I also examined earlier in this chapter. Downie 
also asserted that a cappella is a niche for professional Australian women 
musicians but the reasons for such a contention were not fully explained. What 
I believe Downie neglected to consider was a possible connection between 
women's aesthetics and the aesthetics held more broadly in Australian a 
cappella. 
While the public presence of women in music has improved, there is still a lack 
of recognition and representation of women within Australian music overall. 
The Australian composer, Moya Henderson, stated that "[in] this country, the 
musical fraternity is just a tiny notch further from where the Church is in its 
attitude towards women" (Ford 1993:103). And it is not simply in the Western 
art music genre in which Henderson works that women have failed to gain 
appropriate recognition. Across the spectrum of classical, jazz, folk, country, 
rock and popular musics, women's contributions have generally been 
undervalued or ignored (see, for example, Rogers et al 1993, Langman 1993 
and Macarthur 1993-94, and Vicki Gordon 1996:pers comm). This could 
largely be contributed to the male hegemony in music as identified by Shepherd 
(1987). 
Why then are there so many women involved in a cappella at the professional 
level? Is it simply because of its accessibility (and possible alienation or 
perceived inappropriateness to male musicians) or is it because it is on the edge 
of a number of genres? It is, after all, at the margins of choral, folk, jazz, 
traditional, world and popular musics. 
Drawing on the work of Derrida (1987), Macarthur (1993-94:97) has 
suggested that it is: 
at the critical edges that vital distinctions are made and that women, by 
virtue of being women, are already positioned between "inside" and 
"outside" spaces, close to "edges", "borders", "margins" and are 
strategically placed to make highly significant "differences", precisely in 
the manner in which they emerge from their "texts". 
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Certainly, Australian a cappella embodies timbrel and other characteristics that 
Shepherd (1987: 164) identified with "proletarian" music - a music that allows 
for the spiritual and personal, a music in which conversation, call-and-response 
and "incomplete" timbres are acceptable - despite being unable to transcend 
and dissolve the harmonic-rhythmic framework of classical music. Importantly 
though, the "harmonic-rhythmic framework is stretched, suspended, reordered 
and dismembered as part of a creative, interpretative act" (Shepherd 
1987: 163). 
And so, I suggest that women are making it in a cappella because of its 
musical marginality: it is unlimited in its repertoire and performance style and 
encourages innovation, it is without borders or edges. Australian a cappella 
has also emerged from the imposition of the marginalised status of "community 
arts, ... feminism and multiculturalism" (Hoffie 1991:32). Also, unlike the 
situation in the USA, where there is a strong tradition of male barbershop 
quartets, Australian a cappella was not firmly entrenched within the music 
industry. Australian women, who had generally encountered "intimidation and 
the monopolisation of knowledge [in the commercial music industry]" 
(Langman 1993:87) were therefore able to by-pass the established power 
structures and hierarchy (W arleigh 1996b: 10) to establish themselves firmly 
within the a cappella scene. 
Women's Musical Aesthetic 
Is it that women have, because of their own marginality within the broader 
Australian music scene, seized a cappella and created a fluid musical scene that 
could be moulded by or reflective of their own musical aesthetic? Is there an 
inherent link between the aesthetic of Australian a cappella and women? 
There is something very specific about being a woman composer ... the 
language, the desire, the chosen language, and the way in which I am 
composing is very specifically a woman's way of composing. It seems to 
me that in our current time, women are much more in tune with the 
feminine aspects of intuition and they create (from that perspective) 
(Sarah Hopkins, quoted in Sounds Australian 1993-94:31) 
[M]aleness/femaleness has very little to do with how people compose 
music. I think about this question in Jungian terms: every person, male or 
female, has an animus, the masculine, an aggressive thrusting out of 
creativity and an anima, the feminine counterpart which is the mystical, 
intuitive nurturing of the creative germ. It is the balancing of both these 
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things in the body (men and women alike) that is needed for the creative 
process (Mary Mageau, quoted in Sounds Australian 1993-94:30). 
The above two views call into question whether or not a woman's musical 
aesthetic exists. Although these views do not relate to a cappella, comments 
made by performers, composers and others involved in the scene suggested 
that Australian a cappella was a music that was influenced by women, not only 
in quantity, but in the quality of the music: 
authenticity and authorship reside in the ability of an artist to actually 
peiform. Inscribed within a feminist politics of the body, this emphasis 
leads to a polarisation whereby the un-mediated form of acappella [sic] 
becomes emblematic of female expression and authenticity ... there is a 
strong "felt-femaleness" to the practice of contemporary acappella [sic]. 
(Gibb and Loader 1997:8, emphasis in original) 
An exploration of the possibility of a women's musical aesthetic is therefore 
critical in attempting to determine the actuality of this "felt-femaleness". 
Macarthur (1993-94b) and Beilharz (1993-94) have specifically considered the 
existence of women's musical aesthetic. Beilharz interprets musical aesthetics 
as "the intangible, transcendental qualities, timelessness" (Beilharz 1993-
94:37), while Macarthur believes that "music is no different from other 
signifying systems... that realities are constructed by people with sexed and 
gendered bodies" (Macarthur 1993-94b:32). 
Others have explored similar ideas of a women's musical aesthetic. Cox (1991), 
for example, has drawn considerably on the work of French feminist theorists 
Helene Cixous and Julia Kristeva. These feminist aestheticians have considered 
the possibility of developing a feminine mode or a feminine sensibility in art. 
"Could music also be expressive of women's experience, and, if so, what would 
such music be like?", asked Cox. She stated: 
Cixous asserts that feminine writing is impossible to define, cannot be 
theorized, enclosed, or encoded. Words used to describe such writing are 
gestural, rhythmic, spasmodic, heterogeneous, process-oriented, 
immediate, fluid, and elastic. A principle of continuous growth, 
proliferation, and development replaces expression as product or object... 
The process, continuity, and immediacy of music ... seems analogous to ... 
feminine writing ... A music modeled on feminine writing would engage the 
listener in the musical moment rather than in the structure as a whole; 
would have a flexible, cyclical form; and would involve continuous 
repetition with variation, the cumulative growth of an idea. Such music 
would serve to deconstruct musical hierarchies and the dialectical 
juxtaposition and resolution of opposites, disrupt linearity, and avoid 
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definitive closures. In sung music, vocalization would be relaxed and 
make use of nonverbal or presymbolic sounds (Cox 1991 :334 ). 
Cox considered the possibility of the musical expression of women's experience 
in art music, the "folk music" of feminists, in the music of popular culture, and 
in ethnomusicology. The musical expression she explored was that of female 
sexuality - with music tending towards cyclic forms, and "slow building rather 
than immediate, diffuse rather than focused, buzzing · rather than pounding, 
melting rather than hardening" (Haselswerdt quoted in Cox 1991:335). 
Cox recognised that the emphasis on female body and sexuality in these 
attempts to define a feminine aesthetic in music is problematic3. On the one 
hand it can validate the patriarchy's reduction of women to their bodies yet, on 
the other hand, the integration of the mental, emotional and physical embodied 
in women can give rise to authenticity and creativity "concerned not with the 
production of aesthetic objects but with living a life aesthetically, with the 
integration of art and life" (Cox 1991:337). Ultimately, however, Cox 
recognised that any generalisations about a feminine or women's experience 
and the cultural expression of that experience could be seen as either 
productive or oppressive. Nonetheless, a feminist approach to music could 
identify, explicate, and critique such perspectives and would recognise that 
"through examining our experiences as women, developing authentic musical 
and critical voices, and listening to and supporting one another... a feminist 
musical aesthetic will develop" (Cox 1991:338-339). 
In some ways, these recent enterprises developed earlier explorations of 
women and music by Drinker in 1948 (reprinted in 1977). In trying to 
document women's music, both historically and cross-culturally, Drinker 
(1977:4) proposed that there was an "intimacy between women's musicianship, 
their emotional reactions to productive labour, and their conceptions of the 
whole spiritual aspect of life, including their associations with men and 
children". Without women fully participating in the creation and expression of 
music, she argued, the quality of music generally is thinned (1977:xii). 
It seems then, that although it is problematic to define a women's aesthetic, a 
recognised feature is the: 
3Likewise, Dunn and Jones (1994) recognise the difficulty in anchoring the female voice in 
the female body. 
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straining to reach beyond the limitations of the [traditional canon]4 ... to go 
beyond, outside, is a female tendency ... I don't pretend for one moment 
that the characteristics are exclusive to, or universally characteristic of, 
women's music, but rather that they are intrinsic ... to a female energy and 
aesthetic ... It is valuable to acknowledge and foster, not to sublimate, such 
an aesthetic if it exists. (Beilharz 1993-94:38). 
At the same time, it should be recognised that the endeavour to define or 
identify a women's or feminine aesthetic is a feminist enterprise. As Ecker 
(1985 : 21) has stated the development of a feminist aesthetic demands 
reflecting on a feminine aesthetic: 
It takes the complications of subjectivity into account, and feminist 
investigations of aesthetic theory necessarily aim at a critique of 
traditional assumptions. We have to be aware of the paradox that there 
cannot be any certainty about what is feminine in art but that we have to 
go on looking out for it. (Ecker 1985:21). 
Indeed, as Pegley and Caputo (1994:311) have stated: 
[t]he various examples presented [in their paper] illustrate that there exists 
a multiplicity of female differences and demonstrate the complexity of the 
"female ear". Within the particular moments we have described, we have 
found that our informants' choices both upheld and manipulated the 
existing structures of music and negotiated space within the relations of 
power. (emphasis in original) 
Eventually then, one could argue that because there is an inherent diversity 
within even a women's musical aesthetic, there does appear to be links between 
some general features of the aesthetics of Australian a cappella as described 
earlier and some of the features of women's aesthetics proposed above. Such 
features are not only the unmediated practice noted by Gibb and Loader 
(1997 :8), but other characteristics regarded as "female" such as the straining 
beyond the limitations set by music genres, the adoption of timbrel and other 
characteristics identified with folk or community music, the integration of life 
and art, the inherent inclusive and communal features of the music itself, and its 
eclectic repertoire. This, of course, probably results as much from the number 
of women participating in the scene, and the consequential affect of that 
majority on the convergence of social, cultural and musical elements, as it does 
4While Beilharz is referring to Western art music, I would apply this definition more 
broadly. McClary's (1991) studies of popular music, focussing on, for example, Madonna 
and Laurie Anderson, draw similar conclusions. 
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from the inherent aesthetics that result. The fact that women are increasingly 
writing and performing for each other must affect the scene overall. 
Conclusion 
This multiple view of the influences and convergence of social, cultural and 
musical elements in the Australian a cappella scene has employed all three of 
the overlapping spheres of cultural activity that Slobin (1993:55-56), in 
applying Simmel (1955), defined for a musical subculture or micromusic. 
Choice, affinity and belonging was articulated in the scene's aesthetic discourse 
which regarded a cappella as more pure, more authentic, more diverse and 
overwhelmingly more accessible than mediated music. The discourse also 
stressed personal and communal benefits. Overlaying the subcultural were the 
supercultural and intercultural relations: multiculturalism (with its diasporic and 
state links), world music (with its industrial and affinal links), folk music 
(again, industrial, affinal and diasporic links), community choirs (affinal) and 
women (again affinal). 
Cynically, it could be said that the growth of the a cappella scene in Australia, 
which draws its material from every comer of the globe, is a participatory 
music practice in which the majority of its participants, Anglo-Australians, are 
unsure of their identities and are led by the commercial push of world music. 
On the other hand, it could also be argued that the participants in the Australian 
a cappella scene are trying to define their "worldliness" and "community" 
within a global and multicultural society through a music practice inhabited 
with people who share a similar interest in music and which allows them to 
explore, to various depths, their relationships to the "others" whose music they 
perform. 
Australian a cappella is an example of a local form of music produced within 
the logic of the homogenising term "postmodemism" (Colas 1992:267, cited in 
Erlmann 1993:6). Certainly, its very features suggest postmodemism: its 
eclectic repertoire featuring elements of pastiche and nostalgia, its popularity 
with Anglo-Australians, its embracement of the diversity of cultures within 
Australia and worldwide, and its sense of marginality and difference. 
While the Australian a cappella scene has produced some fine professional 
examples of groups and choirs, such as Arramaieda, Cafe of the Gate of 
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Salvation, Martenitsa, Coco's Lunch, Salvation Jane, Sister Moon Ensemble, 
Voices of the Vacant Lot (to name but a few), it is a music practice that 
encourages involvement of people at all levels of musical development. The 
provision of workshops and the inclusion of community groups and choirs in a 
cappella concerts and festivals indicate this. As a result, the growth of a 
cappella at the community level has been most noticable. At the same time, the 
overwhelming attraction of women to the scene has been noted. 
This greater involvement of women in Australian a cappella has prompted 
academic enquiry into why this might be the case. Two studies that considered 
this were Downie (1995) and Gibb and Loader (1997). While verifying the 
observational domination of women in the scene with statistical evidence, both 
of these papers did not adequately examine an aesthetic link to the "felt-
femaleness" of Australian a cappella performance. Yet it is evident that 
women's musical aesthetic does affect the Australian a cappella scene as a 
whole, if only because of their numbers and their consequential musical 
development within the scene. This women's aesthetic, by definition, must be 
multiple. Nonetheless, the undisputed dominance of women in the Australian a 
cappella scene in some ways sanctions a discourse that places women central 
to the scene's constructed aesthetics. Women and their community choirs could 
therefore been seen to shape and embody the Australian a cappella scene. 
By specifically focusing on the experience of women's community a cappella 
choirs in the following three chapters, the articulation of the world musics 
repertoire with community choirs and women will be more thoroughly 
examined. This should provide a finer interpretation of what is being 
experienced and what is being expressed in the Australian a cappella scene. 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER THREE: 
SINGING WOMEN (1) -
CHOIRS OF WOMEN 
My sisters have a home in the valley 
where the trees grow tall and strong 
and all the mountains ring 
with the singing 
of their wild and womanly song 
("My Sisters Have a Home in the Valley"1 
- as sung by Lyriae) 
It is unlikely, to say the least, that what music "does" is 
always traceable in simple cause and effect terms ... 
[What music] can do is put into play a sense of identity 
that may or may not fit the way we are placed by other 
social facts ... Depending upon how we are placed by 
other social facts it can confine and entrap us in a 
narrowly chauvinist or sexist sense. Depending upon how 
we are placed by other social facts, it can also leap across 
boundaries and put into play unexpected and expanding 
possibilities. (Stokes 1994a:24) 
This chapter deals with the expanding possibilities and potentialities of identity 
through the experience of women's community a cappella choirs. The chapter 
is an expository one, providing a narrative description of the choirs and the 
women members themselves. In that endeavour, it seeks to show the 
multiplicities of identity, both in the collective and individual sense. Certainly, 
social identities are articulated within a structure of social relations that causes 
every social agent to occupy multiple social positions at once, and though this 
is fluid and fragmented, the experience of subjectivity is unitary and non-
contradictory, even oppositional to hegemonic forces (Kruse 1993:34). As 
Gu new (1993 :456) has noted " ... identity in relation to agency may be usefully 
formulated as being both provisional and strategic". 
The women's community a cappella choirs with which I studied were "choirs 
of women". As collective spaces of women the choirs negotiated individual 
identities and beliefs in order to determine a collective identity that expressed 
political and musical ideals. The choir members were in the process of making 
and negotiating relationships at the individual and collective levels and in their 
1 The composer of this song is unknown. 
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relationship to the broader community - these choirs of women were therefore 
"producing feminisms" (Tait 1994). They were producing feminisms through 
the innovative use of a cappella performance, they were shaping it to suit 
themselves. As such their processes and performances were fused with a 
political resistance to the dominant culture. The choirs and their members were 
reinterpreting gender in both form and content (Tait 1994:5-6). 
Placed as they were within Australian a cappella, the choirs of women were 
vehicles for a broader expression and exploration of identity. But they, like 
most people today, were "more complicated musically, historically, culturally 
than we think" (Keil 1994:176). In a contemporary, multicultural society, 
which actively participates in the criss-crossing of economic, demographic and 
media networks, there is: 
a tendency for individuals and groups to form fragmented, multiple 
identities, with unprecendented degree of cultural borrowing, 
appropriation and syncretic cross-fertilisation ... [T]he appropriations and 
resignifications of musics by urban subcultures themselves embody their 
own complex and often internally contradictory senses of symbol and 
simulacrum2. (Manuel 1995:228-229) 
This broader aspect of identity and the experience of that are discussed in more 
detail in Chapter Four. This chapter constructs a more inward-looking 
description of identity for the women and their choirs, particularly in relation to 
gender and social roles, within which to ground the broader expression and 
exploration of identity. In the context of the choirs of women, these aspects are 
important because: 
[a]s the expansion of social and cultural freedom to create one's own 
identity has pushed against the rigidities of traditional patriarchal, sexual, 
political and economic forms of domination and control, a new politics of 
personal empowerment and emancipation has been born to challenge these 
persisting limitations on personal freedom, starting with the basic power 
to appropriate one's own body, including its sexuality and reproductive 
powers, to produce the identity, the social person or in the newly pervasive 
phrase, "life-style" one chooses. (Turner 1994:27-28) 
In the desire to sing, these women were brought together, and so it was gender 
that was the primal shared experience of identity. Other social roles and 
2 Manuel uses 'simulacrum' "in the sense of a media image which has become a 'free-floating 
signifier' dislocated from any specific real-world reference" (Manuel 1995:238). 
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experiences were not necessarily shared. Differences of race, socio-economic 
background and life histories were apparent. 
In this exposition of the "choirs of women", the chapter defines women's 
community a cappella choirs, provides a history of their emergence, outlines a 
demographic profile of the members, and describes the motivations of the 
women to join the choirs. The second half of the chapter explores the effect of 
singing, as well as the other roles adopted within choir, on the identity of these 
women and how that articulates with their identities defined outside of the 
context of choir. 
Choirs of Women 
The descriptive title, "Women's Community a cappella Choirs", was developed 
to separate these choirs from other choirs by gender, philosophical and political 
context, and repertoire. The choir members are women, both "straight" and 
lesbian, who define themselves primarily as women. This is in contrast to 
lesbians who might see their sexual identity better defined in a gay and lesbian 
choir, or women who sing in mixed choirs whose singing identity is less 
importantly identified by gender and/or sexuality. 
The choirs arose out of the community. The choirs were established through 
the visions of women who sought to make music accessible to all women. 
When the choirs first emerged there were no auditions and so they were open 
to all women, whether or not musically skilled prior to joining. "Women can 
enter something they're unsure of. For a lot of them they feel supported doing 
that in an all female environment", said Cathy Nixon (PC 1995/02), musical 
director of the Brunswick Women's Choir. Because this accessibility generally 
rendered musical direction a necessity, musical directors were sought and paid 
for their contact hours with the choirs. To meet these wages the choirs were 
predominantly self-funded and operated on shoe-string budgets to meet costs. 
They were non-profit organisations with funds redirected back into the choir, 
commonly for development purposes. The choir members usually shared an 
ethos of social justice and social change, with decision-making ideally 
consensual or democratic, informed by feminist models. Members generally 
worked to create a sense of community within their choirs. 
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The choirs drew on repertoire that was rarely in the established repertoire of 
the British choral tradition. The repertoire was eclectic and fitted within the 
framework of a cappella music circulating within the current Australian a 
cappella scene, which included the use of percussion and occasional 
instruments. 
They were choirs because they were groups of women smgmg together, 
whether or not the choir defined itself as a "choir". The size of the choirs varied 
from 7 to 40. Members of one of the choirs with which I worked objected to 
being referred to as a choir. To them the term "choir" inferred a sole leadership 
role of a musical director, a role not encouraged within their singing group. 
While their musical director facilitated music-making, she was not the decision 
maker! Despite their objection to the term "choir", I am applying it to all the 
women's groups with which I studied, for, as will become apparent, the 
distinction the objecting women made was a critical factor in women's 
community a cappella choirs. 
While originally, and ideally, these choirs were open to any woman who 
wanted to sing, in the evolution of these choirs this ideal changed. For example, 
after being instituted as an open choir, the members of Lyriae felt that, having 
established a reputation, there was a need to audition prospective members. 
This desire was expressed by the current members, a number of whom had no 
formal musical training nor experience in performing before joining. 
Interestingly, the prospective members who underwent the audition had 
significant musical experience. In practice, remaining "open" became difficult to 
meet. The Cyrenes, for example, did not take on new members for eighteen 
months because it had reached the optimum number of members (32), although 
it remained open to members returning from extended leave. 
Whilst seemingly "open", choirs came to be seen inaccessible to potential 
members because of reaching certain levels of musical ability. Some long term 
members of the Brunswick Women's Choir stated that, as the choir improved 
its profile and musical technique, it attracted a greater percentage of 
experienced singers or musicians. Pauli (PC 1995/04) commented that: 
If I hadn't have joined the [Brunswick Women's] choir three years ago, 
there isn't any way I would have joined it now. Absolutely not. If I walked 
into a rehearsal now, I would have thought "Whoa! No! Can't do this!". 
The skills that I've learnt, singing with the choir, has grown over the 
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three years. It's not something I think I could have walked into and 
handled now. 
Willin' Wimmin and the Thornbury Women's Choir, on the other hand, though 
differing in size, continued to take in women as they showed interest and 
accommodated them seemingly without concern for lack of space or musical 
aptitude. 
The above nomenclature - Women's Community a cappella Choirs - is used to 
describe all the choirs which are included in this study. The different 
circumstances, however, may have led individual choirs to diverge in minor 
ways from the detail of this description. These divergences are important and 
are analysed in Chapters Four and Five. 
Origins and Brief History 
During fieldwork in Melbourne I was invited to attend a women's singing 
group that had been established a few weeks previously at a community arts 
centre. The six-week course was designed for women to "discover" their voice 
through simple group harmonising exercises and a cappella songs. The course 
leader, a Maori-Australian, was a performer from a well-known local women's 
a cappella group. She had recognised the growing interest in singing and 
arranged to run classes at the community level. At the time, she was running 
two courses per week, each in a different suburb of Melbourne. 
The course was purely singing; there was no discussion of music theory nor the 
broader context of a cappella. With some minor discussion of origin, new 
songs were introduced by the leader who sang the various parts of the songs 
until everyone was singing in harmony. The group members came from a 
variety of musical backgrounds but had already divided into harmony parts by 
the time I joined them. In addition to learning new songs, they sang songs 
previously learnt. During the evening the women spoke to me of their joy at 
singing in such a group: "This is informal and casual. I'm really comfortable!" 
said Sue (PC 1995/40). Some had the desire to continue and the leader said she 
thought a number of them would form a singing group. The development of 
groups and choirs from such community-based courses and workshops is 
becoming increasingly common as performers in a cappella recognise the 
increasing desire of people to sing. 
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Choirs start in other fashions as well. The following sections discuss the origins 
and brief history of the choirs with which I spent time during fieldwork. 
Brunswick Women's Choir 
The idea of having a women's choir based in Brunswick was the inspiration of 
Lyn Szilagyi, a recognised "mover and shaker" in Brunswick. In early 1991, 
she decided to set up an informal choir that brought together women from the 
diverse cultures of "multicultural Brunswick". Drawing together concerns from 
her professional viewpoint as a maternal and child health nurse, and from her 
personal creative desires, she saw the choir as accommodating a number of 
needs for women within the Brunswick community. Szilagyi (PC1995/14) 
believed that the formation of a women's choir could provide language 
development through singing, as well an opportunity for women to get 
together creatively, have fun, and "access beauty through the human voice". 
Following a meeting to determine interest, the choir started in July that year. 
The choir began with about 20 women and membership had grown over the 
years, despite a turn-over of members. In 1995, there were 30 women actively 
participating, at least 10 members were on leave, and about 50 women were on 
the waiting list. 
The BWC promoted itself as a "group of women, with a broad range of 
backgrounds and interests, [who] share the passion of singing together" (Boite 
1995:2) and that "through its activities and repertoire, celebrates the cultural 
diversity of Brunswick and the wider community" (Brunswick Women's Choir 
1995:n.p.). These comments were reinforced on a self-produced promotion 
video which featured Szilagyi, Cathy Nixon, the musical director, and one of 
the members from a Non-English Speaking Background (NESB). 
Cathy Nixon, a local music teacher, was approached by Szilagyi in 1991 to 
take on the role of musical director. At that time Nixon had never led a choir 
and was very unsure of her contribution. Since then, she attended a conductors' 
course at a Melbourne-based university. As a result, Nixon has taken on the 
Brunswick Women's Choir (BWC) as a vehicle for her own professional and 
personal development; and her enthusiasm and commitment to the choir have 
enabled it develop from a community-based singalong group that met weekly 
to a performance choir. In 1993, the choir won the Melbourne International 
Festival of the Choirs and later produced a commercial cassette, Songs of 
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Women. The choir had also planned to record a compact disc (CD) sometime 
in the future. The choir began producing its own annual concerts in 1992 which 
prompted the appointment of an artistic director in 1993. It also performed in 
music festivals and at community events at the local, state and national level. 
The naming of the choir as the Brunswick Women's Choir was both convenient 
and strategic. Brunswick has been associated with multicultural diversity and 
performing arts. For example, the Brunswick Music Festival was a popular and 
well-recognised annual event in Melbourne. At the time of the BWC's creation, 
funding for recreational groups was supported by the then Brunswick City 
Council which gave the choir a seeding grant. Although the amalgamation of 
councils in Victoria elides any direct association in name, the accomplishment 
of the choir has seen it continue to apply successfully for small grants through 
the current Moreland City Council and from state bodies. Grants have been 
sought to offset the costs of producing the BWC's distinctive banner, their 
annual concerts, and their 1994 cassette recording. The choir was mainly self-
funded: through the payment of weekly fees by members; payment for 
performances (either their own or for other organisations for which they 
perform), and through fundraising projects. 
The BWC banner (see Plate 3.1) is a bold feature of the choir and is displayed 
at most of their concerts. The "textile mural" is quilted velvet and silks, 
decorated with sequins and embroidery. The edging is of traditional Greek 
braid. The banner was designed by a choir member and depicts three women 
from different cultural backgrounds, musical notes emanating from their open 
mouths, and the name of the choir in the hair of the last woman. It was 
produced in 1992 by a group of three women from the choir. The design has 
been modified as the choir's logo and used on letterhead, T-shirts and other 
choir productions. As a logo, the "o" in "women's" is replaced by the scientific 
symbol for "female", a symbol that is now in common use. 
Originally, the choir members wore black costumes with a variety of different 
block-coloured scarves worn in individually chosen ways. Later, a more formal 
costume was introduced. This consisted of two styles of different coloured 
Indian-silk shirts worn with opaque black pants or skirt. For casual 
performances, choir members wore T-shirts printed with the BWC logo. 
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Cyrenes 
The Cyrenes began in 1989 when Lyn O'Brien, a Canberra woman involved in 
community music and women's support services, decided that Canberra was 
decidedly short of women performers. A public notice was placed in numerous 
cafes and community arts spaces calling for interest. The 20 women who 
attended the first meeting formed the Cyrenes of Asherah. The name is an 
interesting and creative amalgamation of two suggestions that came from the 
early members. "Cyrenes" is an alternative spelling of the sirens of Greek 
mythology whose enchanting singing lured unsuspecting sailors into perilous 
waters, and "Asherah" is an Assyrian name for a goddess. 
The early costume for choir members consisted of the conventional black of 
many choirs, but overlaid with a brightly coloured rainbow scarf worn in 
individually selected styles. Subsequently, this costume changed. At the time of 
fieldwork, the women wore clothes of black, purple and green, of their own 
choosing, overlaid with a printed scarf in washes of the same colours and with 
the scientific symbol for "female" painted in gold (see Plate 3.2). The 
individualistic approach to costume could accommodate both formal and 
casual moods for performance within the set colour scheme. 
The Cyrenes has undergone a number of changes in musical direction. It began 
with a musical director from the Canberra School of Music but within six 
months established itself as a collective, relying on the musical skills of its 
members to bring and teach repertoire to each other and to make decisions 
inclusively. As Lyn O'Brien explained: 
It's a cooperative choir. It's not like a traditional choir where someone 
gives the orders. All women are as important as each other ... Everyone in 
the choir has something to contribute if they're in the right situation. It's 
about taking women beyond the threshold so they say 'Yeah, I can do 
this!'. (quoted in Bradshaw 1990:19) 
In practice, this approach resulted in the musical direction and control being 
concentrated among a few choir members who had more skills, energy, 
commitment and, ultimately, power than others. Consequently, energy levels 
waned, tensions grew and group negativity resulted. At the end of 1991 a mass 
exodus left a handful of women who were keen to keep the choir going. 
Recognising that the members with enough skills to lead the choir had left, 
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Plate 3.1: The Brunswick Women's Choir Banner 
(By Julie Rickwood, 20 Septeniber 1995) 
Plate 3.2: The Cyrenes Publicity Photograph 
(By Katherine Pepper, JO September 1996) 
those remaining employed a musical director and sought membership through 
various avenues. Many of those who left sought to establish another women's 
group but this did not happen. 
Under the direction of Chrissie Shaw, a local performance artist, the Cyrenes, 
as it was renamed, grew in size, strength and musical ability. It maintained its 
collective decision-making process, including the selection of repertoire, as 
well as the day-to-day operations. Shaw, who had not previously led a choir, 
worked within the limits of that process and philosophy, and led the choir in 
successful performances. After three years, she left to concentrate on her 
musical direction with the Trade Union Choir and her individual performance 
career. 
At the beginning of 1995, Loani McRae, a member of a folk music group 
named Spindlewood, was asked to lead the Cyrenes. Under the direction of 
McRae, and with a committed focus on musical development, the choir reached 
a new plateau of "maturity and professionalism" (Anon 1996:8), with a steady 
active membership of 25 women. 
Unlike the BWC, the Cyrenes began and continued for some time on a solely 
self-funded basis through membership fees and, to a far lesser degree, payment 
for performances. After two years, however, it began to apply successfully for 
small grants to offset the costs of producing demonstration tapes, organising an 
event for International Women's Day, and a musical development workshop. At 
the end of 1990, the Cyrenes recorded a track entitled "Sinje-nje-nje", a 
traditional Zulu song, on a compilation album called We're Not Square which 
was produced by Community Radio 2XX. The choir has made three 
demonstration tapes and has sold taped copies of their live performance at the 
1996 National Folk Festival. It was also planning to record on CD. 
In 1996, the Cyrenes promoted itself as an: 
a cappella choir which was founded in 1989 to provide a forum for 
women to get together in a safe and fun environment to sing songs that 
celebrate the strength, power, energy and joy of being women. It has 
continued to grow and develop since that time and is now a choir of 30 
women singing songs from an eclectic and diverse repertoire. (Cyrenes 
1996a) 
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Lyriae 
Around 1989, Morgan Blackrose, a vibrant activist woman in the Dandenong 
region of Victoria, set up a women's performing arts group for voice and 
instruments, called Muse-0-Women. Initially, the group was haphazard and 
casual, with different women turning up at each gathering. After a few years, 
however, it lost momentum and, in 1991 Blackrose met Suzann Tiborcz-Frisk, 
a Swedish musician living in the Dandenong region. Blackrose invited Tiborcz-
Frisk to lead a workshop with Muse-0-Women in order to inspire the group. 
Out of the workshop developed a casual singing group that met weekly to sing 
for fun under the leadership of Tiborcz-Frisk. After about a year, and a 
successful performance at the annual general meeting of the Selby Community 
House, a community centre situated in the Dandenong region, a small number 
of women wanted to establish a more committed singing group and, as a result, 
Lyriae was formed. The name was derived from a combination of a musical 
instrument, the lyre, the Dandenong region's (or as it is locally referred to the 
"hills") emblem, the lyrebird, and the word, lyricist. A representation of a lyre is 
incorporated into the Lyriae logo in which it replaces the letter "y" (see Plate 
3.3). In 1995, the choir members wore individually chosen clothes in colours of 
black, green and purple. 
Tiborcz-Frisk participated both as the musical director and as a member of the 
group. Subsequently, Lyriae became popular within the "hills" community and, 
to a lesser extent, the a cappella scene in Melbourne. Although during 
rehearsals Tiborcz-Frisk directed the choir, during performances she joined the 
singers, and at members' request, led in as unobtrusive and inconspicuous way 
as possible. Having found the duality of the roles difficult, however, Tiborcz-
Frisk had more recently been neither performing nor directing in performance. 
Instead, she continued to lead them in weekly rehearsals only as a musical 
tutor. Lyriae performed at various community events and at music festivals. It 
has recorded a demonstration tape and, at one time, was considering producing 
a commercial recording. Choir members have not applied for funding but pay 
weekly fees and receive payment for performances to cover costs. As with the 
membership of the BWC and the Cyrenes, Lyriae's membership has changed in 
both numbers and people over the years, with a core of about four members 
remaining throughout. During 1995 there were seven women performing, 
although the choir had previously been as large as twelve. 
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Lyriae promoted itself as "singing a wide variety of music ranging from simple 
sounds to more complex three or four part arrangements. Much of our music is 
ethnic in origin but we are interested in exploring a broad range of musical 
styles and traditions" (Lyriae:n.d.). 
Willin' Wimmin 
In 1992 a group of women in Williamstown, a Port Philip Bay peninsular 
suburb of Melbourne, decided that they wanted to sing some songs together. 
Bronwen Barton, who was friendly with some of these women, was asked, in 
her role as a singing teacher, to help the group musically. Through word of 
mouth, more and more women began turning up at the weekly singalongs and, 
as they began performing, they realised that a name was needed for their group. 
The choir's name, Willin' Wimmin, was derived from the terms "Williamstown" 
and "women". "We're Willin' Wimmin because we believe our will is strong 
enough to achieve everything we want", said Barton (PC1995/18). 
Barton continued to lead the choir, of about 40 members in 1995, although she 
did not consider herself to be the musical director. Although the choir 
performed at community events and in music festivals, it primarily saw itself as 
a social and fun group. Nonetheless, as a group of women expressing 
themselves as "loud, happy, colourful, flamboyant, vibrant, alive women" (see 
Plate 3.4) they tried to achieve a certain level of musical excellence. They wore 
costumes to match this ethos - black clothes with "splashes of any amount of 
outrageously primal coloured accessories" such as "head scarves and earrings 
and scarves and waistcoats and red shoes or yellow shoes" commented Barton 
(PCl 995118). 
The choir performed at community events and music festivals. It met costs 
through weekly fees and payment for performances. It had not made any 
recordings nor applied for any grants. Willin' Wimmin promoted itself as an: 
open group, [where] members are encouraged to find new voice through 
their participation, resulting in a deep, rich vocal sound. Commitment to 
social justice, local and global, and particularly for women, is reflected in 
their repertoire (Bolte 1995: 10). 
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Plate 3.3: Lyriae's Logo 
Plate 3.4: Willin' Wimrnin's Promotional Photograph 
(Copiedfrom Bofte News, August 1994) 
Thornbury Women's Choir 
The Thornbury Women's Choir began in 1990, evolving from the amalgamation 
of the Thornbury and Preston Women's Neighbourhood Houses. Women's 
Neighbourhood Houses3 in Melbourne had a strong community development 
focus and the singalong group was established for social and fun reasons. The 
choir was a group of about 15 women that rehearsed weekly. Because 
performance was not the primary focus of the weekly singalong group, some 
members of the choir performed in the choir's performance group called 
"NoteAble Women" (see Plate 3.5). This group and, to a lesser extent, the 
choir as a whole, performed at community events and music festivals. The choir 
had also performed at a local Eisteddfod competition. Liz Landray, a performer 
and member of Community Music Victoria's Board, had been the Musical 
Director of both entities since 1993. 
Both the choir and the performance group had "a strong multicultural focus, 
singing folk based songs, especially those about women and peace" 
(Community Music Victoria 1994:4). Their performance outfits were casual 
street clothes individually selected; there did not appear to be any agreed code 
of dress or colour coordination. Landray (PC1995/0l) insisted that being a 
women's choir was very important to the members, especially as a supportive 
and social environment. To date, the choir and group have not produced any 
recordings or applied for grants. Choir costs were met through weekly fees and 
payment for performances. 
The Diversity in Membership 
The choirs discussed above began their existence as open, accessible choirs. 
They attempted to attract a diversity of women of different cultures, socio-
economic backgrounds, age, musical experience, and life experience. Some 
choirs had a distinct sense of themselves as doing this, as this introduction from 
a member of the Cyrenes at the 1996 National Folk Festival suggests: 
The choir is a group of women who ... all dress differently, we all look 
differently, we all come from different places and we all have different 
singing voices. But when we come together we sing as a choir and 
together our individual voices make beautiful music to bring to you in 
3Women's Neighbourhood Houses provide women with access to welfare information, social 
contacts and cultural activities. 
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Plate 3.5: Promotional Photograph of "NoteAble Women" 
(Thornbury Women's Choir) 
(Cop ied from Great Southern Sounds Program, October 1994) 
performance. With that music we can celebrate our individuality together 
and we can celebrate our sisterhood. 
In reality, the practice may be very different from the intent. Lyn Szilagyi 
formed the BWC with the idea of attracting women from the diversity of 
cultures within Brunswick. In fact, the choir members were overwhelmingly 
from Anglo-Celtic and Australian backgrounds. There was only a handful of 
members who were from other European countries or mixed ethnic 
backgrounds, from either first or second generation migrant families. 
Nonetheless, there was a sense of some level of diversity within the BWC. As 
Libby (PC1995/03) said, the choir "looks really fantastic, all these women, 
different shapes and sizes, different colours. I think we look really fantastic so I 
like being part of that". 
There were, therefore, degrees of diversity both within and between the choirs. 
The women of Lyriae said they were women of various and diverse 
backgrounds, from "fundamentalist Christians to feminists" (PC 1995/39). 
Thornbury Women's Choir membership was particularly diverse in ways the 
others were not; some members were women with disabilities. On the other 
hand, Karen (PC1995/41), a member of Willin' Wimmin said: "Yes, we come 
from different musical backgrounds but look around, we're mostly WASPS! 
Oh, yeah, there's one Filipino, a Swede and a Norwegian, but we're really 
WASPS!"4 
It appeared that, particularly in the larger choirs, many women were unaware 
of much of the detail of each other's lives outside of choir. The personal 
relationships developed within choir, which were essential for the successful 
functioning of the choir both in musical and non-musical ways, were therefore 
not dependent on knowing, to any great degree, the lifeworlds of each other 
outside of choir. For some of the longer-term choirs this had developed 
through change in membership and a greater focus on musicality but the 
opportunity for getting to know one another was missed. A number of women 
spoke nostalgically of the early days of the BWC when, as Pauli (PC1995/04) 
suggested, "there was time and space for people to talk and get to know each 
other". 
4Acronym for White Anglo-Saxon Protestant, although perhaps this term was used in this 
context in the general sense of Anglo-Australian middle class people. 
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Of course, there were friendships between women made before joining, 
friendships that had been the impetus for joining. At the same time, women did 
make solid friendships with other women after joining. But overall the 
members, who had connections to each other within the context of choir, had 
little knowledge of each other's work, family and other interests or 
commitments. While these other areas of their lives affected the workings of 
choir at some level, they were usually not given priority in choir relationships. 
To some extent, they were even regarded as understood. As April 
(PC 1995/23 ), who had gone through a difficult time in her marriage, 
commented: 
I think the choir is a real woman's space ... I just think it's a level where 
it's a safe place to be yourself. And everyone understands how you're 
feeling and you burst into tears. Everyone knows: "Oh yeah, I know what 
that's like". And you don't need to explain. 
Nonetheless, through research I was able to discover some of the details of 
these women's lives. The overall working profile of choir members was 
interesting. Being women's choirs it was probably not surprising to find that the 
majority of these women tended to work in the community sectors. These 
women were teachers, trainers and educators (32% ), allied and alternative 
health professionals (18%) and community workers (12%). A few women were 
administrators (16%), students (14%), academics (6%) and others worked in 
different areas ( 4% ). As indicated by this range of employment circumstances, 
the majority of the women in the choirs were tertiary educated. A significant 
number of the women were also mothers (64% ), either taking on these roles in 
a full-time capacity, or concurrently with their paid work. 
The identification as mothers was acknowledged within the choir context in a 
variety of ways. As will be seen in the following chapter, the choirs selected 
songs for their repertoire which reflected their experiences of motherhood. As 
well, the BWC had introduced a childcare levy to which all members paid, 
regardless of whether or not they had children. This levy had been introduced 
to overcome any difficulties the members had in attending choir rehearsals and 
performances because of parenting responsibilities. This was an issue within all 
the choirs but no other choir had been as practical as the BWC in dealing with 
this problem. 
SJ use the term "community sector" in a broad context meaning workers who work with 
people. 
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More importantly, the women of these choirs were challenging the notion of 
"family" and the role of "mother" . Their situations highlighted the diversity of 
relationships that women were now able to choose. About a third of the 
women were within traditional nuclear families, another third were in non-
traditional nuclear families: some were in blended families; some women were 
in lesbian relationships with children and others were single parents. The 
remammg third were single and living either on their own or in shared 
accommodation. 
Diversity in terms of age, sexual preference and socio-economic background 
was apparent in these choirs, though not overtly discussed. Research data 
showed that, in 1995-1996, the age range of choir members was from 17 to 55, 
although the majority were within the 30-45 age bracket. While not necessarily 
known or only vaguely understood, these choirs consisted of members who 
were heterosexual, bisexual and lesbian. Likewise, they came from high, middle 
and low socio-economic backgrounds. While the specificity of age, sexual 
preference and socio-economic background were not integral to the 
relationships of these women, the general notion of diversity and inclusion were 
both significant and fundamental features of the choirs. For example, 
acceptance and acknowledgement of the diversity of sexual preferences was 
expressed by these women through some of the songs they selected, modified 
and performed. 6 Additionally, a sliding scale of fees was implemented in the 
BWC and the Cyrenes to accommodate the diversity of economic 
circumstances. 
This overview of the members of these women's choirs indicates diversity and 
so, I would suggest, it is impossible to create a detailed profile of an archetypal 
choir member. 
Reflections on Joining 
So why did these women come and sing with these particular choirs? 
Obviously, all the women joined the choirs because they enjoyed singing and 
they wanted to sing or to spend more time singing. Belonging specifically to a 
women's choir was very important for some women. April (PC1995/23), from 
the BWC, said: 
6See the discussion on repertoire in Chapter Four and the overall selection of repertoire in 
Appendix 3. 
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[l]t sounded too good to be true because my experience in the past with, 
say women's groups, were that I really enjoyed them, they were very 
supportive and it just seemed like a really safe way to [sing]. And to be 
really honest I didn't know what a choir really was ... I had this image of a 
church choir singing really holy songs and I knew that was not what I 
wanted to do. But the fact that it was related to women was what 
interested me. 
The issue of being a women's choir, though, was not necessarily the major 
attraction for other women. "I wasn't particular whether it was with women or 
men, I just wanted to sing", commented Giorgia (PC1995/33) from the BWC. 
At least five members of the same choir mentioned that it was simply its 
immediate location that was the prime motivating factor. 
About a quarter of the women interviewed had sung in other choirs, either as 
children or as adults, but had found those environments no longer appropriate. 
"I'd been in the School of Music Choir for a couple of years but wasn't happy 
with a couple of aspects of that", commented Margaret (PC1996/09/0l), from 
the Cyrenes. She had mentioned this to friends who were in the Cyrenes and 
they encouraged her to join. A smaller number of other women, such as Nola 
(PC 1996/09/02), also from the Cyrenes, had sung or played instruments in 
small groups but the difficulty of commitment had seen these collapse: 
I joined [the Cyrenes] because I was wanting to form a group and found 
some friends and we had one get together and we all loved it but we 
could never find a common time to get together again. It was very 
frustrating. And I was in other choirs and it was never quite what I 
wanted. And then I joined the Cyrenes and it was exactly what I wanted! 
A small number of women had joined the choirs because of voice workshops 
they had attended. Vicki (PC1996/09/03), from the Cyrenes, had met a 
member of the choir at a workshop and was impressed by her access to 
repertoire. Many of the women had friends who were already members and had 
encouraged them to join. Elizabeth (PC1996/09/04), from the Cyrenes, 
expressed an almost fateful introduction to the choir: 
I joined because I had just finished reading a book by Frankie 
Armstrong, an autobiography, where she talked about people who felt 
that they had never been able to sing, feeling like they could sing after 
doing her workshops, and I felt that way ... The very next day I bumped 
into Joanne and she said "Well, why don't you come and join the choir?" 
I think it was only a few nights after that I went to my first choir meeting 
and I knew two-thirds of the women there ... and I had a sense of coming 
home. 
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A surprisingly small proportion of the women had actually seen the choirs 
perform before joining. For the few who had, the performances had stimulated 
an interest to join. "I went to International Women's Day and heard the 
Cyrenes and chased after them!" explained Monica (PC1996/09/05), while 
April (PC1995/23), from the BWC, said: 
I went to the [BWC's] concert, "Fascinating Women", the year before 
[joining]. I had heard about it. I didn't realise that the choir was what it 
was like. I thought it would be much more conservative really - like a 
traditional choir. I went along to the concert and I really liked it and I just 
really liked the idea of being with a group of women, doing something 
with a group of women. 
Participating in the choir on the first night was exactly what some women 
expected it to be and others recalled it was a pleasant surprise. For a minority 
of women, it was not what they had anticipated at all. Mona (PC 1996/05) 
described her first rehearsal with the Cyrenes as: 
... very scary. We all sat on levels on stages and there were old people 
[ie members of long standing] there. Then there were us new people. 
And you felt a bit like wall flowers really, wondering what you were going 
to be doing. I thought I was just going to be finding out what they did but 
they actually made us participate straight away and that was a bit scary. 
I wasn't expecting that at all. I just hoped to god they didn't make us sing 
on our own. Thankfully they didn't do that. 
While to some degree nervous, most women generally enjoyed their first 
experience of the choir. As the above description indicates, a sense of fear was 
sometimes brought about because what was expected was never clearly 
articulated to new members. A lack of self-confidence -also contributed, as 
testified by the following comment from April (PC1995/23), from the BWC: 
At the first rehearsal I was petrified. I was in a cold sweat the whole way 
through. I was just sweating. I was so scared that I wouldn't be able to do 
it and I found it really hard. The singing part. Even the warm-up I found 
hard. And I remember we were singing [a Hungarian song] - it was too 
hard. I couldn't do it. I seriously considered not going back after the first 
week but I thought I would have one more try. It got easier. Especially 
when we started to sing a few English songs. But I was very nervous, 
yes. 
I had witnessed and been told that some women joined these choirs and left 
almost immediately for various reasons such as not liking the repertoire, the 
rehearsal environment, the style of performance, or because of the reality of 
expected commitment. Some women left after extended membership, because 
of general over commitment, family reasons, career reasons, illness, or because 
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of "burnout". Debra (PC1995/13), who had been a founding member of the 
BWC, had left because of a combination of "burnout" and the need to 
concentrate on postgraduate studies. Roz (PC 1995/32), who also felt 
"burnout" from her long term membership with the BWC, had considered 
resigning during a break from the choir but chose to return because: 
I was really mourning [the loss of the BWC]. It was really awful, I was 
really sad. I'm clearer now why I'm in the choir. Because there is still 
musical challenge in it for me. There is still the thrill of performing and 
the group itself is a really wonderful supportive sort of group. 
The motivations for joining a choir were as diverse as the women themselves. 
The number of women who joined without any prior knowledge of choir - how 
it operated, the songs it sang, what was actually expected of them - was 
surprising. At least half of the women joined precisely because of the sort of 
choir it was and the material it sang. A smaller proportion of women stated 
that they wanted to sing and here was the opportunity. 
There was a real sense that the choirs were working with difference and 
diversity but, in practice, they continued because there was enough common 
ground. Choir members shared a sense of connection to each other as a group 
and essentially they sang. Through this they developed a singing identity. 
A Singing Identity 
Every woman in these choirs spoke of the positive benefits or personal rewards 
that singing brought to her life. Comments from the women about what singing 
in choir brought to their lives included the notions of joy, play, release, energy, 
socialisation, sisterhood, confidence, knowledge, fun, happiness, community. 
Choir was a place to "share stuff with women", a place "to connect very 
quickly with a group of women" and "to connect with other people as a 
resource really". The choir gave the opportunity to " ... sing and improve my 
music ability", to gain " ... group skills, voicing opinion". The choir was 
variously seen as "like a holiday", "therapy", "enriching", "a thing for my soul", 
"food for my spirit", "building strength in me". Choir was "a time of sharing 
with adults without a child" and "was just for me". It "keeps me sane", 
declared Helena (PC1995/29). For Roz (PC1995/32), choir brought the 
"experience of singing music, the experience of regularly making music, that's 
the bottom line". 
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This variety of responses about the benefits of singing reflects many of the 
elements discussed in the section on the aesthetic discourse of the Australian a 
cappella scene in Chapter Two. In fact, the women's statements add greater 
dimension to that discourse, not only reinforcing those notions by giving even 
more examples, but by providing evidence from their "lived experience" of 
being in a women's choir. Additionally, the statements reflect the importance of 
gender in their experience of choir. 
Certain women in these choirs had a sense of themselves as singers prior to 
joining. They had sung in school or church choirs, some had sung with mixed 
groups as young adults. Music had often been a significant aspect of their 
upbringing. In these cases, at least one other family member had been musically 
trained or was a performer. For some women, their families had always 
participated in singing sessions with friends or at large family gatherings. A 
number of women had themselves been formally trained in music, most often 
on an instrument such as a piano, although some women had let this musical 
training lapse until joining the choir. A few women recognised that the musical 
training they had received as young people needed to be unlearnt or 
restructured to suit the a cappella singing environment of a choir. Others 
acknowledged that though musically trained, they did not have good listening 
skills. These were skills that had only been developed in the context of choir. 
On the other hand, at least two thirds of the women overall had no sense of 
themselves as singers prior to joining a choir outside of their own immediate 
environment; they had previously only sung in the shower, or the car, or at 
work. At least half of these women held the belief that they had no musical 
ability or needed to release negative childhood experiences associated with 
smgmg. 
In talking about their musical background from childhood a number of these 
women denied having any great exposure to music-making or else regarded 
their family as non-musical. At least four women commented that they had 
wanted musical training as children but their families' financial conditions had 
denied them access to private teachers. However, discussion prompted a wider 
view of musical exposure and many of these women realised music had been 
present in their upbringing, even if not in a formal sense: family singalongs on 
car journeys, listening to music on the radio, watching musicals on film, singing 
and dancing on a Saturday afternoon with older siblings, and/or singing in the 
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backyard and putting on shows. Comprehensively, music was present in each 
woman's life in one form or another as a child. 
Despite diversity in musical background, skills and confidence, all the women 
expressed their desire to sing when they joined these choirs. In that process 
they were to develop a singing identity - as individuals, if they hadn't already 
done so, and as a choir. The ultimate aim of a choir is to develop a 
recognisable singing identity as a choir. The nature of a shared identity as a 
choir is discussed in more detail in the next two chapters. The following 
discussion concentrates on the impact of singing in the choir on the women's 
musical abilities and, consequently, individual identities. 
The positive added dimension a singing identity brought to the women's lives 
was commonly articulated and was represented in Pauli's (PC 1995/04) 
comment that choir: 
gives me a creative outlet, makes me feel musical. And I think it is an 
interesting side of me that I can talk about with other people and other 
people are interested to hear about. So, in that way it gives you a lot of 
confidence as a person ... My husband is a musician, and has a lot of 
friends who are musicians, and they are so interested in what the choir's 
doing. 
The experience of singing in the BWC had enabled Leah (PC1995/21) to 
achieve a long term goal: "It was fantastic because I had found something that 
I had an aspiration towards, something I wanted to do all my life". For Olivia 
(PC1996/09/06), from the Cyrenes, who had "always wanted to be a singer", 
the experience of choir gave her the confidence to take on solo parts for 
particular songs. At a choir concert she even performed as a soloist in the 
support bracket; a hitherto unattainable desire. 
A small number of women were still reticent about their singing ability, despite 
years in the choir. Giorgia (PC1995/33) spoke of her disappointment in not 
improving her skills as much as desired. She felt that the individual attention 
she sought was not accessible in the current atmosphere of the choir. April 
(PC1995/23), who was a trained instrumentalist, said, somewhat ambivalently: 
I do think my singing skills have improved. They started at a very low 
level though so I haven't come very far ... [but] I do think I'm getting 
better and that's nice - to feel quite good at something. And I know a lot 
of my women friends really envy me having the choir and would like to 
be in something like that. 
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In developing the notion of a singing identity some women discovered 
objections to their involvement in the choir. Helena (PC 1995/29), who was 
from an NESB background, said: 
My family's way of trying to put me in my place is that they have never 
come to watch me perform. I've invited them on a few occasions ... And 
then I just realised it's because they have a really big problem with me 
leaving my home and at night - not being a good wife and staying home 
and scrubbing my kitchen floor. I'm out there singing! How dare I! And 
that only made me more adamant to go, I suppose ... I'm going to sing on 
and on. 
A small number of women found their family denied their ability to sing until 
they had seen the choir perform. Sandra (PC1995/l 7), who had a working 
class background, explained that when she told her family she had joined a 
choir: 
They just pissed themselves laughing. They couldn't even get a 
sentence together. And every time they tried to - realising they were 
being a bit offensive - ask me a serious question about it, it would start 
again. And this went on. It took a while to get them to come to the 
concerts because they thought "Oh, a women's choir" .. . and me singing 
in it. If I was going to be singing in it then it couldn't be very good. And 
one by one they've come and they just rave about it. 
The development of a singing identity was not restricted to being a member of 
a choir. For Rosie (PC 1995/08), the acquired skills through choir far 
outweighed her expectations and prompted professional music involvement: 
What's happened with me in the choir - and it's been fabulous - it's made 
my range incredibly broad. Like I could never sing like that before, it's 
changed my voice forever. .. Now I have my own band ... [The choir's] 
been incredible for my confidence and I sort of think if you can get up in 
front of a couple of hundred people and just belt a few numbers out you 
can do almost anything in your life ... So, I would really honestly say that 
I got that confidence to do that from choir. I really did, and from 
"Woyaya" particularly. Because when I first performed "Woyaya" it was 
at the Brunswick Music Festival in front of about three or four hundred 
people. Me, singing, by myself in front of that many people. I couldn't 
believe that I actually did it and I did it well and a lot of people came up 
to me after the performance and said "That was the loveliest song of the 
night". I had two women come up to me and say "If I could have a voice 
I would want it to be yours" and that just killed me, it blew me away. I 
was thinking, "Oh wow! People actually think I'm a singer!". And so with 
the band it's been "Yeah! I can do that". I get up there and strut my stuff. 
Now it seems like nothing's impossible. 
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For another member of the same choir, Carol (PC 1995/06), who had not quite 
developed confidence enough to perform in a paid capacity, had still found that 
she had developed a recognised singing identity: 
I sang at a friend's wedding this year. That was pretty amazing. On my 
own. The first time to sing solo. She asked me. I sang "Perhaps Love" 
by John Denver and also Van Morrison's "Have I Told You Lately That I 
Love You". A friend accompanied me ... It was pretty nerve-racking. I 
was bridesmaid as well. Walking down the aisle was easy as pie. It was 
when I had to go and sing and I hung onto the lectern and I couldn't let 
go. There were about six in the wedding party and about one hundred in 
the congregation... And they seemed happy afterwards, so that was 
even more of a relief. At one stage I wasn't going to do it. But then I 
thought I might never be asked again. It might be a good experience. 
There was therefore resistance and challenge to cultural and class values by the 
women members of these choirs. They were breaking down stereotypical 
notions of gender, class and culture within their own environment and the 
wider community by adopting a singing identity. Through the process of 
singing they were developing self-confidence that had effects that went far 
beyond the choir. 
As choir members, the women consequently created a singing identity because 
singing was the major focus and synthesis of the group. Some women felt this 
identity more strongly than others. Nonetheless, it was one that was 
overwhelmingly shared or made in connection with other women. Sometimes 
this singing identity, developed in the collective environment, led to a more 
individualistic singing identity either as a performer, such as soloist or with a 
group, or in other contexts of their lives outside of choir. The affirmation or 
statement, ''I'm a singer", had personal, political, social and even financial 
attractions and benefits. 
Other Identities Developed within the Context of Choir 
Additional aspects of choir were vehicles for creating identities within the 
context of choir and were of great significance to the women who chose to 
fulfil various roles within choir. In order to maintain a successfully functioning 
choir, members volunteered to take on a range of responsibilities or, through 
the process of decision-making and general culture of choir, found that they 
took on unexpected roles. Sometimes these roles and responsibilities were 
accepted because of previous experience or skill. Frequently, they were skills 
learnt within the context of choir. Choirs often regarded themselves as being 
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able to provide an opportunity for women to gain skills through voluntary work 
and some choirs even promoted this aspect. The Cyrenes' guidelines stated that, 
in addition to encouraging musical development, the choir "also encourages the 
development of administrative and financial skills in its members", while at the 
same time recognising that "not all members can equally contribute to 
additional responsibilities" (Cyrenes 1996b). The BWC also has a strong 
culture of providing the opportunity for women to develop skills other than 
singing. 
Choir therefore provided an opportunity for women to develop expertise in 
both musical and non-musical ways through specialised roles and the 
establishment of working groups to deal with particular areas of responsibility 
within choir. In the process, other choir members viewed the specialists as 
serving a specific role within the structure of choir and were identified with 
those roles. Consequently, women were able to construct multiple identities. 
During the period of its history as a collective, a few members of the Cyrenes 
took on a variety of roles, including the collection and teaching of repertoire, 
vocal and physical warm-ups in rehearsal, and taking on responsibilities in the 
organisation of the choir such as: booking rehearsal venues; coordinating 
bookings; seeking publicity; contacting prospective members, and handling 
finances. As such, they were, over time, viewed as musical arrangers, choir 
leaders, promoters, and publicists. Peta (PC 1996/04 ), who had no formal 
musical training, arranged many songs for the choir by ear and taught them 
aurally to the members. In response, she was acknowledged publicly for her 
contribution and came to identify herself as a "musical arranger". 
Even with the employment of a musical director in later years, members of the 
Cyrenes continued to arrange songs through involvement with the Repertoire 
Group - a small group of members interested in bringing and arranging songs 
for choir. Some women even began to write and arrange songs specifically for 
choir. In 1995, the Cyrenes organised a songwriting workshop (see Plate 5.7) 
for its members with Melanie Shanahan and, during the process of the 
weekend, composed two songs as a group through improvisation. One song, 
"Recreate Yourself", was later performed at the 1996 National Folk Festival. 
This choir's members could therefore identify themselves as "song writers". 
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Throughout its whole existence, the Cyrenes continued to rely on members to 
take on responsibilities in order for it to function. Because of growth and 
expansion of organisational matters it formalised its structure in 1996. As such, 
many of the roles of specialisation for individual members were subsumed 
under "working groups", which operated as small working parties with 
responsibility for various areas such as administration and finance (see Chapter 
Four for more details). As a result, more women were given the opportunity to 
develop expertise within the choir environment. Through these additional roles, 
women came to regard themselves as having skills and experience in music 
administration and with which they identified. This was not simply a feature of 
the Cyrenes. 
The BWC formalised its organisational structure much earlier in its history than 
did the Cyrenes. It also produced and performed annual concerts from 1992. 
As a result, many women took on additional roles and responsibilities such as: 
financial manager, publicist, meeting facilititator, fundraiser, artist, designer, 
script writer, stage manager, actor, dancer, and survey designer. As Adrienne 
(PC 1995/25) commented: 
Choir gives people lots and people give lots to it so it is a real 
interchange. I suppose if you want to see yourself as a whole person 
then it feeds lots of things. It lets me be a ratbag, it lets me be really 
serious, it lets me sing, it lets me perform, without it having to be a really 
frightening experience. So choir gives you the chance to do heaps. Choir 
gives you all those expressions of yourself. If you want to, you can be a 
really total person in it, or you can be one facet of yourself. 
These experiences of new, varied, and multiple facets of self within choir had a 
crucial effect on their lives outside of choir and were skills on which they drew 
in other aspects of their lives, especially in areas of employment and in their 
personal relationships. 
Conclusion 
This chapter has provided an overview of the history of the choirs, as collective 
spaces, and developed a demography of the individuals who make up that 
collective space. Although there was diversity, three major features had 
significant impact on the overall profile of these choirs. The choirs 
overwhelmingly consisted of white, educated women and were therefore 
informed and moulded by the views, beliefs and ideals of those women. 
Although membership changed and shifted over time, the choirs, as entities, 
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tended to remain within the parameters set by the views, beliefs and ideals of 
white, educated women: the choirs were "choirs of women". As such, choir 
was a place for women to come together to make music. In that process, the 
women strengthened their self-identification as women and as singers. As Hall 
(1990) argued, education and social changes have heralded women's active 
resistance to the restrictive positions patriarchal societies had imposed on 
women. Women's roles therfore become increasingly flexible and were being 
interpreted through their own gendered value systems. These "choirs of 
women" embodied those social changes. 
Identity is a multifaceted notion; a fluid and multiple selection of personal 
choices given habitus, context (field) and strategies. Choir members were very 
aware of the diverse notions of self and spoke freely of their various "selves" in 
the multitude of roles they adopted within and without the choir and with 
which they identified. Besides the singing identity they created within the 
context of choir, these women took on other significant roles which affected 
their self identification. Their life outside choir also affected the way they 
viewed themselves and impacted upon choir to varying degrees. The identities 
of the women created within the context of choir - as singers, music 
administrators, promoters, actors, directors and songwriters - paralleled the 
diversity and multiplicity of identities without the context of choir. These 
identities were interwoven and reactive upon each other. A multiplicity of 
identity was therefore evident. 
Most significantly, it is evident that the women in these choirs had developed 
an overarching gendered identity within the context of choir. They had 
discovered diversity, difference, acceptance and support among themselves 
through working and playing together, musically, socially and organisationally. 
But they had also created a shared vision, celebration and joy in being women, 
all of which were expressed, again, musically, socially and organisationally. 
The exploration and expression of identity in this performance context were 
established and operated: 
in a shared collective space which validates interpretative political 
meanings critical of prescriptive gender and cultural behaviours, while 
seeking out alternatives. The interpretation of feminism... also 
demonstrates the multiplicity of feminist perspectives, a plurality of 
beliefs. (Tait 1994:5) 
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As a result, the women had developed an inner strength and power firmly 
identified as being gendered and this was fundamentally associated with being a 
woman and being in a group of women. For Jane (PC1995/27), from the 
BWC, this was previously untapped: 
When I first joined [the choir] I thought it was fantastic because it was an 
opportunity to be with women and just to experience other women's 
ways of expressing themselves and being ... In my work and my family it 
has tended to be a male dominated life. And so, when I was growing up I 
didn't have any role models. But suddenly there was a whole palette of 
other ways of being a woman. Celebrating the variety of women and how 
women can be and what constitutes a woman. Without getting too 
sentimental. I guess I had a fairly conservative upbringing, and 
traditional. And so to suddenly be exposed to women who are gay, who 
are very forthright in expressing their opinions, and had opinion on such 
a variety of things. I really enjoyed that. 
Overall, this chapter has shown that the choirs, created as musical spaces for all 
women, was both a real and symbolic trait. These choirs began and remained 
spaces in which to explore, advance, and express creativity and identity in a 
gendered environment. It was the particular creative expression that set these 
choirs apart from many other women's groups. As Frith (1987:140) argued, 
"music can stand for, symbolize and offer the immediate experience of 
collective identity. Other cultural forms ... can articulate and show off shared 
values and pride, but only music can make you feel them". 
The fundamental experience of singing and performing not only cut across the 
diversity within the group, because as a group they shared common goals, but, 
furthermore, the choirs expressed publicly the experience of gender and 
identity. As Stokes (1994a:12) explained, "the 'tuning in' ... through musics ... 
can provide a powerful affective experience in which social identity is literally 
'embodied"'. The following two chapters will therefore deepen this 
understanding by exploring the practice of choir and the experience of singing. 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER FOUR: 
SINGING WOMEN (2) -
WOMEN'S CHOIRS 
Early in the morning she rises 
The woman's work is never done 
And its not because she doesn't try 
She's fighting a battle with no-one on her side 
And she rises up in the morning 
And she works away life's dust 
The woman better slow down 
Or she's gonna come down hard 
Early in the morning she rises 
The woman's work is never done 
("A Woman's Work"1 
- as sung by Willin' Wimmin) 
(Audio-cassette Track 3) 
The women in these choral groups [in the USA] do not 
consider them separate from other things they do in their 
lives. Chorus members sing together, make music 
together, create new cultural connections together, and 
work together for change... Their multifaceted mission 
statements speak of musical excellence and social change 
as complementary goals and objectives. (Roma 1992:36) 
Roma's ( 1992) understanding of the women's choirs in the USA has some 
strong parallels with the women's community choirs in contemporary 
Australian a cappella. She stated that women's choirs "tell the many stories 
women have to tell about ourselves" (1992:37). These stories, then, are told 
through the experience of choir. The women and their choirs experienced 
political, economic, social and cultural struggles, and victories that they 
expressed through their music and their organisation. This experience was 
framed by the philosophy and ideology the choirs held and created, the 
decision-making processes they implemented, and the repertoire they selected 
and wrote. 
This chapter examines the various spheres of organisational practice within the 
women's community a cappella choirs that were discussed in the previous 
chapter. The development and practice of a shared understanding of 
1 The composer of this song is unknown. 
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philosophy, ideology and decision-making systems, and the selection of 
repertoire in each of the choirs is discussed in order to show how these choirs 
were influenced by models of organisational practice and how they clarified 
those models for their own needs. At the same time, the differences in 
organisational practices between the choirs, and the changes made over time 
within some of the choirs, is analysed. 
As organisations of women, these choirs were: 
in a position to act as a vanguard in the process of societal and cultural 
transformation, because women are at once inside and outside the class 
system, because women are increasingly inside as well as outside of the 
various societal institutions that preserve and transmit culture across 
generations, because women have such a direct hand in raising and 
educating the next generation. (Taylor et al 1995:207) 
In the previous chapter, I described the individual and collective identities of 
the choirs. As will become apparent in this chapter, the choirs were regarded as 
agents of social change both in terms of how they organised themselves and in 
what, where and to whom they performed. In that the choirs were women's 
choirs, drawing on a diversity of membership, they were agents of social 
change that articulated feminisms. Both feminist thought from scholarly 
endeavours and feminist action from women activists informed the nature and 
character of these choirs. As Morgan (1994:xiiii [1982]) stated, "Feminism has 
been perceived ... as a political philosophy and movement relating specifically to 
the rights and the just powers of women". 
This chapter does not examine the different perspectives of feminism in any 
great detail, nor the tensions and struggles feminism has encountered since its 
rebirth as the women's movement in the 1970s. Nevertheless, these women's 
choirs had all been affected in one way or another by the women's movement. 
They were the products and producers of feminisms. I shall therefore briefly 
outline some of the elements that have framed the organisational practices of 
these women's choirs. 
As noted by McRobbie (1990:68), "one of the central tenets of the women's 
movement has been that the personal is political". These women's choirs 
certainly embraced that ideal in their organisational practices - in trying to 
effect social change, they sought to adopt models of social change. While I 
have defined these women's choirs by a common choice to sing together, and 
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the development of personal and collective identities, these choirs are also 
social movements in that they challenge the dominant "social definition of roles, 
the functioning of the political arena, and the social order" (Touraine 
1977:315). The structure and action of these choirs cannot be separated, for 
they were expressed in the social relations that permeated these choirs and the 
resulting comments on wider society. 
Iannello (1992) has outlined the contributions of feminism to organisational 
practice. These feminist interventions provided models adopted by the choirs to 
varying degrees. The choirs attempted to operate in the absence of hierarchy 
and therefore deviated from mainstream notions of structure. Each choir 
operated on what could be considered "modified consensus" (Iannello 1992:xi). 
They were created within the ideal of consensus, a process which is "comprised 
of consensus decision making, the notion of empowerment, and rotation of 
jobs" (Iannello 1992:88). There was also recognition of the distinction between 
routine and critical decisions (Iannello 1992: 118), with routine decisions being 
permitted by choir directors or working groups and critical decisions being 
made within the group as a whole. These were consciously made departures 
from the consensus model to accommodate greater efficiency and other . 
necessary changes. However, as will become apparent, there were various 
independent departures which aroused disquiet. 
Philosophy and Ideology 
In the beginning, all of these choirs were devised within a feminist framework 
of philosophy and action. They were set up as open and accessible singalong 
groups to enable women to come together to enjoy communal singing in an 
environment that was supportive of women and which embraced, concurrently, 
difference, diversity, equality and creativity. Peta (PC 1996/04 ), formerly with 
the Cyrenes, commented that in its early days: 
... there were always differences of ways of looking at things and 
different types of experiences of being in groups and the ways of going 
about things. But I think everyone was informed by some sort of a 
feminist philosophy. And I think that sort of feminism at that time was 
very much into doing things collectively, as a lot of women's services 
had been run in the past - with the strengths and the weaknesses of that. 
There was a real antagonism towards having any one person in control, 
so there was a sharing of power and that sort of stuff. I guess choir was 
also a place where you developed that sort of thinking as well as where 
you stood in relation to that. 
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Some years later, in March 1996, the women of the Cyrenes discussed choir 
identity and philosophy on the Saturday evening of a weekend retreat. They 
had held an annual planning meeting in late January but time had not allowed 
them to examine issues concerning the philosophy and ideology of the choir: 
how it defined itself, what were its musical and extramusical endeavours, and 
how it wanted to achieve those. The notions of philosophy and ideology had 
always been present in the choir. At various times they had been discussed and 
adopted into different aspects of the choir such as its guidelines (which had 
been created, lapsed, modified and reintroduced into the choir on a few 
occasions), in its promotional material, or just in a commonly held ethos. But 
as membership changed the details of the philosophy and ideology were not 
known to all, even though there was a presumption that the core ethos was 
understood and shared. This particular meeting in March 1996 (PC 1996/09) 
(see Plate 4.1) was one where the finer points of the philosophy and ideology 
of the choir were intensively interrogated, challenged and developed. The 
lengthy discussion was recorded and essential issues were later integrated into 
the newest and most extensive version of the guidelines. While accepting no 
consensus until later clarification, the women initially suggested adjectives to 
describe their vision of the choir: 
Well directed, dynamic, fun, supportive, affirming, safe, versatile, 
inspmng, developing, energising, female, spiritually sustaining, 
therapeutic, healing, reflective, a social voice, professional, powerful, 
cause for change, gorgeous, challenging, strong, assertive, talkative, 
visionary, scary, encouraging. 
Regarded as a whole, these descriptions reflect the diversity of personal and 
political needs the women sought to have accommodated and also mirror many 
of the comments other singers in Australian a cappella had made about their 
participation. The descriptions also highlight the inherent tensions of a group 
that comes together with both musical and political intents. 
The women of the Cyrenes recognised the unease created in attempting to be 
both "fun, supportive, safe, and encouraging" as well as "well directed, 
professional, strong, challenging". The indepth talk that followed this free-form 
"brainstorm" revealed the past experiences of these tensions within the choir, 
considered how they were dealt with at that time, and sought positive ways to 
prevent them occurring in the future. 
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In fact, right from the very beginning of its existence, what was to be the 
choir's main objective divided membership. Lyn O'Brien and other members felt 
that it should aim at the complementary goals of social change and performance 
standard. Other early members, who were music performers in other areas, 
wanted the choir to be a relaxed singalong group, without the pressure of 
public performances. Within the first month of its existence these disparate 
objectives we.re hotly debated and eventually a number of women left. Those 
who remained were committed to the complementary goals and subsequently, a 
musical director was appointed. Perhaps because of her formal musical 
background, this musical director was soon to be regarded by the members as 
inappropriate, as Peta (PC 1996/04) pointed out: 
She seemed to have control over what we sang, how we sang it, and 
who sang what. There would be this thing about when people came in as 
a new member, she would not audition you exactly, but ask you to sing 
her a bit of music so "I can see which part you should belong to". So she 
had control, held the reins for a while, which went against the 
philosophy. 
The musical director left the choir within six months, after which the choir 
operated as a collective until the appointment of Chrissie Shaw as musical 
director in 1 ()92. From that time the choir operated ostensibly as a collective 
with musica] leadership coming from Shaw and, after 1995, Loani McRae. 
Even so, the underlying philosophy of a balanced approach to performance and 
social change remained throughout. 
Whilst there had never been such strategically focused discussions as those in 
1996, issues of philosophy and identity had been dealt with at some level or 
other throughout the choir's existence. There was a commonality to the issues 
raised. In fact, some of the experiences of those intervening years framed the 
topics for discussion. 
The major issues considered at the March 1996 meeting were: responsibility of 
members to the choir; the joy of singing; the valuing of every members' input; 
childcare and inclusivity; and, most importantly, commitment, a perennial thorn 
of all groups. Commitment to the choir was seen in a variety of ways: to 
rehearsals and performance; learning material; to conflict resolution and 
supportive criticism; to other choir responsibilities; and to professionalism. 
Whilst agreeing that there were varying levels of personal commitment, 
because of individual circumstances, it was agreed that a basic level of 
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commitment was necessary in order for the choir to achieve its aims. These 
were articulated in the guidelines which were created as a result of this and the 
following general meeting. The introductory paragraphs actually focus on the 
commitment of choir to its members (and, alternatively, could be regarded as 
the philosophy and identity of the choir): 
The Cyrenes is an a cappella choir which was founded in 1989 to provide 
a forum for women to get together in a safe and fun environment to sing 
songs that celebrate the strength, power, energy and joy of being women. 
The repertoire includes songs by, for and about women and their 
experiences and social justice generally. The choir operates as a collective 
body and is committed to flexible democratic processes where each 
woman has a voice. In both repertoire and process the choir is working 
towards social change. 
The Cyrenes have [sic] a Musical Director and rehearse weekly at the 
YWCA Community House in Rutherford Cresent, Ainslie, with the 
intention of performing. The choir recognises that professionalism and fun 
go together. Members of The Cyrenes acknowledge that its continued 
strength lies in active participation in the choir's development and 
advancement. However, our underlying philosophy is that singing is a part 
of the joy and wellbeing of life and everyone can sing. We are therefore 
supportive of everybody's voice. Women are encouraged to develop and 
perform at their own pace. Overall, the choir moves through relaxed and 
intense times throughout each year. 
The Cyrenes is open to any woman who wants to sing with other women. 
There are no auditions and we are inclusive of all women. We strive to 
find ways to accommodate the needs of, for example, single parents, 
women with disabilities, and women from non-English speaking 
backgrounds. 
The following guidelines set out the particular ways in which members 
can fulfil individual responsibility to the choir. (Cyrenes 1996b: 1) 
Twenty-two individual items were then listed, including payment of fees, 
rehearsal schedule, decision-making structure, commitment, additional 
voluntary responsibilities, recognition of member contribution, membership 
level, leave requirements, grievance procedures, and attendance at social 
occasions. Ultimately, it was hoped by the women that this document would 
outline the choir's responsibilities to its members and vice versa, provide an 
understanding of the environment and expectations for new members, and 
describe the processes installed to overcome conflicts of interest. 
The BWC was not dissimilar in its origins and has had to deal with similar 
tensions created through its overarching complementary goals of musical 
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excellence and social change. As Sandra (PC 1995/17) proposed, there is 
always the "delicate balance between maintaining artistic integrity and 
conforming to people's understandings about what they want out of the choir". 
It has in recent years, however, been overtly trying to realise a high-profile 
musical excellence. It is aiming to have its musical skills recognised both within 
the choir and by the public at large, as well other choirs and individuals 
involved in the choral world of Melbourne. 
In 1996, for example, the BWC reformulated its guidelines in its handbook, 
which distinctly articulated this aim. Its identity and vision statement was: 
The [BWC] is a group of women with a wide range of backgrounds and 
interests who come together, with a musical director, to sing. The choir, 
through its activities and repertoire, acknowledges the cultural diversity of 
Brunswick and the wider community. 
A major focus is to affirm women's experience and the choir has an open 
access membership policy. We provide women with both the opportunity 
to enjoy singing for its own sake, as well as to develop their musical 
skills. This culminates in a commitment to provide Brunswick and the 
wider community with innovative and dynamic performances. 
To achieve public recognition as a first-rate singing group which is 
distinguished by its open membership policy, performance style and 
dynamic organisational structure: 
• The choir will perform a wide repertoire in a range of venues. A 
commitment to rehearsals will be reflected in the quality of 
performance. 
• The main focus in performance will be the sound. Visual presentation 
may also be a feature. A variety of presentation styles may be used 
for enhancement. The choir will develop artistic and performance 
skills using internal and external resources. 
• The choir will work in a co-operative and supportive manner that 
balances: 
time and commitment 
innovation and consolidation 
individual and group expression 
intensity of learning and enjoyment. 
(Brunswick Women's Choir 1996:1) 
This shift to a more overtly professional standard together with the production, 
promotion and performance of annual concerts created tensions within the 
choir and subsequent departure of members. To past members, and many 
current members who had been in the choir for a considerable amount of time, 
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there was a divergence from its once seemingly balanced approach to what 
they felt was an enforced regime to achieve consistently improving artistic 
integrity and to produce major annual concerts. To many members this had 
been at the cost of shared visions and values, a loss of earthiness and 
innovation, an unreal level of commitment (given other responsibilities and 
commitments in members' lives), a lessening of enjoyment and fun, and a loss 
of connection to each other on a personal level. Helena (PC 1995/29) was 
articulate about those changes: 
I think there have been incidents and events that have led to us evolving 
as a group. We evolved, we grew, we changed, we learnt more, we got 
more confident, we wanted more satisfaction, more gratification. I think 
we became more popular, we became sure of ourselves and we wanted 
to grow and keep going. But we paid a price for it in a way. I think ... it's 
not as much fun anymore - it's more hard work. 
New members were often unaware that the level of commitment and general 
environment of the choir had shifted so significantly. Interestingly, those 
members who had experienced the change recognised that new members were 
in many ways different from the women who sang with the choir in its first few 
years. The newer members tended to be musically trained, younger, career 
women who were more accommodating of the ambitious visions for the choir 
and the means to achieve those. 
Nonetheless, there was a commonly expressed dissatisfaction during the period 
of fieldwork with the choir's departure from its community focus and this 
deserves further investigation. It is important to reflect on the history of the 
musical director's involvement with the BWC for it is evident that having the 
one person leading the choir throughout its overall history has had a significant 
impact. This situation provided some members with a focus on which to lay 
blame for the changes and their dissatisfaction. Yet, while on the one hand 
situating dissatisfaction with the choir on the musical director, members also 
stressed that the choir was very reliant on Nixon. Overall her leadership role 
was interpreted as being "energetic", "committed", "inspiring", devoted to the 
choir, and taking the choir to levels initially unattainable. Concurrently, the 
introduction of annual concerts and the appointment of an artistic director also 
inspired dissatisfaction and needs exploration. 
Cathy Nixon had not led any choir before timidly taking on the role of musical 
director with the BWC. At the beginning, she was not referred to as the 
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musical director; that title evolved with the choir. At first she brought material 
from various sources that was relatively simple in musical technique such as 
rounds, feminist theme songs and African songs. Often she sang along with the 
members and there was much time for discussion of the songs and ideas for 
choir development. A number of women spoke of Nixon's role at this time as 
one of a "nurturer" to the choir. She and the choir grew together in capability 
and technique. At the end of 1992, they held their first annual concert. With 
the success of this performance, and recognising a need to improve her 
conducting skills in order to take the choir further, Nixon studied conducting at 
a Melbourne-based university in 1993. Many members understood this need for 
Nixon and supported her desire to improve her professionalism. 
The year of 1993 was a turning point for the BWC in a number of ways. Nixon 
experienced difficulties in her personal life, and to some extent, these difficultes 
prompted her to concentrate her personal and professional development on to 
the choir. The conducting course provided Nixon with access to increased 
technical ability in her conducting, to an expanded choice of repertoire and to a 
higher profile choral environment. 
At the end of 1993, the BWC performed in the "Hear the People Sing -
Melbourne International Festival of Choirs" competition and shared first prize. 
To many members of the BWC the decision to enter such a competition was 
fraught with concerns about whether or not it was something with which the 
choir should be involved. Sandra (PC 1995117) said members were asking 
questions such as: "Did we want to be attaching ourselves to mainstream 
choral culture? Did we even want to be in that league? Did we want to be 
setting ourselves up for failure? Could we afford that $100 entry?". 
But their win was accredited to their fresh, earthy, innovative performance 
style with preparation that included concentration on a select number of songs 
that were taught with a sense of integrity. For example, the choir performed 
"Nesa Krevay" a Macedonian song taught by Margarita Vasileva from the 
Macedonian Women's Choir. They were actually performing "songs of the 
people" and the choir members were "people" too. Most of the members at 
that time were musically untrained (in a formal sense) and even though they 
wore their new silk shirts for the occasion, underneath these shirts they wore a 
variety of black clothes that reflected their community spirit. The musical 
director and the members of the choir were excited with their win. 
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This success encouraged a continuing sequence of change. The following year, 
1994, saw them triumphantly perform musical theatre in their annual concert. 
"In Pursuit of Passion" was created, produced, performed and promoted by the 
women of the BWC. They successfully applied for a grant from VicHealth to 
assist with the costs of this production that brought together singing and 
theatrics around the theme of passion. They also competed in the "Hear the 
People Sing" competition but were unable to gain a place. Some choir 
members associated this turnaround in the competition with the difference in 
the material being performed: a shift from the "folk" style to a "choral" style. 
It was particularly at the end of 1994 that dissatisfaction with the choir's 
direction started to become noticeable. Many members felt "burnt out" and a 
considerable number of women left the choir or took leave. As a result, an 
evaluation survey was produced by a small group to determine members' 
opinions. The survey considered a number of areas: rehearsals, artistic 
direction, presentation and movement, small groups, working groups and other 
general matters. Whilst fundamentally the responses to the survey simply 
reflected the variety of views in the choir, it was apparent that many shared a 
view that the choir was no longer as woman-friendly, collectively directed or 
community based as it had been. The choir was no longer as representative of 
its stated philosophy and ideology as it had once been. Only about half the then 
current members completed the survey and only half of the respondents said 
they were happy with the evolution of the choir. All the women who responded 
thought that high-level performances, such as the annual concert, placed a 
strain on the choir, its members, and their families - physically, mentally, and 
financially. 
The annual concerts of the BWC were intense times for the choir members. 
After the 1993 concert Barbara Moss, who had drama experience, proposed in 
a discussion paper the establishment of an artistic director's position for future 
concerts, for which she applied. Despite seemingly getting choir support, Moss 
encountered repeated resistance to her ideas and directions. In fact, the 
inclusion of theatre into the annual concerts was a source of real anxiety within 
the BWC. For many women, drama and dance were not the reasons for which 
they had joined choir and they reluctantly and minimally participated in that 
side of the annual concert. At least three women were highly critical of the 
theatrical component of the 1995 concert "Full Cycle", both in terms of content 
and length of the performances and many others were unhappy with it. They 
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publicly remained silent because they believed that there were no avenues 
through which to make these criticisms. At the same time, the annual concerts 
increased the workload of the members. Not only were additional rehearsals 
scheduled and the weekly rehearsal extended, but the members were expected 
to support the concerts in many and varied organisational ways. On the other 
hand, through the theatrical performances some women discovered unknown 
and unsuspected talents which were recognised by other choir members and 
audience alike. Similarly, after an early attempt at performance theatre, 
members of the Cyrenes had divided opinions on the introduction of 
performance elements other than songs. 
For a variety of reasons, but most probably because of the reticence of some 
members, the Cyrenes had not performed performance theatre since. While the 
tensions within the BWC were unresolved at the time of research, later 
communication with the choir director announced the resignation of the artistic 
director and the cancellation of annual concerts. While the majority of choir 
members supported the cancellation I believe a minority were disappointed 
because they enjoyed the added dimension to their performance skills with 
which they had come to identify. 
While the Cyrenes and the BWC were collective spaces for women to make 
music within an often consciously developed philosophy and ideology, the 
practice of choir revealed the sometimes uncomfortable divergence from that 
supposedly shared philosophy or ideal. The choirs fundamentally believed in 
trying to accommodate the diversity of their membership. They believed in a 
balance between attaining musical integrity and enjoyment of music in a safe 
environment, and in inclusive, open, democratic, flexible structures that 
reflected the composition of an ideal feminist or community-based organisation. 
As the foregoing suggests, these are difficult goals to consistently achieve. 
Ultimately the strategies and trajectories taken by the choirs, the musical and 
artistic directors, and the members themselves through circumstance, 
personality, development and/or ambition, challenged those philosophies and 
ideologies. 
Decision-making 
Steven Costello (PC 1995/05), from Community Music Victoria, implied that 
the consensual community space created within a cappella choirs was best 
suited to women. Choirs existed which were certainly non-consensual, 
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particularly conventional choirs which were not so concerned with "community 
space". Even some a cappella choirs operated on a more "top-down" 
approach. This traditional structure to choirs was even welcomed by many 
members of choirs because they did not want to be involved in decision-
making. Accepting and allowing others to make decisions while they just came 
to sing, and be told what to do, was exactly what they wanted (Peter Campbell 
1996: pers comm). It was a space in their lives where they did not have to be in 
control. There were even some members of the women's community a 
cappella choirs who shared this view and chose not to attend any general 
meetings. 
The members of these women's choirs were firmly of the belief that ideally 
decision-making was a shared endeavour and each member was encouraged to 
participate. The previous section placed the desire of inclusive, open, 
democratic, flexible structures that reflected the composition of an ideal 
feminist or community-based organisation within the framework of the 
Cyrenes' and BWC's stated philosophies and ideologies. Lyriae, Willin' 
Wimmin, and the TWC did not formally present their shared philosophy or 
ideology. They had no formal documentation nor did they discuss any shared 
philosophies in a formal sense. Nonetheless, decisions were made by members 
in all the choirs: how to run the rehearsals, what performance opportunities to 
accept, and which repertoire to perform. This section therefore explores the 
various decision-making processes within the women's choirs, from the more 
informal to the formal. 
The TWC and Willin' Wimmin, though very different in size, had similar 
attitudes to decision-making. The musical directors, through convenience more 
than anything else, brought repertoire to the choirs and taught them in a 
relaxed fashion at rehearsals which were devoted to singing. Decisions on 
other matters to do with choir, such as whether to accept an invitation to 
perform, were brought by individual women for general discussion and 
consultation during a break from singing, and decided upon by a counting of 
hands. 
The lower public profile of these two choirs and their relaxed attitude to 
rehearsals seemed to result in relaxed styles of decision-making. It also seemed 
that the women placed complete trust in the musical directors and accepted 
their decisions. Bronwen Barton (PCl 995/18), the musical director or, as she 
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preferred to be called, choir leader of Willin' Wimmin, said that the choir had 
an interesting balance to its organisational style. She saw her music leadership 
as very much containing and directing the energy of forty women into singing 
songs, while at the same time making it clear that the women should feel as if 
they owned the choir: 
.. . so I suggest options and let the group come to a decision and we don't 
get too caught up in anything. We seem to operate very easily on a 
basis between consensus and what I like to think is benevolent 
dictatorship. There are no times set aside for formal decision-making. 
It's just totally ad hoc. 
Barton held a strong conviction that Willin' Wimmin's internal relationships 
were ones based on the "innocent relationship between women" rather than 
feminist influenced formal structures. Landray indicated a similar feeling to the 
nature of the TWC, saying that the fact that it was a women's choir was 
important to the members as a supportive body. 
While small in size, the ad hoc decision-making processes of Lyriae, on the 
other hand, have had important repercussions for the choir. Suzann Tiborcz-
Frisk (PC1995/12), the musical director, was totally bewildered with the lack 
of a formal decision-making structure within the choir and the subsequent 
"free-for-alls" that sometimes erupted. She felt that the strong expression of 
opinions from the women in the choir was derived from the independence 
inherent throughout the Dandenongs: "its that mixture between artists and bush 
farmers and people who just want to be free and do their own thing". But the 
political "walking on eggshells" was for her a personal and professional 
frustration . 
Initially, consensus was paramount in every aspect of the choir: repertoire, 
performances, and new members. The reality of trying to achieve consensus, 
however, saw the introduction of a majority rule, but the women were still very 
adamant about each of them being heard. Without the implemention of a formal 
decision-making structure, the choir confronted issues as they arose, which at 
times could be every rehearsal. There was a cycle of "an emergency meeting 
and then we make up policy and then something else comes up" explained 
Tiborcz-Frisk. 
The two areas of greatest difficulty for Tiborcz-Frisk were the selection of 
repertoire and the problem of commitment. As the musical leader in Muse-0-
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Women she had brought an eclectic repertoire from her own resources, and, as 
a singalong group the women learnt the material in a relaxed fashion. With the 
creation of Lyriae, she found that introduced material needed approval from all 
the members and was subject to both minor and major changes at their 
individual requests. This, of course, led to some long-winded and heated 
debates. Further, for Tiborcz-Frisk who was herself a professional singer in an 
a cappella quartet, the commitment to the "performing group Lyriae" seemed 
to remain at the relaxed level: 
The mentality was still a little bit Muse-0-Women: "Oh, I'm not feeling 
like it today", or "I've come along but I've forgotten my music and don't 
know it". So it was very hard for me because it wasn't my responsibility 
to tell them to get their act together. I should have, but I couldn't, 
because it was everyone's group. We should try to encourage each 
other. So, I couldn't say "You have to know this by next week". I started 
doing that after a while and it wasn't popular. But all of a sudden, two 
days before a performance it would hit them. "Oh, there's a performance 
in two days, oh, oh". And I've had members come up to me two minutes 
before we go on stage and say, "What harmony am I in?". It's not only 
the stage fright thing. Its actual. 
As a musical director, Tiborcz-Frisk would have liked more control over both 
repertoire and commitment and to take on a more directive role. She would 
also have liked to see less of the women's lives outside of choir brought into 
their rehearsal space, a disruption to the focus on singing for which they were 
supposedly gathered. She found this lack of "professionalism" irksome and, 
after some time, retired as a singing member. At the same time, her role as 
musical director was also set more specifically as a musical tutor for rehearsals 
only, allowing different group members to lead performances. She believed that 
a lot of tension was released from the group when her position was refigured to 
one of musical tutor. She released the desire to be more directive and the choir 
members felt less threatened by her new role. She suggested that she had 
appeared threatening to them because: 
there hadn't been a clear job description. From my point of view we were 
together to sing and have fun and everyone had the best intentions. But 
it was as if some in the group were suspicious, thinking "Oh, if she starts 
to do it that way she'll be the dictator and all of a sudden she can decide 
everything". 
At the rehearsal I attended in September 1995, it was evident that Tiborcz-
Frisk took a strong leadership role. A member of the choir, Lillian 
(PC1995/39), later said that the members often felt "scolded" in a fashion, and 
expected to work harder during and between rehearsals. The members, 
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however, felt that the community spirit of the choir was important to maintain. 
Three of them had recently set up a working group to devise plans and 
suggestions for decision-making processes. 
Again this highlights the conflict between choirs based on a community ethos, 
(even with the inherent difficulties in getting things done consensually) and the 
hierarchical directions "necessary" for professional level performances. At a 
personal level, this can be interpreted as ·a tension between the professional 
nature of the musical director's role and the voluntary nature of the members' 
involvement, within an overall environment of community. 
Although it began informally, after eighteen months the BWC adopted a formal 
structure, including incorporation. This was a result of organisational crisis. A 
decision-making style based on consensus was established. The day-to-day 
operations of the choir were handled by both permanent and ad hoc 
subcommittees and by working groups. Areas of responsibility included 
finance, childcare support, publicity, artistic development, costume design, and 
organisation of the annual concert. These groups reported to the quarterly 
general meetings set aside for major concerns. The choir gave Nixon a mandate 
to decide on repertoire and musical direction. This organisational style was 
introduced through the working experiences of its members, some of whom 
had worked in feminist organisations, and the needs of the choir. The BWC 
subsequently produced a members' handbook (Brunswick Women's Choir 
1996) that outlined its modus operandi. 
The Cyrenes began as a collective and endeavoured to continue as such. This 
resulted m inclusive decision-making where various organisational 
responsibilities were taken on voluntarily by a few individuals. In 1995, some 
members of the choir interpreted these actions of those individuals as trying to 
control the choir and expressed their dissatisfaction. As a result of these 
tensions, the general meeting in 1996 produced the formation of working 
groups and a more formalised decision-making structure with regular monthly 
meetings. In this way, responsibilities were more broadly identified by the choir 
and shared by a number of members. It also resulted in the production of a 
strategic plan and a guidelines (Cyrenes 1996) document that clearly articulated 
identity, philosophy and organisational style. 
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The inclusive democratic or consensus models adopted by these two choirs 
resulted in long-winded and often difficult negotiations, particularly given their 
membership size. A former member of the Cyrenes, Mona (PC 1996/05), noted 
that the process of decision-making could be counterproductive: "a lot of 
people come to choir because they love the sense of energy that they walk 
away with after singing. The process stuff can draw out that energy". Jane 
(PC1995/27), a member of the BWC, remarked: 
Sometimes I find it frustrating that we take such a long time to make a 
decision. Everyone has to have their say .... But I think it is good that 
people are allowed to say what they think; its just [that] it seems to drag 
on ... [but] I think the decisions are owned by the group as a result. 
While the "ownership" of decisions was the goal of the decision-making 
processes established, in both the BWC and the Cyrenes many decisions were 
made outside of the formal structures. Sometimes these resulted from seizing 
opportunities, or through perceived necessity, or were introduced and ratified 
through the smaller working groups. For instance, after a rehearsal prior to a 
major performance the musical director, the artistic director and some other 
key members of the BWC went to a cafe for a "post-mortem". As a result of 
the critique that arose, changes were made to the upcoming performance 
without consultation with the whole choir. This aroused considerable anxiety 
and reinforced for some members the expanding nature of control by the 
musical and artistic directors. 
Even within the formal structures, sometiµies decisions were made at the 
working group level that did not wholeheartedly fit within the desired process. 
The Administrative Working Group (AWG) of the Cyrenes produced a 
guidelines document drawing upon the comments made at the meeting on 
philosophy and identity. It had actually been decided at that meeting that 
clarification was needed before any items were included in the guidelines 
document. The AWG members, however, produced the "draft guidelines" in 
order to circumvent the possibility of further discussion taking place without 
concrete results. This was generally accepted by the members although minor 
comment was made about this circumvention. 
Despite the best of intentions by those making the decisions, this type of ad hoc 
decision-making caused members to feel disgruntled. While at one level, there 
were established processes that determined when decisions should have been 
made unilaterally, in practice, the difficulty in obtaining consensus or majority 
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support for some things was regarded as an unrealistic expectation and was 
avoided. Even when members agreed to accept decisions made in their absence 
(because they did not wish to attend meetings or be part of working groups), 
they voiced their objections after the decisions were implemented. What the 
above two examples reveal most clearly is that critical decisions made without 
the possibility of veto were perceived by the members as having the potential to 
change the choir's direction and were therefore threatening to the choir's ideals. 
It was evident that power was regarded ambivalently by these choirs. While on 
the one hand, the viability of the choirs relied on members taking 
responsibilities and the musical and artistic directors taking a leading role, there 
was resistance to the perceived power gained by the women who accepted 
these duties. 
The diversity of roles that individual musical directors adopted in these choirs 
highlights the real ambivalence toward leadership held by the members. While 
overall the members ran the choirs themselves, the musical directors 
nonetheless led the choirs in their musicality. Depending on the choir, the 
leadership role of the musical director sometimes went beyond the musical 
elements into other operational areas of the choir. This extension of the musical 
director's role was adopted by permission, necessity, ambition or a combination 
of all three. 
In the case of the BWC, the choir's progress could not have been achieved 
without the members who voluntarily worked for, were committed to, and 
essentially owned the choir. At the same time, this progress was fundamentally 
seen by its members to be reliant upon the professional development of the 
musical director. The BWC had given Nixon permission to make unilateral 
decisions in regard to repertoire and musical direction and, at another level, had 
given Moss permission to make artistic directives. Consequently, their directive 
decisions extended into other functional areas of the choir, such as length of 
rehearsals, need and time for additional rehearsals, deciding on guest 
conductors, and selecting soloists and performers. It was these decisions that 
prompted the greatest dissatisfaction. Nixon and Moss had been perceived by 
some members to have "overstepped the mark" or to have at least begun to use 
their power more overtly and a number of members expressed concern about 
the heirarchy which seemed to result. During one conversation, Libby 
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(PC1995/03) commented that it was important for Nixon not to be seen to be 
making preferences within the choir, "not to abuse her power" . 
Nonetheless, it was recognised by other members of the BWC, that power 
would always rest with a few, even within the environment of a theoretical 
"open democracy". Certainly, particular women at different times were 
involved in the choir through a number of working groups and, as a result, had 
more frequent contact and direct access to the musical and artistic directors. As 
Rosie (PC 1995/08) noted: 
There is a group of people who have input, who enjoy it, who are up 
there, and their input is there all the time. But there are a lot of us who 
sit back and don't do anything and our voices aren't there because we're 
not very hopeful anyway. We're just not vocal enough. Pathetic. Its our 
own fault. I mean we could change things if we were strong enough to 
come forward and say this is how I feel, or this is what I'd like to do. But 
we don't. 
The strongly made statements by a number of the members of the BWC 
expressing their dissatisfaction with decision-making should be put into 
context. The BWC had improved dramatically in its musicality in the four years 
of its existence and the number of concerts it performed throughout the year 
was greater than other choirs. The BWC had an ambitious program both in 
technicality and frequency of performance and this challenged many of the 
women. Additionally, the annual concert increased the workload considerably. 
Tensions within the choir were therefore probably at a peak during the time 
that I spent with the BWC and my "personal conversations" with members 
provided an opportunity to vent feelings. 
In the Cyrenes, the musical director could not make any decision unilaterally 
and sometimes this had hindered or restricted her work. Function, form, and 
content were always decided in an environment of collectivity although, 
because of the recognised "anarchy" that sometimes resulted in the unleashed 
energy of thirty women, the latest choir guidelines stated that the musical 
director "shall adopt an assertive role in relation to musical and technical 
direction. Members commit themselves to focus on her direction during 
rehearsals and performance" (Cyrenes 1996b:2). But, as previously discussed, 
the various members who took on other responsibilities had been regarded at 
different times as having power, through their taking control of the choir. 
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It was evident that, because of either the increasing domain of control by a 
musical director, an artistic director, the "inside circle" or, the perceived 
centralisation of control by members with primary responsibilities within the 
choirs, newer and/or shyer members felt alienated from the decision-making 
process. Some commented that there was no real encouragement for dissenting 
views to be heard. 
The primary function of these choirs was to encourage women to sing together. 
It was the singing that was the reason for their existence. But in order for that 
to occur smoothly, these choirs needed to function as organisations. 
Fundamentally, all these choirs were refining decision-making models at the 
community level in a variety of ways to suit their varying needs. Because they 
were women's choirs the decision-making processes were often informed by 
feminist ideals. Yet the above analysis highlights the tensions and ambivalence 
within these processes. It reiterates the conflict provoked by a transition from a 
consensual, fun singalong group to a choir aiming at performance excellence. 
This aim embraces the "necessity" of discipline and hence hierarchy to some 
degree. Nonetheless, the relative long-term viability of these community choirs 
suggested that they were handling well "the awkward kind of beast" they had 
created. 
This is the case, even in the BWC, which was going through a particularly 
difficult time during my fieldwork. Certainly this choir, more so than others, 
was walking the uneasy tightrope between capitulating to the established 
structures and values of the choral world and retaining a commitment to 
feminist values which challenged that mainstream environment. The women 
were very open about their dissatisfactions and the problems within their choir. 
These dissatisfactions and problems inevitably arose as a result of the effect on 
commitment, musical skill and decision-making that the goal of musical 
excellence (which, in this choir, was moving towards conventional choral 
standards) engendered. Whilst this acceptance was a vision of the musical 
director, others shared, or at least understood, this vision. The ability to 
maintain feminist values in organisational practices, performance and achieve 
recognition in the conventional choral world was wanted by many of the 
members. The women expressed a great deal of enjoyment, achievement and 
commitment to the choir and they appreciated the direction of Nixon. They 
reiterated during their "personal conversations" many of the sentiments 
collected in an album presented to Nixon on her birthday in 1994, entitled "In 
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Celebration and Appreciation of the Brunswick Women's Choir". In this 
collection, the women wrote of the love, joy, challenges and thanks for the 
simple existence of the choir and the way that it operated musically, 
organisationally, and culturally. 
Repertoire 
The women's community a cappella choirs drew on the wide variety of styles 
within the Australian a cappella scene as well as more conventional choral 
music. Generally, the repertoire was chosen to express some value, concern or 
experience: freedom and liberation, women's life experiences, environmental 
concerns, feminist ideals, or simply for fun. The songs selected were generally 
mediating "public problems" and "global problems" (Neuenfeldt 1991). 
A list of the repertoire of Lyriae, Willin' Wimmin, the Thornbury Women's 
Choir, the BWC and the Cyrenes can be found in Appendix 2. Due to the fluid 
nature of the introduction of songs, the relaxed attitude in maintaining 
repertoire details, and, more importantly, the oral transmission of much of the 
material, these lists are limited both in quantity and quality of information. The 
repertoire list for Willin' Wimmin is incomplete because a full list was 
unavailable. Unlike conventional choirs, these choirs did not adhere to formal 
processes and so maintenance of repertoire lists was relaxed2. For example, 
these choirs did not generally produce programs for performances. 
Creating a Message 
Although there was some similarity in overall objectives of the songs selected 
for repertoire, each of the choirs had developed its own particular focus and the 
following discussion explores the variations. 
The repertoire of the Thornbury Women's Choir was introduced by the musical 
director, Liz Landray. She brought a diversity of music and styles. During the 
rehearsal I attended in September 1995 the choir concentrated on five songs: 
"Planting Rice", a traditional Filipino work song; a "freedom song" called, 
2Jt is obvious from Campbell's (1996) study that strict adherence is not always achieved in 
conventional choirs either. He states "Being by its very nature more dispersed, less structured 
and often poorly controlled, the collection and organisation of records relating to amateur 
activity requires and deserves more careful attention than it has hitherto been given" 
(1996:6). 
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"Asikatali" (Audio-cassette Track 1), which was sung at picket lines and 
demonstrations in South Africa; "N'kosi Sikeleli", the South African National 
Anthem; "El Salvador" (Audio-cassette Track 2), telling the story of a girl, her 
lover and the bloody civil war in El Salvador; and a Scottish folk song, called 
"Jute Mill Song", about the working conditions of women in a weaving mill. 
These songs are representative of the choir's repertoire, concentrating on songs 
of freedom and folk songs expressing women's experiences. 
Willin' Wimmin's repertoire was selected by Bronwen Barton, the musical 
director. She did not arrange music herself, so she selected already arranged 
pieces from various sources. Through this practice, she had been able to gain 
access to a wide variety of music. Even members of the audience at some of 
their performances had been requested to bring songs by or for women to the 
choir to consider. While always eclectic, the selection of repertoire had evolved 
over time to what Barton (PC1995/18) described as songs "celebrating our 
womenness: we don't see ourselves as oppressed women, we see ourselves as 
celebrating women and celebrating struggles". She believed that the selection 
criteria allowed for a breadth of choice: 
We can sing "Ave Maria", we can sing Holly Near's "Mountain Women", 
and we can also sing "Calling the Children Home" by Emmy-Lou Harris -
it's a real country song about a woman whose children have left her and 
it highlights that whole issue about how your children are always your 
children, even though they're adults. And it's just that sort of wishfulness 
that the mothering never stops. 
Willin' Wimmin had also performed songs written by Judy Small, Kavisha 
Mazzella and Bronwyn Calcutt; all Australian singer-songwriters. Other songs 
included South African freedom songs - "because we love them and I suppose 
we identify with the struggle" - and a madrigal, "Thus Saith My Cloris Bright" 
(Audio-cassette Track 4). 
Lyriae's repertoire was highly diverse and included more popular songs than the 
other choirs, for example: Fassert's "Barbara Ann" and Presley and Matson's 
"Love Me Tender". This greater proportion of popular songs was stimulated by 
the desire to simply explore the musical horizon. Because of her training in 
African music at a Swedish University, Tiborcz-Frisk had taught a number of 
African songs to the choir. Over time they had built a repertoire that included 
folk songs from Haiti, Estonia, Armenia, Ireland, Sweden; "mostly ethnic songs 
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about love or about war, and a few peace rounds" (PC1995/12) such as "Sara's 
Song" (Audio-cassette Track 6) as well as the popular songs mentioned above. 
There had much debate among the members of Lyriae about which songs to 
include in the repertoire because of diverse tastes and differing opinions. For 
example, while some women would have liked to introduce Christian songs, 
others in the choir were vehemently opposed to singing anything that 
mentioned "God" and wanted to sing strong political songs. The choir had a 
policy of an open file in which to put proposed songs, including the arranged 
sheet music and practice tape, but it had not been entirely successful. Tiborcz-
Frisk found that she was still generally relied on to introduce new material. 
Often the women were so taken with songs she used as warm-up pieces that 
they asked for it to be included in the repertoire for performance. 
The repertoire of the BWC was selected from a broad multicultural focus while 
attempting an innovative style. The repertoire included songs from Macedonia, 
Greece, Finland, Hungary, a number of African cultures, and the African-
American gospel tradition, for example. Earlier, the material had been drawn 
from a feminist or social justice folk repertoire, such as "I Am a Bold Woman" 
and "Step by Step". As the choir developed and, particularly after 1993, the 
repertoire shifted from less complex material to material that could more easily 
be identified with mainstream choral culture. Even with this shift, the latest 
repertoire still included songs that reflected women's issues or expressed 
women's life experiences. For example, "On Suuri Sun Rantas Autius" (Audio-
cassette Track 9), a Finnish folk song arranged for women's voices, expressed 
the sentiments that "separation from who and what has nurtured you can be 
painful". Another choral arrangement of a folk song from Hungary, 
"Edesanyamhoz" (Audio-cassette Track 8), offers a tribute to motherhood. For 
some women in the choir, including the musical director, this shift to 
performing more complex material said more about the feminist aspect of the 
choir than the previously overt feminist leaning. One member, Adrienne 
(PC 1995/25) declared that: 
I'm much happier not performing feminist oriented material. I'm much 
happier performing material that is about aspects of women's lives. I've 
never liked heavy-handed feminist statements in any theatre that I've 
seen. I think the best statement... is just to be really excellent and enjoy 
it. 
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During the years 1991 to 1995, when the BWC held annual concerts, songs 
were selected to fit within the theme of the concert. The two songs above were 
from the 1995 "Full Cycle" concert that dealt with rites and rituals. Other songs 
for that concert included "Laudate Dominum" (a Latin chant from Taize) 
"Sweet in the Morning" (a Bobby Mcferrin song) and "Great Day" (a gospel 
freedom song). Previous years' concerts featured songs around other themes. 
In 1994, the concert entitled "In Pursuit of Passion", featured songs around the 
theme of passion. Simply being "feisty women" was the theme for the 1993 
concert, "Fascinating Women". In 1992, the premiere concert performance, "At 
Last... Brunswick Women's Choir in Concert", there was no particular theme 
apart from being "out there". 
The majority of songs for the BWC were selected by Nixon. She invested much 
time and thought into the selection of repertoire. The changes over time in this 
selection, from a leaning toward folk songs to choral arrangements more 
applicable to conventional choirs, resulted from both choir members' desires 
and the range of repertoire Nixon now had access to as a result of her 
conducting course. Nixon (PC 1995/02) was well aware that members at some 
time or other were opposed to or reluctant to sing particular songs but she 
argued that: 
The choir has given me a mandate to support whatever I decide about 
repertoire. Sometimes I ask them but more often I don't because if I ask, 
someone will say they don't like it. And also I believe, and the choir will 
support me on this, very often people don't like things at the beginning 
but will later. For example, we've just introduced a piece from Sweden 
written in 1970. It's a spell that came from the trolls in the 14th century. 
Just sounds and very improvised. It is not music. The author put it to a 
treble choir notation. Introducing that was controversial. 
As Nixon noted, although it was often the case that members did not like some 
songs at first, many women later realised the potential Nixon had seen. In so 
doing, they reinforced and validated Nixon's repertoire selection. Using this 
Swedish piece, "Aglepta" (Audio-cassette Track 7), as an example, Libby 
(PC1995/03) commented that: 
When we did Aglepta at the weekend retreat... I suddenly realised that 
we had it together. Like, you should have heard it when we first did it. 
One week when Cathy first played it, everyone was saying "Oh yuk! Oh 
shit! Oh no! We couldn't do that. It's too scary! Oh no, we wouldn't be 
able to make noises like that. We'd be too embarrassed!" There was all 
this blocking going on and to end up with how it is now, it's really great. I 
like that sort of achievement. 
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To a much lesser extent the artistic director, Barbara Moss, had selected songs 
to fit in with the themes of the BWC concerts, but always in consultation with 
Nixon. Moss had also written a song for the choir, "Safe Sex", which was 
written in response to the spread of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
(AIDS), and was performed in the "In Pursuit of Passion" concert by a small 
group. A rap number entitled "Throw me a Line", a song about the 
development of women's friendships into unforeseen lesbian relationships, was 
written by a choir member, Marg Jacobs, for performance by another small 
group in the same concert. Moss and other members were also involved in the 
writing of the drama segment of these annual concerts. 
There was far from one-hundred percent agreement on the selected themes for 
these concerts, the repertoire selected or, more broadly the songs included in 
the full repertoire. Because of a diversity of taste within the membership, 
different women either loved or hated particular songs, and a number of them 
spoke about the lack of "up tempo" or light-hearted music being included. 
"We're a very maudlin choir really", said Adrienne (PC1995/25). Some 
members were also very disappointed with the loss of earthiness to some songs 
that had been re-arranged by the musical director to suit the change from their 
folk style to the more formal choral style that developed. Some women were 
also critical of the fact that there did not seem to be any open encouragement 
for members to bring songs to the choir for consideration or for original 
material. 
The Cyrenes, on the other hand, had always encouraged its members to bring 
songs to the choir for consideration. As a collective, songs were freely brought 
by members, and, after the employment of a musical director, a Repertoire 
Group was established to consider, select and arrange songs. The choir had 
therefore sung a wide diversity of songs within the theme of "by, for and about 
women and their experiences and social justice generally" (Cyrenes 1996b: 1). 
Songs brought to the choir by its members included repertoire in common with 
the BWC, such as "I Am a Bold Women" and "Step by Step" . Many other 
songs had been selected from feminist influenced music. A small number of 
songs included in its repertoire have come from South Africa and other parts of 
Africa, as well as a scattering of songs from Bulgaria, Japan, Italy, South 
America, as well as the African-American tradition and popular songs. 
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This choir was always supportive of performing original material. During its 
stage as a collective the Cyrenes performed a song written by a member, 
Wendy Baker, called "Song for Barbara", which spoke of publicly sanctioned 
violence, particularly toward women and children. The choir also sang a song 
entitled "In the Name of God", written by Dawn Gardiner and Deb Alex, that 
expressed outrage at the wilful destruction by the Christian church of female-
focussed worship and European women accused of being witches during the 
Inquisition. Later, "Every Woman" was performed; this was a song written 
jointly by the then musical director, Chrissie Shaw and a number of other 
women, and was written for a play "In the Secret Room". The play dealt with 
domestic violence and told the stories of several women in a women's refuge at 
one particular time. The title referred to the place "you go to in your head 
when you are being abused" said Shaw (PC1996/03). The choir also performed 
another song written by Shaw for the National Women's Health Conference in 
1994, and, in the same year, "Liberated" (Audio-cassette Track 12) was written 
by Kathleen Shaw (not related to Chrissie Shaw) and arranged by another 
member, Mieke van Doelandt, to express a sense of the confusion around the 
concept of women's liberation. More recently, Leonie Harrison wrote "Speak 
to Me Sister" (Audio-cassette Track 11 ), which was inspired by a reading of 
Isabelle Allende's novel, House of the Spirits (1993). The choir as a whole 
created a song first developed at a song writing workshop with Melanie 
Shanahan from Arramaieda. Called "Recreate Yourself", it was a song 
expressing the power of the individual and society generally to make positive 
changes. The Cyrenes was increasingly singing improvisational material and 
performed sections of songs in an improvisational manner. 
It should be understood that there was never wholehearted agreement or 
enjoyment of this improvisational material, original material nor of other 
material selected for the repertoire. Like all the choirs, meeting the demand in 
diversity of taste was impossible. Many women were vocal in rehearsals about 
their dislike of particular songs but sang them anyway. At other times, there 
was such an outcry of "we don't want to do that song anymore", that the song 
was dropped from the repertoire. 
These choirs gained repertoire from a variety of sources. Some musical 
directors and members already had collections of appropriate material. They 
collected more from friends, peers, workshops, and other choirs. Some musical 
directors and members arranged particular songs for choir because an interest 
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had been shown by some members to include those songs in the repertoire; 
members had heard them on commercial recordings. 
Within the Australian a cappella scene there is an ethos of sharing. As a result 
of this fluidity of movement of music, songs were transferred aurally as well as 
in written form. The written music was not necessarily copyrighted, particularly 
the many traditional songs performed by the choirs. Where songs had been 
transferred from choir to choir, the choirs simply acknowledged the sources in 
performance. Where copyright was an issue, some of the choirs paid royalties 
through their Australian Performing Rights Association (APRA) dues. The 
production of multiple copies for choir was usually addressed by photocopying. 
The selection of repertoire reveals the political intent of these choirs (and can 
be gleaned a little from the lyrics of the songs that introduce each chapter). 
They represented women's views through the texts of the songs they selected: 
the majority of songs discussed issues of social justice, either through the 
experience of women (which formed the majority) or other social movements. 
Romantic love songs were either totally absent, ridiculed through performance, 
or replaced with songs that represented the realities and diversity of human 
relationships. The repertoires provided alternatives to the dominant stereotypes 
of women, they overturned "accepted ideas about what constitutes femininity" 
(McRobbie 1990:79). Issues of women's lives such as abortion, motherhood, 
death, environmental concerns, peace, struggles of equality and liberation, were 
central to their musical expressions. Sometimes these messages were delivered 
with humour. For example, in their performance of "To Know Him is to Love 
Him" (a song originally performed by Dolly Parton), which Willin' Wimmin had 
changed to "To Know You is to Love You", the women produced kitchen 
utensils from behind their backs and used as percussion. "And what we're 
saying is 'I only said I love you and I want to be with you and look what 
happened, you know, I became a housewife and all that sort of stuff", said 
Barton (PC1995/18). The BWC had performed a traditional 18th century song, 
"Nobody's Coming to Marry Me", which the choir sang as satire. The Cyrenes 
did a satirical interpretation of a "Girlie Medley" ("I Enjoy Being A Girl/I Feel 
Pretty/I'm Gonna Wash That Man Right Outa My Hair") (see Plate 4.2). The 
choirs created images with which the women identified. They presented a view 
of women as desirable, valuable and diverse that fitted their own 
interpretations. 
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Plate 4.1: Members of the Cyrenes at a meeting during 
a weekend intensive rehearsal. 
(By Julie Riclo,vood, 9 March 1996) 
Plate 4.2: A "Small Group" of the Cyrenes performing the "Girlie Medley" 
at the 1996 National Folk Festival. 
(By Cathy Nixon, 5 April 1996) 
Displacement of an Eclectic Repertoire 
A crucial aspect that needs exploration is the experience of singing songs 
drawn from the eclectic world musics repertoire that defines Australian a 
cappella. Women's community a cappella choirs did not concentrate on any 
one particular style and were therefore representative of the Australian a 
cappella scene as a whole. Certainly these women's community choirs were 
both drawing songs from, and adding songs to, this same body of repertoire. 
Because these choirs did not concentrate on one particular musical tradition, 
they could not have had a thorough understanding of the musical or 
sociological components of the songs they sang. Even though the discourse 
within the Australian a cappella scene suggested that cultural context was 
important, the wide and rapid distribution and turnover of the eclectic 
repertoire could not possibly have been intensive enough to "allow it to make 
claims on us, claims that ultimately have to do with a truthful and deeply 
meaningful configuration of the world" (Rice quoted in Gibb and Loader, 
1997: 13) for the majority of singers in the way Gibb and Loader argued for the 
Martenitsa Choir. Yet, the brief excursions into the musics of "others" did have 
an effect. 
These musically pleasurable introductions to the diverse musical repertoire of 
the world raised concerns of appropriation and discomfort for the members of 
the women's community choirs. They openly enjoyed having access to this 
diversity of musical styles in their music-making but they also acknowledged 
that they felt inadequate or clumsy in their renditions. Penne (PC 1995/42) felt 
that her choir, the BWC, couldn't really perform African songs as well as others 
they sang because of a cultural lack: "being white, middle-class women too 
uptight to do the songs justice". Another member, Libby (PC 1995/03), said "I 
find it really frustrating that we sing the languages with an Australian type feel 
and we don't manage to catch the accent or the lilt for that song". 
The women were aware of the absence of songs from those cultures amongst 
whom they lived. Members of the BWC were critical of the fact that, while 
supposedly reflecting "multicultural Brunswick", the songs selected were from 
all sorts of ethnic groups but not those most prominent in Brunswick: the 
Turkish, Arabic, Greek, Italian, Islamic or even the "Aussie battler" 
communities. 
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There was also a noticeable paucity of Australian Aboriginal songs included in 
the repertoire of these choirs. The BWC had included "Yil Lull" , by Joe Geia 
with his permission (and, indeed, performed it at the National Folk Festival 
where he was in the audience). The Cyrenes had included songs performed by 
Tiddas, a group of three women based in Melbourne who were generally 
labelled as being "Aboriginal" (despite the fact that one member is Anglo-
Australian). With Tiddas' permission, the Cyrenes had sung "Tiddas" (meaning 
"sisters"), and "Inanay". 
Choir members were acutely aware of the cultural sensitivity required in singing 
Aboriginal songs and had sought permission to do so. This sensitivity to 
singing "other's" music was less apparent the further removed the women were 
from the people whose songs they were singing. At one level, the choirs had 
wekomed and accepted songs from people from diverse ethnic backgrounds. 
Very often these people had taught the songs to the choirs at rehearsals, or to 
individual members, or the musical directors through workshops. Because of 
this direct mediation the choirs were generally comfortable in singing them. 
Other songs were introduced without this direct mediation and to some extent 
the women saw the shared experience of the injustice targeted to "visible 
minorities" as validating the inclusion of these songs. Still, some women 
recognised that a lack of cultural connection was problematic and led to ill-ease 
about appropriation and cultural understanding. 
In singing these songs the women were confronted with the discomfort of 
performing music that highlighted the real differences between their lives and 
those of the "others" whose music they performed. Yet, at the same time, the 
women felt, articulated, and expressed their empathy with the desires, or 
experiences, or visions articulated in the songs that were specifically selected 
for this purpose. For example, at least two of the choirs had sung songs 
performed by Sweet Honey in the Rock. The Cyrenes had sung "Testimony", 
"Sylvie", "Step by Step", "Sinje-Nje-Nje", "Sometime", "Mae Francis", "Alla 
That's Alright But" and "Ella's Song". The BWC has sung "Sometime", 
"Colours", "Breaths", "More Than a Paycheck", "Step by Step" and 
"Babethandaza". When referring to these songs, some women spoke of their 
difficulty in attaining the same sound: "We're not big, black women!". 
Nonetheless, the sentiments of the songs were ones they felt connected to and 
wanted to express even if it was, in reality, in their own "white, middle-class 
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way". As Sandra (PC1995/17), from the BWC, said of "Breaths", a song about 
non-human and human connections to deceased loved-ones: 
We performed "Breaths" for three nights, and for two of those nights I 
was singing and howling my lungs out because there was my mother in 
the audience. My dad's been dead five years now but it's still an 
emotional thing. And there was my sister in the audience, who lost a 
baby. It was like when you knew they were there you couldn't stop 
crying. It was like they brought this personal thing to the song. And I 
wouldn't have it any other way and I felt comfortable enough and 
managed it alright. And apparently there were people in the audience, 
who knew me through knowing other people in the choir, who were all in 
tears because they saw me crying. It's that kind of connection to the 
material that makes it special. 
"Breaths" had also been a particularly poignant song for another member of the 
BWC, Roz (PC1995/32). She and a few other members of the choir had 
performed the song at a funeral of a friend. 
Choir members were aware that in finding connections to the music they 
performed, a better performance would result. As Pauli (PC 1995/04 ), from the 
BWC, stated: 
I think it is vital to talk through the songs. Like when [a guest conductor] 
was discussing the spiritual song, Great Day. He was saying how the 
Afro-American people used the song to overcome the sense of 
helplessness in their oppression during slavery. It gave me a different 
outlook to the song. I did not like that song at all at first... I just didn't feel 
as though a bunch of mostly middle-class Anglo-Saxon women can sing 
about issues that they have no connection with. I didn't feel as though 
we were connecting with those sorts of issues at all and I felt really 
uncomfortable singing it. The whole sound quality we gave it just didn't 
do it justice ... I think it is good to talk about the whys and wherefores of 
white middle-class women singing this sort of repertoire as a choir 
because you could, of course, find issues that relate to yourself. You 
don't have to be a black American slave to know how it feels to be 
oppressed. You may not feel anywhere near the degree of oppression 
they felt, but you can relate it to things in your life and you can sing it 
with some sort of meaning. I think with those sorts of songs you all really 
need to connect, to feel as though you are singing it with a message. 
Otherwise it's insulting in a way. 
It was only the original material, or material with which they could connect to 
their own experiences, or taught to them by performers from the cultures of 
"others", that had the greatest satisfaction for the women. With these songs 
they felt authenticity in their performances. These were songs embedded in the 
social experiences out of which they arose; "they were first and foremost 
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realizations and expressions of identity" (Neuenfeldt 1991 :97) and 
relationships. 
In singing the songs of "others" and those of their own making, these women 
were therefore exploring their connections and their differences, they were 
exploring their relationships to each other and to the world more broadly: to 
their friends, to their families, to lovers, to their own society, to the societies of 
"others", to the global society. They were expressing these relationships 
through singing songs as mothers, lovers, carers, sisters, activists: as women in 
relationship to each other and to others in the various guises of "others" m 
contemporary Australian society and the global society. 
Conclusion 
Feminist cultural studies developed three distinguishable perspectives in the 
development of feminist theory: theories of equality, of difference and of 
deconstruction (Buikema 1993:3). All three perspectives - equality, difference 
and deconstruction - were interactive in the practice of these women's choirs. 
These choirs were demanding the opportunity to realise their ambitions, to 
receive cultural recognition, to promote women's interests, to develop a female 
aesthetic, to embrace difference as an alternative form of positively valued 
"otherness", to produce a gendered perception of musical meaning, and "to put 
an end to the absence and/or subordination of women and the feminine in ... 
culture" (Buikema 1993:11, see also Dame 1993). Ultimately, the choirs were 
adding their voices to various feminist strategies to effect social change. 
As agents of social change, these choirs were established as equitable 
institutions based on the motivations, feelings and relationships of the women 
who joined. The women simply wanted to sing, but in joining the choirs they 
elected to sing in open, women-focused choirs. In some ways, the choirs aimed 
at being representative of feminist utopian values. The realities of the choirs did 
not fit the utopia, but nonetheless they were choirs with a "different voice" 
(Gilligan 1991 ), and in developing that different voice they were exploring, 
modifying and refining models of organisational practice and choral repertoire. 
This chapter has highlighted the complementary goals and objectives of musical 
excellence and social change, noted by Roma (1992:36), as being recognisable 
in the women's community a cappella choirs in Australia. There is arguably a 
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difference in the weighting of these complementary goals and objectives among 
the five choirs included in this study. But in exploring philosophy and ideology, 
decision-making processes, and the repertoire, I have exposed the nuances in 
the organisational practices and repertoire of these women's choirs. The nature 
of the choirs was much like feminism itself. "Feminism is an unstable political 
position because, as a force for change in male-dominated culture, it must 
continually respond to the contingencies and circumstances of the change it is 
making" (Tait 1994: 10). 
The formation of the choirs was informed by both the practices and the rhetoric 
of feminist thought and action. Certainly, the ideal of non-hierarchical and 
inclusive social bodies, with relations having a greater primary role in the 
organisational interplay than formalised institutions, were paramount. Similarly, 
the ideal of regarding the choirs as making commentary on social issues was 
also commonly held. Consequently, when the goal of attaining musical 
standards based on dominant interpretations of "excellence" was adopted, or 
when power or authority was conceived to be centralised, the idyllic models of 
organisational practices broke down or were undermined. 
When the choirs maintained a stronger commitment to the underpinning 
organisational practices and experiences that framed their musical expression, 
the notion of musical excellence was differently defined. In that definition, 
musical excellence and social change were very much complementary goals and 
objectives and, in fact, the one informed the other. Musical excellence was 
based on not only achieving harmonious sounds with particular timbrel qualities 
and visual delivery, or expressing the experience of women through repertoire, 
but was also linked to the commitment to being an agent of social change. To 
varying degrees repertoire was selected to express the ideals and political intent 
of the choirs. As mentioned above, tensions arose when these values were 
juxtaposed with conventional choral values. At the same time, the selection and 
performance of some songs created tensions between the eclectic world musics 
repertoire and local ethnicities. 
The notions of formal and informal hierarchy (Iannello 1992: 107-108) within 
their organisational practices were recognised by the members. The 
organisational practices and the selection or repertoire resisted and 
accommodated the broader social and cultural structures within which they 
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existed. The choirs were mediating, changing and absorbing social, cultural and 
political influences. 
That singing was the primary focus of the choirs and was the reason for these 
women getting together sometimes seemed to be overshadowed by the 
necessary organisational practices that maintained the choirs as viable entities. 
Although there has been a concentration on the organisational elements of 
these choirs in this chapter, it is important to examine the experience of singing 
that is the essential difference between these choirs as women's groups and 
other women's groups. The following chapter takes up this discussion. 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER FIVE: 
SINGING WOMEN (3) -
THE EXPERIENCE OF SINGING 
I sing for black and the people of this land, 
I sing for the red and the blood that's been shed, 
Now I'm singing for the gold of a new year coming on, 
Yil-lull-ay, yil-lull-ay, yil-lull-ay, yil-lull-ay, yil-lull-ay. 
I sing unto him of the most high, 
I sing so much praises it makes me want to cry, 
Now I'm singing just for you so all can recognise, 
Yil-lull-ay, yil-lull-ay, yil-lull-ay, yil-lull-ay, yil-lull-ay. 
( "Yil-Lull (I Sing)" by Joe Geia 
- as sung by the BWC) 
As discursively constituted, music can evoke and refer to, 
give life to, our corporeal existence. Our internal states 
are physiologically coded, physiologically manifest; that 
is how we come to be aware of ourselves. These internal 
states - structured, textured, visceral, concrete - occur in 
dialectical tension with the external social world. We feel 
as we do overwhelmingly because of our relations to 
other people, to the world outside. (Shepherd 1993b:51). 
This final chapter, with its specific focus on the women's community a cappella 
choirs that were the centre of my study, explores the third major theme that 
arises from their existence: the experience of singing. This is the most 
important of the themes to be explored for it is through a cappella singing that 
these women's choirs are distinguished from other women's groups or other 
social movements. 
This chapter focuses on the experience of singing for, while the experience of 
music frames the singing experience, it is the physicality, the embodiment of 
singing which is instrumental in the musical experience of the women in these 
choirs. This, in turn, helps shape the order of relations between the "structures, 
rhythms and textures of the inner life of the individual [and] the structures, 
rhythms, and textures of the external social world" (Shepherd 1993b:52). As 
Frith has noted, "the voice seems particularly expressive of the body: it gives 
the listener unmediated access to it" (1995: 1). 
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It was through the physical pleasure of singing that women were initially drawn 
together in these choirs. This physical pleasure is "the enjoyment a singer takes 
in particular movements of muscles, whether as a sense of oneness between 
mind and body, will and action... or through the exploration of physical 
sensations and muscular powers one didn't know one had" (Frith 1995:2). It is, 
in adopting Csikszentmihalyi's (1995) terminology, an "experience of flow" and 
music, he argues, is one of the purest ways to get this experience. The 
experience of flow is achieved when an activity "becomes worth doing for its 
own sake - it's so enjoyable that you get caught up in it, you get completely 
involved, and you want to keep doing it" (Csikszentmihalyi 1995:14). Finnegan 
(1989) also recognised that, in the local music-making in the district of Milton 
Keynes, the participants shared an assumption that there was something "sui 
generis, something unparalleled in quality and in kind about music" (Finnegan 
1989:332). The subjective experience, the phenomenology of singing is 
paramount in the practice of these choirs. While Finnegan suggested this was 
neither exactly measurable nor precisely definable, by adopting 
Csikszentmihalyi's conditions of the experience of flow it is possible to 
determine in some way how the choirs, achieve, or fail to achieve, this sui 
generis for its members. 
I explore the experience of singing through the process of learning and 
performing songs within the choirs. A specific focus on this process again 
reveals the tensions that arose from the diversity of choir membership and will 
consider the means by which the women attempted to overcome those 
complications. At the same time, this chapter examines the essence of singing 
that the women in these choirs shared and explains how that, in itself, was the 
key feature that drew these women together. 
Learning Songs 
When some women joined these choirs they had little or no experience of 
choirs, nor the experience of singing with others. Helena (PC1995/29), from 
the BWC, confessed: 
You know how choirs sing in harmony, in different parts, and a choral 
conductor? I knew nothing. I went in there and used to sing a low part 
and suddenly sing the soprano's part and didn't even know I was doing it 
- until people started getting really stroppy and pissed off and then I 
twigged. No one ever actually explained that to me. And I suppose, how 
would they know that? To them it was an obvious phenomenon. To me it 
was like "Oh, this is a great song. Let's get into it!" And I'm singing this 
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part - all over the place. And I couldn't see that I was doing anything 
wrong, which is even funnier. Until people started turning around and 
[then] I learnt. 
While very few women with whom I talked actually admitted their initial 
ignorance of choirs and the practice of choral singing to the same degree as 
Helena's account indicates, the process of learning to sing and learning material 
highlights some interesting dynamics within women's community a cappella 
choirs. 
These choirs were (at least initially) open and accessible, operating without 
auditions for new members. All the choirs held a basic doctrine that "everyone 
can sing" and so they drew together women of very varied musical skill and 
ability. For some women this was daunting, for they lacked confidence in their 
singing ability. Leigh (PC1996/09/07) said that she didn't really know what her 
voice sounded like and it was only in the choral environment of the Cyrenes, 
with a number of women singing together in a part, that .she felt comfortable 
enough to sing. The musical directors all agreed with the basic premise that 
everyone could sing and enjoyed the facilitation of such a philosophy. Bronwen 
Barton (PC1995/18) declared: 
I'm clearly on a mission I suppose, which is to give as many people in 
the world the opportunity to express themselves through singing. I think 
[I feel that way] because I was a trained classical singer for my formative 
years, 15-25. I was trained very intensely for a career as an opera 
singer. I stepped out of that because I hated the elitism. 
Underlying the idealism of the notion that "everyone can sing", was a belief 
that singing should be far removed from the commoditisation of the human 
voice that promotes a belief that only people with "good" voices can sing. But, 
in reality, the diversity of voices presented challenges to both the musical 
director who had to teach the women to sing and to the choir as a whole in 
accepting the differences they heard among themselves. 
How was the diversity overcome in the learning of songs? What were the 
processes developed within the choirs that enabled any woman to be able to 
sing? Were the processes understood and with whom did the responsibility lie? 
In the above comment, Helena was not aware of her errors until "people 
started turning around and I learnt". Succinctly, how was learning facilitated? 
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In order to answer these questions we need to consider various aspects in the 
process of learning songs. Leaming songs was the major focus of the weekly 
rehearsal, which tended to be about a two-hour activity. Some rehearsals 
included meeting times, and occasionally were set aside wholly for this 
purpose, but, most frequently the rehearsals were devoted to warm-ups, both 
body and vocal, and to singing both known and new material. Rehearsals were 
a physical experience both in the sense of a physical space, the rehearsal room, 
and in the sense of a bodily experience. 
The physical environment of the rehearsal was important in providing comfort, 
safety and limited economic outlays. For these reasons the rehearsal spaces 
were situated in community-access buildings. The Cyrenes had used a number 
of venues over the years, but were now housed in the YWCA Community 
House in Ainslie where the women met from 7.30 to 9.45 pm on Tuesday 
evenings. Lyriae rehearsed in the Selby Community House (see Plate 5.1) on 
Friday mornings from 10 am until noon. Willin' Wimmin had access to a church 
hall in Williamstown on Wednesday nights from 7.30 to 9.30 pm. The 
Thornbury Women's Choir rehearsed in a small room in the local 
Neighbourhood House on a Thursday evening from 7.30 to 9.30 pm. All four 
of these choirs created a physical space that was welcoming and casual and 
each had a piano or keyboard. Women sat - on chairs or on the floor - or 
stood, but in no particular arrangement. 
The weekly rehearsals of the BWC at the Brunswick Mechanics Institute (see 
Plate 5.2), on Sydney Road, were more formal. The room was set up with 
three rows of chairs placed in a semicircle around the musical stand. A piano 
stood to one side. A large space in which to move and stand had been made in 
front of the tiered seating that had been concertina-ed into the back of the 
room. In this space the rehearsal began with physical and vocal warm-ups. 
Once actual songs were being rehearsed the women would sit in the seats in 
harmony sections, music folders open, and would listen to the directions from 
Nixon. 
The term I spent with the BWC was the most focused of the year, given their 
performances in the Melbourne a cappella Festival and their annual concert 
season. Because of this pressure, the Monday night rehearsals went from 7 .30 
pm sharp until 10.30 pm for a month or so, with some groups, such as the 
percussion and small singing groups, meeting before 7 .30 pm. Throughout the 
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Plate 5.1: The Selby Community House - Lyriae's Rehearsal Space 
(By Julie Rickwood, 1Septeniber1995) 
Plate 5.2: The Brunswick Mechanics Institute - the BWC's Rehearsal Space 
(By Julie Rickvvood, 2 September 1995) 
rest of the year rehearsals generally finished at 10 pm. The term also included 
two rehearsals on Sundays from 10 am to 4 pm as well as a weekend intensive. 
The musical director and other members of the choir repeated to me that "It's 
not like this all year!" and so I assume that the intensity of this term was 
because of the major performances. Their general rehearsals may therefore be 
more like the casual activities of the other choirs. 
The body and vocal warm-ups of rehearsals were introduced to the members as 
imperative to their musicality. It was through this physical warm-up that 
women became familiar with relaxation, rhythm, harmonies, and vocal 
technique (see Plate 5.3). Within the first half hour of the rehearsal women did 
yoga, massage, tai chi, dance, rhythm exercises, breathing exercises or 
practised other physical means to relax and prepare the body for singing. 
Warm-up techniques were led by the musical director, or, as in the case of the 
Cyrenes, other members of the choir who had been to workshops and learned 
appropriate material. Some techniques were introduced with the theory behind 
the practice and with an explanation of what benefits it brought to the singer. 
The same was true of the vocal warm-ups that also occurred in this first half 
hour or so, although the value of the practices and the musical terminology for 
the warm-ups were more often explained by those leading the warm-up 
sessions. Generally, the warm-ups consisted simply of making strange and 
varied sounds, singing scales, singing arpeggios, "hoeing" (a Frankie 
Armstrong technique that uses the "calling voice"), exploring harmonies in 
different keys, singing "mini-mouth operas" (short songs based on a repeated 
rift with improvised complementary rifts introduced over the top), or even 
more exploratory improvising. 
Although the value of the warm-ups was explained, a number of women in the 
choirs were reluctant to be involved in those practices. Some women 
deliberately arrived late to choir to avoid doing them; others participated with 
an obvious lack of enthusiasm: "I just want to sing", said Olivia 
(PC1996/09/06), from the Cyrenes. However, many members enjoyed and felt 
the rewards of the practices and saw the importance of them within the overall 
experience of singing and the endeavour of the choirs to perform to their best 
ability. It was also a time when there was opportunity to chat briefly with each 
other, to humorously berate one another, to laugh and to touch each other, and 
to get to know one another. 
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There was variety in the overall nature of rehearsals both within and between 
the choirs. The less formal choirs with which I sang - Willin' Wimmin and the 
TWC - were very relaxed in their approach to learning songs. The musical 
directors stood or sat among the circle of women and led the women through 
the various harmony parts. While this also occurred in the higher profile choirs 
- the BWC, Lyriae and the Cyrenes - there was also a tendency to use musical 
theory far more frequently than Willin' Wimmin and the TWC. This diversity 
was brought about often by the approach of the musical director, the individual 
culture of the choir, or the imperative of performance preparation. 
In all the choirs women ordinarily self-selected into a particular harmony part 
and were free to change parts for different songs. Generally, the musical 
director repeated the lines of the harmony, bit by bit, until each singer had an 
adequate grasp of her part to make a worthwhile attempt at putting the song 
together. Depending on the song, this took anywhere from one night to many 
weeks. When women were unhappy with being in a particular part they moved 
to another more comfortable harmony. Sometimes the musical director asked 
women to sing in a different harmony when the numbers in any particular part 
were low. 
The vocal parts were ref erred to differently in each of the choirs or had 
changed over time. Sometimes the parts were simply referred to as high, 
middle and low. Some choirs were familiar with naming the four parts, 
"soprano", "alto", "tenor" and "bass". The BWC referred to their vocal parts as 
soprano 1, soprano 2, alto 1 and alto 2. As can be seen from this variety, the 
actual physical range of women's voices was not necessarily taken into account 
when naming the various vocal parts. Only the BWC adopted the customary 
choral terminology. 
Among all the choirs there was a similarity of approaches and outcomes that 
implied a fundamental flexibility in accommodating the diversity of musical 
needs of its members. Repetition tended to be the most frequently adopted 
method of learning songs. The women of Willin' Wimmin, for example, moved 
about the huge loosely arranged semi-circle around the musical director, 
finding the right harmony. The musical director led the song, and moved freely 
from one part to the next, fine-tuning the singing through repetition. She 
casually and light-heartedly reprimanded the various singers to learn their parts 
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correctly. The musical director of the TWC sat at the piano, which stood in 
one comer, and led the women in their parts until they seemed familiar enough 
to sing without her. When required, she gently reminded the women of their 
part when improvisation began to overtake the actual arrangement of songs. 
Choir members were given sheet music for the majority of songs but, because 
not all women could read music, the sheet music was utilised in a number of 
ways. The women who could read music used the scores as musicians. Other 
women, who through familiarity, could grasp the melody being depicted by the 
dots on the musical staves, used it as a singing prompt, while some women 
used it only for the words, relying on aural instruction and repetition to pick up 
the melody, rhythm and harmony. 
In the higher profile choirs women were sometimes expected to rely on the 
sheet music or work harder at gaining their parts in order to learn songs more 
quickly. Lyriae's musical director, Tiborcz-Frisk, believed it was essential that 
the women understood the techniques they were employing and introduced 
these through the warm-up sessions of rehearsal. As a trained musician and 
performer she held strong views about the efficiency in learning and discussing 
individual songs by employing musical terminology. Nonetheless, the women in 
the choir seemed to resist this and, according to Tiborcz-Frisk, did less 
"homework" than she would have liked. She found herself repeating advice on 
technique and musical terminology and thought it amazing that, although the 
husband of one of the members had compiled a music theory tape, the choir 
members had rarely listened to it. 
My first rehearsal with the BWC was at their "weekend intensive" at the Basin 
in July 1995. I had arrived the night before after a long drive from Canberra to 
be greeted by a few women, including the musical director whom I had met 
previously. This was just a social evening, with the women arriving 
intermittently. The following morning, after breakfast, the intensity of the 
weekend rehearsal was to become apparent. The rehearsal space was set up 
with three curved rows of chairs facing the music stand and the piano. We 
stood behind and in front of the chairs to warm up. Then we sat down 
according to our parts. I was asked to join the sopranos as they were short on 
numbers. We concentrated on three songs: "Aglepta", "Great Day" and "The 
Bard's Childhood". Because I was familiar with women moving from one part 
to another for different songs, I particularly noticed that this was absent. We 
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concentrated on these songs because they would be practised again later in the 
day with a guest conductor - the "choral expert" with whom Nixon had studied 
- and she wanted to get the choir to a certain level before he worked with us. It 
was a focused session. Afterwards some of the choir members split into the 
different drama sub-groups for the forthcoming concert and spent some time 
talking through their parts and getting a general sense of the group's role in the 
overall piece of theatre. We then returned to the rehearsal room and practised 
another song, "Thalassa", a Greek folk song. Because the theatrical segment of 
"Full Cycle" - as the concert would later be called - included children's rhymes, 
jokes and games, all the members skipped after lunch as an re-introduction to 
playing as children (see Plate 5.4). The afternoon rehearsal session was 
particularly intense, with the guest conductor working us through the material 
well known to him. He was disappointed he had been scheduled to work with 
us after lunch, a less productive time than the morning, but seemed reasonably 
satisfied with our effort by the end of the session. 
With her musical training and, particularly since studying the conducting 
course, Nixon had increased her use of musical terminology within the learning 
process of the BWC. As choir membership changed to include a greater 
proportion of musically literate women, this had become an uncomfortable 
development for those who had been with the choir for some time but who did 
not have the same musical knowledge. Some of the women felt there was now 
an expectation that they had, or should more readily acquire, the same 
knowledge. As Adrienne (PC1995/25) explained: 
I can manage the pace of any new song if I'm introduced to it straight 
off. If I have missed it I take a longer time. [Right now] I have to learn 
"On Suuri". I've never been in a setting where we've actually ever done 
it as though you were learning it and I find that really difficult. I only miss 
the slower pace [of earlier rehearsals] because you don't have as much 
fun. It's become more serious over the years ... You can't muck around ... 
I think the pace we're going at actually means that we don't ever conquer 
some songs properly. We learn them in a way that is a bit more 
disjointed than we use to learn them and I think, myself, it is hard to 
sometimes grab hold of the whole song. I need a concept of a whole 
song. So I thought "The Bard's Childhood" was never going to be a song. 
It never felt like a piece of music to me. This little bit and they knew it or 
they didn't, and it was that little bit, and that bit of humming, and that bit, 
and then it was all joined up. I actually find it difficult. Like, when the 
fuck is "Algepta" going to look like a song, a piece. I suppose we did 
used to do it differently. Then we would be learning the whole song, and 
then you would learn the first bit, and the next bit, and you'd work on it. 
We're expected [now] to be able to manage snippets, put it in, and do all 
that. 
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Plate 5.3: Members of the Cyrenes doing a physical warm-up during rehearsal. 
(By Julie Rickwood, 24 March 1996) 
Plate 5.4: Members of the BWC skipping during the 
weekend intensive rehearsal. 
(By Julie Rickwood, 22 July 1995) 
Some women in the higher profile choirs found the increased adoption of 
musical theory, as the choir evolved or changed musical directors, a particular 
challenge; not only to themselves as Adrienne's comment indicates, but more 
importantly to the supposed ethos of the choirs to make singing accessible to 
all. Some of these women actually felt strongly enough to resist attempts to 
gain formal musicality. Yet other women greeted the access to musical 
knowledge with enthusiasm. 
Even with the BWC, where the musical director repeatedly requested women 
to work hard and concentrate within a formalised and tight rehearsal 
environment, there was still a milieu of chaotic pleasure and excitement (see 
Plates 5.5 and 5.6). One Monday night I arrived at rehearsal to find eight or so 
women in the main rehearsal space beating African rhythms on a variety of 
drums for a song called "Somagwaza". Just outside, in the foyer, the Concert 
Committee was meeting, making arrangements for the various aspects required 
for the forthcoming concert. Other women were milling around talking about 
various other aspects in the preparation for the concert: selling tickets, talking 
about their parts in the drama segment, or going over song lyrics. It was all 
noise and energy. 
Chaos was most apparent in the choirs when new songs were introduced. 
Women complained light-heartedly about the difficulties of pronunciation, or 
they loudly proclaimed dismay at the perceived "mess" they made of the song. 
At some rehearsals with the Cyrenes, having just run through a song for the 
first time, cacophony prevailed as women voiced opinion on the good and bad 
elements of their performance. Members of the different parts huddled together 
voicing support for each other's attempt, laughing and moaning, and trying to 
find solutions to the problems they encountered. 
The different qualities of individual voices brought challenges to the choirs. 
That some women sang out of tune and out of time, was a fact that had to be 
worked with and overcome. The choirs were predicated on the belief that 
everyone could sing. The musical directors all believed that, with time and 
practise, everyone could sing well enough to present a blended choral sound 
and they attempted to facilitate that occurring. 
Overall, there was a sense of sharing knowledge within the choirs, and of being 
as gentle as possible in getting all the women to a certain standard. But, with 
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Plate 5.5 : Members of the BWC drumming during rehearsal for "Full Cycle". 
(By Julie Rickwood, 17 September 1995) 
Plate 5.6: Members of the BWC singing and dancing during 
rehearsal for "Full Cycle". 
(By Julie Rickwood, 17 September 1995) 
the pressure of performance, the sensitivity to women's ability to learn material 
was sometimes lost. At these times, the diversity of musical skills became an 
area of discomfort as women with musical knowledge and/or familiarity with 
the songs were relied upon to carry the women having difficulty with their 
parts. As the opening comment to this section showed, this was done with 
women openly displaying anger and impatience. It was also done with 
confident women singing loudly so others could listen more carefully, or 
repeatedly instructing others in their part. On the other hand, it was done more 
discretely with individual women requesting the musical director to take the 
part through its harmony again. Additionally, women often asked for individual 
instruction from the musical director. 
Most choirs had rehearsal tapes prepared by either the musical director and/or 
some other member of the choir. These tapes were usually dubbed with the 
complete song, the various vocal parts, and with an introduction for each part. 
Often the parts were sung and played on the piano. Women were requested to 
play the tapes repeatedly "in your car, at home, wherever" to gain familiarity 
with the parts. The improvements recognised by the musical director from 
week to week indicated whether the "homework" was occurring and there was 
always a reminder to "listen to your tapes" if progress was still required. 
In 1994, the musical director of the BWC wrote a letter to members that 
accompanied the rehearsal tape she distributed prior to the very first rehearsal 
of the year. She outlined instructions on how to listen to the music, how to 
facilitate the learning process (for individual vocal parts), and wrote: "Some 
hard work by everyone now will really hasten the learning process of these 
three songs. Work especially on the first one as this has some very definite 
challenges!" 
In addition to rehearsals for the full choir, smaller groups also met. Because the 
BWC had promoted the establishment of small groups to perform one or two 
songs in the overall repertoire, an extra rehearsal time was set aside each week 
in each term at a convenient time to the members of that group. I was invited 
to join a small group during my fieldwork and we rehearsed on a Friday or 
Saturday morning for a number of weeks to learn one song, "Sweet in the 
Morning", for the forthcoming concert. The process for learning material was 
a little different in the small group. In the case of "Sweet in the Morning", we 
initially listened to a copy of the commercial recording by Bobbie Mcferrin. It 
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should be noted that, on the first few listenings, not even Nixon knew who had 
written the song nor who was performing it. She had been given a taped copy 
by a friend. It was not until further investigation that the song's origins were 
known. Nonetheless, Nixon led us through the vocal parts, raised a tone for 
our female voices, and which she later notated. Within this smaller group, 
Nixon encouraged improvisation and the members were motivated to try 
variations on the arrangement. The rehearsals were more intimate and efficient 
than the full choir rehearsals and resulted in swifter achievement. 
Members of the Cyrenes and Lyriae also met outside the regular weekly 
rehearsals. Prior to a major performance by the Cyrenes, singers of the melody 
part for "Walking After Midnight" (the choirs' "Reclaim the Night" song1), met 
at one woman's house to improve their part. Sometimes friends or "buddies" 
met to help each other with their parts or to familiarise the newer members 
with different songs or general choir requirements. In order to improve their 
performance and prepare themselves for performing without Tiborcz-Frisk, 
members of Lyriae met without their musical director at least one more time a 
week for a few weeks prior to a performance. 
Willin' Wimmin, the Cyrenes and the BWC had received workshops within the 
choir environment from voice teachers and guest conductors (see Plate 5.7). 
As a result, choir members received a greater exposure to musical theory, 
rhythm, and knowledge of the physical and psychological technique of voice 
work. Some of these teachers were from very formal musical backgrounds 
while others were a cappella performers who had trained with a variety of 
voice teachers or were from particular stylistic or cultural backgrounds. 
These same three choirs also held weekend intensive rehearsals at least 
annually. There were various objectives to these weekends. They were seen as 
an opportunity for the choir members to learn material more quickly, to gain a 
greater understanding of singing itself and to be challenged musically. Barton 
(PC1995/18) was quite clear about her objectives for these weekends: 
I use the weekends away as an opportunity to extend their courage as 
much as anything else. The artistic philosophy I suppose is that we 
always err on the edge of pushing the boundaries and being as close to 
outrageous as possible. But not just for the sake of outrageous ... And so 
1 
"Reclaim the Night" is a women's protest night held at the end of October each year. In 
Canberra, people gather at a prearranged site, invited guests speak, invited performers sing, 
and then the crowd marches through the streets, carrying banners, shouting and singing. 
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the worse thing I can ever say is "That sounds nice". That's the greatest 
insult I can give them. They know that's really bad. So the purpose of the 
weekends away is to put them in a situation where they're virtually 
workshopping and they're confronting some of their own personal fears. 
So it's a mixture of duet work, where they're involving body and 
movement and sound, in a quite pre-song way, accessing sound and 
_relating that to their body, and doing some intensive work on songs. Just 
crashing through that embarrassment barrier. So they might do choir 
songs but they know there will only be four of them, so only one person 
will be singing each part and they'd have to sing that to each other, to 
the whole rest of the group. So they get to hear themselves sing and to 
actually perform in front of each other. They do some creative vocal 
work in front of each other too that takes them through that boundary of 
what you should do with your voice and what you shouldn't and how you 
should be with your body, the containment. So I get them doing a wide 
range of things. 
Intensive weekend workshops also served to provide a social experience for 
choir members. As noted in Chapter Three, the social experience of these 
choirs was just as important as the singing experience, or even the prime reason 
for some women joining. The social needs of the choir members were met both 
within choir time and also outside of choir and had a significant impact on the 
overall experience of singing. 
Along with the social opportunities mentioned in the above discussions, there 
were specific times built into rehearsals to facilitate social communication, 
especially the tea or coffee break. The refreshment breaks were essential 
aspects of the choirs and though generally limited, more often than not went 
over their designated time slot, and, consequently, the search for various means 
to limit them sometimes preoccupied general meetings. The Cyrenes had tried 
to overcome the problem by introducing a "timekeeper", but the fluidity 
remained. 
Members of the Cyrenes did not meet socially directly after rehearsal. 
Occasionally women would mingle at the rehearsal space, concluding 
conversations that might be related to choir or to make arrangements to meet 
each other at other times. These conversations, however, were short lived as 
women attempted to get home by a reasonable hour. The Cyrenes did organise 
social occasions. Included in the weekly rehearsals was the regular rendition of 
"Happy Birthday" to a member who was celebrating her birthday in that week. 
A birthday list was included in the membership list. The Cyrenes had organised 
annual Christmas parties at members' homes or at restaurants. They also held 
annual weekend retreats which had traditionally been located on the south 
coast of New South Wales and included walking, sunning, swimming, eating, 
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drinking, talking and singing informally. Some women brought their children 
and musical instruments to these retreats. They also celebrated major 
performances, normally directly after the performance, at the place in which 
they performed, or at the next rehearsal. 
Some members of the BWC did get together directly after rehearsals. The 
musical director and a number of key members of the choir, including the 
artistic director, met at a local cafe. The BWC also regularly held parties. 
During my fieldwork, the BWC celebrated its fourth anniversary at a rehearsal 
(see Plate 5.8) and at a party at Nixon's house, celebrated the concert season 
with a final night party at a nearby hotel, and gave me a surprise farewell party 
at a Turkish Restaurant. 
However, the social aspect of this choir was not as marked as it had once been. 
A few members mentioned that rehearsals in the past had been more relaxed 
and had included fun and laughter. The increased performance focus of the 
choir had reduced the opportunities for social exchange. Speaking of the poor 
attendance at the fourth anniversary party at Nixon's home, Adrienne 
(PC 1995/25) commented: 
When we had a party with the choir that I joined, and in the first eighteen 
months, everyone went. It's true that there is a lot of commitment 
expected at the moment, but the people who came [to the anniversary 
party] were in fact the people of that old choir who would have come 
anyway. And before, more of us would have come, probably because we 
had more opportunity to actually be friends. We haven't made friends 
with the new members in a way because everything is work, work, work. 
Funnily enough, even those big meetings and the sort of announcement 
sessions that we used to have, with people giving their ideas and 
opinions, actually made the relationships wider. I'm not going to say 
better, or anything else. Wider. Everything we do in rehearsal now is 
about music. So we don't have those arguments and we don't have time 
to engage in dialogues about certain things. So part of getting to know 
one another has sort of disappeared. 
Despite this point of view, it seemed that the higher frequency of celebrations, 
and the fact that women regularly met directly after choir in the BWC, was 
different from the other choirs. It was apparent that the intensity of rehearsals 
and performances was met equally with an intensity of celebration. While at 
one level there may be less opportunity for members to get to know each other 
during rehearsals, there was still opportunity for them to get to know one 
another at other times. 
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Plate 5.7: The Cyrenes at the end of a weekend songwriting workshop 
with Melanie Shanahan. 
(By Melanie Shanahan, 22 October 1995) 
Plate 5.8: Members of the BWC celebrating the 4th Anniversary at a rehearsal. 
(By Julie Rickvvood, 17 Septemher 1995) 
The night I rehearsed with Willin' Wimmin became one of their best attended 
social occasions for some time. The musical director had been ill and had not 
been to rehearsals for a little while. A significant number of the women, 
including Barton and me, went to a local hotel after the rehearsal. It was a fun 
and rowdy occasion with the women remarking that they needed to do this 
more often. Wednesday nights for many were, after all, a "chance to get away 
from home and the kids". 
In Chapter Three, I referred to the various comments women made about 
singing in choir being "good" for them: bringing joy, healing, spirituality, 
musicality. These were the important aspects in the experience of singing that, 
in reality, maintained the presence of women in these choirs. Fundamentally, 
singing simply for singing's sake was how the women tapped into something 
essentially human, something that allowed them to experience a sense of 
transcendence. The women were both losing themselves and at the same time 
creating and controlling their own musical experience and the world around 
them (Finnegan 1989:339). 
Singing was the central reason for meeting weekly and was complemented by 
additional rehearsals or learning tools for learning songs. In order to achieve a 
blended choral sound, the musical directors facilitated a process of learning 
songs that attempted to accommodate the diversity of musical skills and 
knowledge of the members of the choirs. Leaming the techniques of singing 
and actual songs within the environment of these choirs was, then, a mixture of 
approaches, styles, opportunities, and personalities depending on the 
expectations and needs of the musical director and the members themselves. 
Overall, attempts were made to meet these diverse needs and requirements. 
Whether the attempts to meet the diversity achieved the conditions of the "flow 
experience": that the goals were clear, feedback was immediate, skills matched 
the challenges, concentration was deep, problems were forgotten, control was 
possible, self-consciousness disappeared, the sense of time was altered, the 
experience was worth having for its own sake (Csikszentmihalyi 1995), for the 
choir director and each member of the choirs all the time is debatable. But 
while impossible to meet these requirements continually, the achievement of the 
conditions of the "flow experience" must have been attained often enough for 
enough members in most of the choirs because the choirs continued to 
rehearse, week after week, year after year. And in one sense it was achieved 
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through an additional process that Csikszentmihalyi seems not to have 
recognised. 
Underlying the acceptance of diversity was a belief in the ability of all the 
women to be able to sing and to enjoy their singing and their increased 
musicality. In the shared experience of singing in a choral environment, and 
through the necessity of aiming to sing in tune and in time, the members of the 
choirs experienced first hand the "participatory discrepancies" (Keil and Feld 
1994, Keil 1995) of making music. For Keil, imperfection and negotiation are 
constant in music-making. Discrepancies, he observed, are the differences that 
make the difference, and the relationships between them, are the key to music 
(Keil 1995: 11). The choir members then were getting into the "groove" (Keil 
and Feld 1994, Keil 1995) of their music; they were building relationships that 
depended on their shared experience of singing, with all the mistakes and 
difficulties and challenges that brought, in order to be musically successful and 
socially worthwhile to the choir members. As Finnegan (1989:338) articulated 
in another way: 
It is tempting to write in facile mystical terms, but there does seem to be a 
sense in which the process of joining together in music, with all its 
problems and conflicts, really does unite people 'in harmony' - to follow 
the significantly common musical metaphor - in some unique and 
profound way ... 
Performance 
Performance can be a particularly tense time for the choirs. It was in the act of 
performance that the women were most challenged. In reaching a certain 
degree of musicality in order to perform, the women were confronted with the 
necessity to commit to rehearsals and learning material, especially as these 
choirs all performed without sheet music and accompaniment. Performance 
often highlighted the difficulties inherent in these choirs: the different 
expectations of the women and their enjoyment, or otherwise, of performance. 
Performance required negotiations within and outside the choirs: negotiation 
on what to wear, when to include additional rehearsals, selecting appropriate 
repertoire, how to organise stage presentation, organising childcare, dealing 
with unpreparedness, overcoming clumsiness and becoming familiar with the 
different venues. 
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The TWC was the one choir that had created a solution to the disparity in the 
needs of its members. As the TWC it met weekly for relaxed rehearsals. As a 
performing choir, called NoteAble Women, it created an alternative 
environment. The members of NoteAble Women were therefore aware that in 
order to perform they would be required to commit themselves to the necessary 
additional work required for performance. 
Preparation for Performance 
The musical directors had the responsibility to prepare the choirs for 
performance, mostly specifically musically, although this was, in a few 
instances, expanded into other areas of performance. Repertoire had to be 
selected to suit the occasion and length of performance. To reach the required 
level of performance standard, a calendar of rehearsals was decided upon and 
possibly added to, a request for commitment was reiterated, advice on 
movement and dynamics was given. Dress rehearsals were scheduled and last 
minute changes were made. In the case of self-promoted events, a publicity 
campaign needed to be developed and a program printed. 
Sometimes the commitment required was overwhelming while at the same time 
heightening excitement and providing a sense of achievement. While I was with 
the BWC I attended fifteen rehearsals, including two of six hours duration on 
two Sundays, in five weeks. Disagreements on repertoire in all the choirs 
invariably arose, particularly as some songs appeared not to be developing as 
well as they should. The need for the members to be cohesive and supportive 
was necessary but sometimes forgotten although, at other times, was enhanced 
by communal sound baths and other encouragement tools just before a 
performance. In the Cyrenes, for example, one woman supplied a homeopathic 
remedy to overcome stage fright. In the BWC, a cheer reminiscent of a sports 
team was encouraged. 
The preparation for major performances can be tiring. In the more performance 
oriented choirs, the women sing the songs and go through the movements as 
directed hour after hour. The fine-tuning of sound, movement and costume was 
important in the presentation of these choirs. They and the audience alike 
would judge their success or otherwise and in order for everyone to enjoy 
those performances this concentration on preparation was paramount. 
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The 1996 National Folk Festival, for example, required both the BWC and the 
Cyrenes to prepare for high-profile performances. Both choirs had 
concentrated their most recent rehearsals towards the festival performances. At 
the festival the Cyrenes performed twice, while the BWC performed three 
times. This was the Cyrenes first major performance at a festival level. They 
performed the same songs in both brackets and wore individually selected 
costumes within their theme of purple, green and black. Some women chose to 
wear a different outfit to each of the performances. The BWC had a different 
selection of songs for each bracket although there were some cross-overs. They 
also wore a different costume theme for each performance. This saw the choir 
step out of its formal and set costume. For the first performance they wore 
colours within a desert theme, for the second they wore a theme of black and 
gold, and for the final concert they wore their usual silk shirts over black. The 
BWC were performing with fewer members than usual and this variation in 
both repertoire and costume added to a lessening in members' confidence. 
Although their performances were well received, the musical director and the 
members all felt that they had not performed to their best ability. The Cyrenes, 
on the other hand, were extremely satisfied with their performances because 
they felt they had sung to their best ability. Admittedly, their musicality was not 
as high as the BWC but this was also their first performance in a national-
profile music festival. 
Public Performance 
Being on a stage raised issues that some women felt highlighted women's lack 
of experience of public expression or reluctance to accept taking the limelight. 
Adrienne (PC 1995/25) from the BWC, commented that: 
We used to get up and almost apologise for being on stage and we'd act 
like a bunch of CWA [Country Women's Association] girls and say 
"Thanks for listening. Would you like a cup of tea?" That's very much 
about women not being able to claim the space. 
In an attempt to overcome this, various techniques were used to facilitate a 
feeling of being able to legitimately "claim space". As noted above, Barton used 
the weekend intensive rehearsals to prepare the women of Willin' Wimmin for 
performance. Another technique, used by the Cyrenes, was to often chant the 
mantra of "we have a right to be here" as the women visualised themselves on 
stage. Another method during preparation for performance was for the women 
to visualise the expansion of their bodies, to feel positive and comfortable in 
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claiming more space. This form of visualisation was referred to as the 
"doppelganger" exercise. Basically the women realised that through 
performance, they were "being in the world", a situation where confidence was 
needed to give their performances strength and validity. 
But issues of exposure and success were problematic. Some women recognised 
that the environment of the choir was much more supportive when the choir 
was at a fundamentally community level - "a self help group" - but that 
supporting each other when successful was, ironically, more difficult. Sandra 
(PC 1995/17), from the BWC, commented that there was more nurturing of 
each other and from the musical director in the earlier days of the choir's 
existence. Monica (PC1996/09/05), from the Cyrenes, spoke about the 
influence of a history of the persecution of women who were "out there", such 
as with the killing of witches during the Inquisition of the 14th to 17th 
centuries, as a reason for the reticence of public expression by women. 
On the other hand, after a performance the women often expressed their 
satisfaction and the joy of performance. Even in the critical debriefing that 
inevitably resulted, the women concentrated on the positive aspects of their 
achievement. And it was often these successful performances that inspired them 
to work harder to achieve greater satisfaction. 
In some ways, these diverse interpretations of performance recall Gilligan's 
( 1991: 16) understanding that: 
the difficulty women experience in finding or speaking publicly in their 
own voices emerges repeatedly in the form of qualification and self-doubt, 
but also in intimations of a divided judgment, a public assessment and 
private assessment which are fundamentally at odds. 
Either individually or privately within the choirs themselves, performance 
brought both pleasure and pain, but it was the public expression of the women 
in the choirs that so fundamentally distinguished them from other women's 
groups. In the extramusical arrangements of the choirs, in the selection of 
repertoire (as discussed in Chapter Four) and in the nature of their public 
performances they gave voice to comments, visions, and thoughts on society 
and their experience of it, even within the constraint of a limited original 
repertoire in some choirs and the world musics repertoire more broadly. 
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The audiences for whom these choirs performed were important because they 
provided a forum for the choirs' public expression. There are therefore two 
elements to consider when exploring the performance elements of these choirs. 
One is to examine the audiences to whom the choirs performed and the other is 
to explore the vocal and visual expressions of these choirs through the style the 
choirs created. 
The Audience 
All of these choirs performed for community groups, women's groups and at 
various music festivals. Some held annual concerts while other choirs 
performed in concerts with other community choirs. Here I will explore the 
common thread of these performances and the variations. 
The TWC, or, more commonly, its performance group "NoteAble Women", 
had regularly performed at Community Music Victoria's festival of community 
music "Great Southern Sounds". The choir had also performed at a Senior 
Citizen's Day event, at a Music in the Park event, and had entered a local 
Eisteddfod. This reflected a tendency for its performances to support 
community based events and to provide a focus for the learnt material. 
Willin' Wimmin regarded their performances as important public expressions of 
the enjoyment of singing but limited their performances to important events 
they supported. They generally performed publicly about four times a year. 
These performances were mostly for women's organisations and other 
community based, or more specifically Williamstown based, organisations. For 
example, they had performed at a Winter Solstice Concert in the church in 
which they rehearsed, for the YWCA, Amnesty International, Women's 
Advanced Education, and an event for Joan Kirner, their patron and former 
Premier of Victoria and local Member of Parliament for Williamstown. Willin' 
Wimmim had also performed in a few festivals - it had performed regularly in 
the Williamstown Festival and Melbourne a cappella Festival. They enjoyed 
the a cappella Festival because they saw it as "celebrating people making a 
cappella music". 
Lyriae initially became a performance group as a result of a performance at the 
annual general meeting of the Selby Community House. Lyriae continued to 
perform for the House and other community organisations and events in the 
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Dandenongs. It had performed regularly at the Selby Folk Club, as well as at 
the Upper Gully Festival Folk Night, and at a Women's Dinner at Selby 
Community House. It also performed at a Victorian ORFF Schulwerk 
Association music event, the Maldon Folk Festival, and the Melbourne a 
cappella Festival (see Plate 5.9). 
The Cyrenes also performed for community and women's organisations, as well 
as at festivals. For example, it performed at the annual general meetings of the 
YWCA, Amnesty International, Nature and Society Forum, and at the 
conferences of CAPOW! (Coalition of Australian Participating Organisations 
for Women), the Women's National Health Conference, and the 
lnterParliamentary Union Women's Conference. Community events such as 
fundraisers for Community Aid Abroad, International Women's Development 
Agency, a Pro-Choice Rally and Reclaim the Night Marches were supported by 
the choir. Various festivals had also been included in their performances: 
Canberra Festival Fringe Festival, the Spring Fling at the National Botanic 
Gardens, and the National Folk Festival (see Plates 5.11 and 5.12). It had also 
annually performed with other community based choirs in Canberra - Union 
Voices (the Trade Union Choir), the Canberra Gay and Lesbian Choir, and 
Strange Weather Gospel Choir - and in 1990 with a visiting choir from Sydney 
- Voices from the Vacant Lot. 
The BWC had been the most ambitious of the choirs. Since 1992 it had held 
annual concerts in addition to the many community based events and music 
festivals (see Plate 5.10) in which it had performed. These concerts have 
grown and developed from a single night of song to a three night season of 
song, dance and drama that had become a musical theatre event (see Plates 
5.13 and 5.14). It held a singing workshop with members of the choir, and held 
a concert specifically earmarked as a fundraiser towards the costs of their silk 
shirts. The BWC had also performed at concerts organised with other a 
cappella performers. As mentioned earlier, it also competed in the 1993 and 
1994 "Hear the People Sing" Melbourne International Festival of Choirs. 
At the community and festival level, the BWC had performed for The 
Domestic Violence and Incest Resource Centre, an event for single mothers 
and children, an event for the Centre for Education and Research in 
Environmental Strategies (CERES), International Women's Day events, a 
funeral service, at a local pub for a women's night, the Brunswick Music 
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Plate 5.9: Lyriae in concert at the 1995 Melbourne a cappella Festival. 
(By Julie Rickwood, 28 July 1995) 
Plate 5.10: The BWC in concert at the 1995 Melbourne a cappella Festival. 
(By Barbara Moss, 25 August 1995) 
Plate 5.11: The Cyrenes during a song introduction at the 1996 
National Folk Festival. 
(By Cathy Nixon, 5 April 1996) 
Plate 5.12: The Cyrenes in concert at the 1996 National Folk Festival. 
(By Cathy Nixon, 5 April 1996) 
Plate 5.13: Members of the BWC in "Full Cycle". 
(By Kath Shaw, 23 September 1995) 
Plate 5.14: Members of the BWC during the theatrical segment 
of "Full Cycle". 
(By Kath Shaw, 23 September 1995) 
Plate 5.15: The Cyrenes si nging the finale to "Walking After Midnight" at the 
1996 Nati onal Folk Festi va l. 
(By Bunty Davenport, 6 April 1996) 
Plate 5.16: The BWC receiving applause and about to take a final bow 
at the 1996 National Folk Festival. 
(By Ben Watson, 6 April 1996) 
Festival, Community Music Victoria's "Great Southern Sounds" festival, 
Northcote Festival, Castlemaine Fringe Festival, and at Australian Music Day 
celebrations. 
Obviously all the choirs were supportive of women's organisations and events 
that focused on women's issues. Other women were therefore significant in 
their audience populations. For some of these women in the audience, the 
choirs represent the public expression of the women's movement and although 
not able to belong to the choirs for one reason or another, they supported the 
choirs' every performance. At the same time, the women's organisations 
recognised that the choirs were giving voice to women's political endeavours 
generally. The choirs were therefore singing to a supportive audience and it 
was the celebration of the women's movement which was being shared. 
Members and supporters of other community-based organisations also formed 
audiences for these choirs. The mutuality of support at the community level 
was the paramount motivation here and these community-based organisations 
were grateful to the choirs for providing an entertaining interlude to their 
meetings or events. The songs selected by the choirs generally expressed some 
shared sentiments or values between the choirs and those organisations. 
Family and friends made up a sizeable proportion of the audiences in a variety 
of performance venues. Especially for self-promoted concerts, choir members 
acknowledged the support of those people closest to them. In addition, the 
choirs often had the support of their own community. Lyriae was strongly 
supported by the Dandenong community; the BWC were recognisably 
supported by its Brunswick community, especially women and left-wing 
activists. 
These choirs attracted wider audiences, particularly at a cappella and folk 
festivals where they performed for other singers, musicians and music lovers. 
In accommodating either diverse audiences or a particular audience, the choirs 
selected repertoire and variations within their overall styles to suit each type of 
event. 
Determining Performance Style 
In this discussion on performance style, I am referring to the overall style of the 
choirs in addition to the costumes and identity discussed in Chapter Three. To 
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those descriptions I also add other features that identify the choirs, and Ire fer 
to elements that are captured in this description from Rosie (PC 1995/08): 
... and I saw this group of women on stage ... They just seemed to have 
such life then and a beauty about them ... It was not so much the music 
they performed, I liked some of the repertoire, and parts of the repertoire 
I wasn't particularly thrilled with, but I just liked the fact that they were all 
up there singing together and obviously really enjoying themselves. And 
I thought they looked beautiful. They just looked so happy to be there 
and singing. 
This account from Rosie described a performance of the BWC just prior to her 
joining the choir in 1992. The difference in the style of this choir through its 
evolution was commented on by a number of women. These comments were 
especially made when I asked them about other women's choirs they had seen 
perform. The BWC and Willin' Wimmin had performed together in the 1994 
Melbourne a cappella Festival concert and this had provided the women with 
an immediate comparison. The following accounts reflect the perceptions of 
three of the BWC members: 
Libby (PC1995/03): It's really great seeing other performers. We saw 
Willin ' Wimmin ... It was really curious because the stuff that we did was 
fairly excellent musically and [some of ours] was a somewhat interesting 
and obscure repertoire. The stuff that Willin' Wimmin did was really 
popular culture type stuff, most of it, and they came on all loose and 
sloppy and just lined up in this couple of straggly lines (because we're in 
this stiff kind of arch) . People really enjoyed them because they were 
really entertaining even though they sang crap, well not crap, but their 
personalities were really evident. Whereas we were doing this musically 
really complex stuff, very formal and sort of stiff, not even allowed to tap 
your foot. They were forgetting words and stuff. They were very lively. I 
really enjoyed them ... (but) the thing that I found irritating was the way 
the musical director [of Willin' Wimmin] works. It's like the choir is a 
backdrop for her, she's the main performer. 
Adrienne (PC1995/25): Willin' Wimmin looked like us four years ago. 
We've never had that energy though. The women in BWC have always 
looked scared. But then Bronwen Barton [the director of Willin' Wimmin] 
has a different background to Cathy [Nixon, the director of the BWC]. 
Cathy has some impact on how we look. Bronwen is much more of a 
nutcase than Cathy [and so that effects the way Willin' Wimmin look]. 
[Bronwen's] got a theatrical background. Cathy's got a musical 
background ... We've never been very loose in performance. Most of us 
look terrified most of the time. It's interesting though because we don't 
have a repertoire that encourages [looseness and energy] either. 
Pauli (PC1995/04): I thought Willin' Wimmin were great, they were 
fantastic. They were a different style of choir to us. They came on and 
just took the present. Ran in with [percussion] instruments, and all of this 
sound just landed on the stage, around about the same time. They just 
really enjoyed the music, they loved singing. It was really lovely. I 
enjoyed seeing them and would like to see them again. Last year they 
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were not really a polished performance. They had so much, they were 
really earthy and spontaneous. It would be interesting to see how that 
develops ... 
Each of the five choirs in my study had its own style, different from all others. 
The development of a particular style was important to these choirs and 
provided a shared identity as a choir of women. As McRobbie (1990:79-80) 
noted: 
all the signs and meanings embodied in the way we handle our public 
visibility play a part in the culture [we create, it] bears the imprint of our 
collective, historical creativity. The [musical groups] are living evidence 
that although inscribed within structures, we are not wholly prescribed by 
them. 
Willin' Wimmin was obviously vibrant, flamboyant, loose and overwhelmingly 
presenting itself as a group of women intent on enjoying their communal 
singing. The musical director played a prominent role. The BWC, on the other 
hand, was presenting itself as a much more formal choir, with more structured 
arrangements of music, costume and stage presentation. 
The insightful comments by the women in the BWC were evident in the 
performances I saw of them: movement was finely choreographed; costumes 
were strictly adhered to (even to the reminder of not to wear white underwear 
because it showed through); the choir arranged itself in defined semicircles, 
aided by specially made boxes or choir rises, and movement between songs was 
minimal. During the performances, audience applause was accepted by the 
musical director only. Representing the whole choir, she would acknowledge 
the members, who stood silently and gave little acknowledgement of the 
applause, by indicating them with her hand and bowing. Nixon also generally 
introduced the songs to be performed in the concerts outside of the annual 
concert season. She, like Barton, had a prominent role and her direction of the 
choir was potent. A number of BWC members actually commented on the lack 
of representation of diversity and individualism within the choir. 
The single performance of Lyriae I witnessed reflected the strongly felt 
diversity within the group in costume, movement and musical ability. It 
attempted a relaxed and light-hearted concert but was obviously missing a focal 
person: the musical director. Concentration and pressure were therefore 
noticeable. Different women introduced songs and audience acknowledgement 
was shared. 
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The Cyrenes performance style had varying elements of all the above. Costume 
and movement were individually expressed, although some containment or 
similarity of movement was attempted for particular songs. Different women 
introduced the songs with each original song being introduced by the composer 
who told the story behind the song. The musical director encouraged the visual 
expression of the enjoyment of singing. There was sometimes considerable 
movement between songs, as women changed their parts, and this was 
explained to the audience in one of the introductions. Audience appreciation 
was acknowledged by all members. At the completion of the performance the 
musical director joined the first row and they all bowed together. 
Some of the photographs included in this thesis are important in presenting this 
diversity of performance styles. The photographs, especially Plates 5.9 - 5.16, 
provide some indication of the visual differences between Lyriae, the BWC and 
the Cyrenes. Audio recordings of the TWC and Willin' Wimmin in rehearsal, as 
well as Lyriae, the BWC and the Cyrenes in performance, are also included to 
facilitate listening to the differences between the choirs. 
Each of the choirs created a distinctive style in performance that was based on 
the shared experience of choir. The distinctions came about through choice of 
repertoire, the learning environment of the choir, the social environment of the 
choir, the musical leadership and, most importantly, stage presentation. The 
choirs were also influenced by the different situations of performance, from 
informal gatherings to formal occasions, small intimate venues to large public 
performances. For example, the BWC tended to wear its silk shirts for formal 
occasions and T-shirts for casual performances. The Cyrenes chose either 
casual or formal clothing within their purple, green and black colour scheme 
depending on the nature of the performance. 
Performance was the ultimate musical expression of all the choirs. For some of 
the choirs public performance played a more vital role. Through performance, 
these choirs displayed their musicality and the culture of their choirs. Unlike 
many women's groups, the choir members were making public their values, 
their concerns, their joys, their visions in a creative way that was judged by 
themselves and, more challengingly, audiences. The choirs sang songs and 
created performances that sought to inspire, uplift and confront. While it was 
obvious that the musical directors had a significant impact on the performance 
style of the choirs, the whole choir environment created the overall style. 
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Conclusion 
This chapter has explored the process of learning to sing and to perform 
publicly. It has done so within the context that singing was an embodied 
experience, and therefore, a gendered one. At the same time, it was recognised 
that learning songs and performing were actual practices that each of the choirs 
determined in its own way. 
Learning songs was the least problematic aspect of practice. Indeed, without 
the pressure of public performance, rehearsals were relaxed and the simple 
pleasure of singing was more often achieved. With the pressure of 
performance, the rehearsals and the actual performances created tensions and 
challenged the women in their musicality and their desire to be supportive. It 
was at these times that the accommodation of the diversity of membership 
sometimes faltered. For some members, the satisfaction of singing was 
increased. For others, the pressure of performance took away the simple 
pleasure of singing because it became too hard, either because of the musical 
skill required or because of other commitments in their lives. It was not a 
tension arising from musical potential but from the reality of the women's lives. 
The pressure of performance could strengthen a whole choir's musicality and/or 
it had the potential to precipitate membership change. 
Certainly, each of the choirs created its own style of performance and set its 
own goals for those performances; this had varying effects on membership. The 
BWC continued to set goals that challenged and improved its musical 
achievements, striving for a recognisably high musical standard. This had 
resulted in an increasing membership turnover but with an overall growth in 
membership. The Cyrenes had improved its musical achievements, but 
membership had remained relatively steady because it had pro-actively worked 
at maintaining its community spirit and achievable levels of commitment. Lyriae 
had lost members because it had increasingly found it difficult to maintain a 
cohesive and committed group. On the other hand, Willin' Wimmin, whose 
performance style was simply one of women enjoying singing, continued to 
expand. 
Within this diversity of style and performance standard, all the choirs shared a 
desire to express their music publicly. Often this expression was made to 
supportive audiences such as women's organisations, other community-based 
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organisations, and family and friends, as well as to other singers in the a 
cappella scene. But they also performed for audiences wider than their 
immediate social or cultural environments. It was evident that these choirs 
commonly held a goal to express the fundamental ability of achieving a musical 
standard presentable enough for public performance with the "raw" material of 
a group of women from a diversity of musical, socio-economic and ethnic 
backgrounds. These choirs were not trying to attain a formal conventional 
choral standard (although the BWC was being influenced by that standard). 
They were striving to achieve another sound, a different voice, reflecting their 
internal differences, their gendered choral environments, and their singing 
experience. 
The experience of music is an embodied experience, not in the sense of the 
body as object but in the sense of the body as agent (Csordas 1994:3). As Frith 
(1987: 139) pointed out: 
music is especially important ... because of something specific to musical 
experience, namely, its direct emotional intensity . .. . We absorb songs into 
our own lives and rhythms into our own bodies; they have a looseness of 
reference that makes them immediately accessible. 
Music is associated with rhythm, movement, and overt physical enactment. It is 
therefore not surprising that the choir members, as singers, were experiencing 
"a particular sense of active control and of personal creativity" (Finnegan 
1989:340) because singing is embodied in a particular way. As Frith (1995: 1) 
observed more recently, the "voice is a sound produced physically, by the 
movement of muscles and breath in the chest and throat and mouth; to listen to 
a voice is to listen to a physical event, to the sound of a body" . 
For the choir members the physical event of singing was a very pervasive 
experience. The voice was a link between "inside" and "outside", self and other, 
it was the articulation of an individual's body to language and society. "Since 
both language and society are structured by codes of sexual difference, both the 
body and its voice are inescapably gendered" (Dunn and Jones 1994:2). The 
very experience of singing was a gendered one, and one which was doubly 
reinforced in the environment of a women's choir. 
The choir members were experiencing singing in and through their gendered 
bodies. Their experience, exploration and refinement of gender and identity 
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included their experience of singing. Chapter Four discussed the effect of the 
experience of gender on the selection of repertoire. The choirs chose to sing 
particular songs to express themselves, as a group of women in the "here and 
now". Having selected specific songs they then had to learn and perform them. 
This, too, was gendered and is linked to the discussion of a women's musical 
aesthetic in Chapter Two. The experience of singing in a gendered choral 
environment can be considered as refining the features of a women's musical 
aesthetic in the specific context of women's community a cappella choirs: in 
the songs they sang, in they way they sang them, in the costumes they selected, 
in the styles they presented, in the movement of their bodies. It was in their 
bodies, as women's bodies, that they experienced singing. While the women's 
bodies had meaning without singing, meaning was extended in the experience 
of singing, in the practice of music. In becoming "embodied instruments" they 
became more than only their bodies. 
Both through learning songs at rehearsal and performing in concerts, the 
women physically responded to the musical event of which they were a part: 
"they [were] possessed by the music rather than possessing it" (Frith 1995:3). 
And so while it was through the process of learning songs and performance 
that the tensions which were derived from the diversity of musical skill and 
experience most often arose, we cannot dispute the attainment of, the 
embodiment of, the essential human and social qualities that went beyond those 
tensions: the experience of singing. 
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Introduction 
CONCLUSION: 
LIBERATING VOICES 
The law they say is on our side 
Discrimination's busted wide 
So why do we still have to hide 
When we 're liberated now? 
And we're liberated, liberated, liberated now 
Yes we're liberated, liberated, liberated now 
We're not depressed, despite this song 
You see we think we'll get along 
We've got a voice and it's getting strong 
And we're liberating now! 
And we're liberating, liberating, liberating now 
Yes, we're liberating, liberating, liberating now. 
(Excerpt from "Liberated" by Kathleen Shaw 
- as sung by the Cyrenes) 
(Audio-cassette Track 12) 
We found that women repeatedly used the metaphor of 
voice to depict their intellectual and ethical development; 
that the development of a sense of voice, mind and self 
were intricately intertwined. (Field Belenky et al 1986, 
cited in Roma 1992:52) 
As musicians in the broadest sense, we might be able to 
fashion a world and a life that are beautiful and 
enchanting rather than merely effective and productive, 
and that distinction could make all the difference. (Moore 
1996:222) 
In this concluding chapter I recapture the major characteristics of the women's 
community a cappella choirs that I have explored in the preceding chapters. I 
provide a general picture of the nature of the choirs and briefly outline the 
distinctions between the choirs to show the various ways they operate within 
the inherently similar musical cultures they have created. It is the particulars 
and differences that yield interesting insights into the diversity of women's ways 
of being and expression. The similarities of the experience of choir are also 
explored. These discussions are the focus of the first section of this chapter. 
The second half of the chapter explores the general themes that result from the 
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experience of women in community a cappella choirs, and the experience of a 
singer-researcher; it also proposes potential future research directions. 
Women's Community a cappella Choirs 
The particular ethnographies of the women and the choirs of the Brunswick 
Women's Choir (BWC), the Cyrenes, Lyriae, Willin' Wimmin and the 
Thornbury Women's Choir (TWC), that were developed in Chapters Three, 
Four and Five revealed that there was no archetypal a cappella singer and that 
the choirs developed differently through their collective processes and histories. 
The Differences Between the Choirs 
The BWC was a choir that, over time, had become less ethnically and socio-
economically diverse while at the same time becoming more musically skilled. 
The ideals of being an accessible choir for all women became harder to sustain 
once higher performing standards were envisioned. Tied to this was a reduction 
in the consensual decision-making processes as the musical and artistic 
directors made more frequent unilateral decisions in order for the choir to meet 
its performance standards. The annual concerts encapsulated the tensions that 
were apparent in the choir at the time of research. The combination of music 
and theatre in the annual concerts in 1994 and 1995 saw the BWC at their peak 
in performance. The professionalism of these performances was notable and the 
choir saw these concerts as proving their maturity as a women's community a 
cappella choir. At the same time, the annual concerts required a high level of 
commitment from the members and in order to meet the desired standards 
directives were given that pushed some of the women to their limits. 
Additionally, the women were involved in the production and promotion of the 
concerts. The years 1994-1995 ultimately saw the greatest change in 
membership and change in direction. Within the evolution to a high standard 
performance choir there remained an ideal to express the experience of women 
both through the selection of repertoire and in organisational arrangements, 
such as childcare levies and an overall structure of democracy. The musical 
director and other members commented that the achievements of fine choral 
performances were in themselves great expressions of their feminist 
endeavours. 
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The Cyrenes' ethnic and socio-economic profile had changed little over the 
eight years of its existence. While some minor diversity endured, it certainly 
was not very diverse, despite an ideal to attract a greater diversity. Its adoption 
of collective decision-making processes early in its history had been the 
underpinning strength of the choir, even after musical directors were employed. 
As a result, even though the choir was led musically, all other decisions were 
made collectively and this restricted the influence of the musical director on 
choir direction. While its musical skills had continued to improve over the years 
and had even encouraged the composition of original material, the Cyrenes had 
remained committed to its expression of women's music; songs by, for and 
about women and their experiences and social equity. Its political intent was 
therefore more overt than the BWC but this was a feature that was also highly 
regarded among its audiences. 
Willin' Wimmin was specifically created for women to sing together for 
enjoyment. With this intent was a desire to be little concerned with decision-
making processes or public performances for performance's sake. Nonetheless, 
it had some level of political expression, selecting music that generally referred 
to women's lived experiences which were celebrated in performances of overt 
pleasure in singing. 
Lyriae had gradually been finding it harder to deal with its diversity of 
membership and its commitment to the requirements of performance, despite its 
small size. It had never implemented formal decision-making processes 
(although it embraced an open expression of views), nor proactively dealt with 
the actual consequences for commitment of increased public performance. As a 
result, it increasingly confronted issues of conflict associated with individual 
desires and needs within the overall requirements of a viable performance 
group, and its membership had been continually declining to a point where only 
four women were at the rehearsal I attended. As well, the musical director had 
reduced her involvement from being a performing member to leading rehearsals 
only. The selection of repertoire indicated only moderate political expression 
and there was no strong conviction about adherence to feminist models of 
organisational processes by the choir as a whole, apart from everyone having a 
voice in discussion. 
The TWC was committed to its open policy and accessibility ideals. Whilst 
there were only six women at the rehearsal I attended, there was great diversity 
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within this in a number of ways. Certainly, this choir was created as an 
opportunity for women to come together to enjoy making music, to sing on a 
weekly basis, and has remained so. It had attempted to overcome the 
conflicting desires of being a singalong group and a performance group by 
allowing women to choose to be in the performance group. The rehearsal I 
attended indicated that the choir sang songs that generally expressed women's 
experience and, although the organisational processes were not formally 
established, this suited the members' requirements. 
Similarities in the Experience of Choir 
Despite the above differences, both the women and the choirs were informed or 
affected by some similarities of experience. These similarities were the various 
social, cultural and musical influences and convergences that occurred over the 
last decade or so. 
To begin with, the women's choirs were a significant aspect of Australian a 
cappella; a music scene that remains eclectic, diverse, "feminised" and 
embracing of notions of inclusion and egalitarianism. Because of their sheer 
numbers as well as the material they selected to sing, the choirs contributed to 
the "felt-femaleness" and the underpinning aesthetic discourse. At the same 
time, the Australian a cappella scene had provided a supportive network within 
which the women and the choirs were included. 
The elaboration of a world musics repertoire, brought about by the articulation 
of multiculturalism, world music and folk music, raised important implications 
concerning how these women were situated within multicultural and global 
societies. The choir members experienced discomfort in singing the songs of 
"others" without a sense of connection and authenticity. As a result, they 
confronted the ambiguities of their relations to local and global ethnicities and 
the interacting structural changes to society. At the same time, the eclectic 
world musics repertoire released the performance of "choral music" in Australia 
from its British tradition. 
The development of collective identities, philosophies, and decision-making 
procedures influenced by feminist thought and action also framed the 
experience of choir. While these choirs differed somewhat in their adaptation 
and adoption of feminist decision-making structures, and public expression 
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through the specific selection of repertoire, essentially they were attempting to 
be democratic, flexible, open, inclusive organisations that sang of women's 
lived experiences. Whilst the consistently shifting membership and musical 
development resulted in the revisiting of these basic components for some of 
the choirs, there was a nostalgic connection to the visions that stimulated their 
origins. That these choirs were the enterprise of women to create a musical 
space for all women was both a real and symbolic trait of the choirs. 
Ultimately, the differences between being an accessible singalong group and a 
performance choir created the most significant tensions and challenges. 
The search for community and personal development through the shared 
experience of singing were other elements in the musical expression that the 
choirs created. The one essential feature that the women shared was a desire to 
sing and, for a diversity of personal reasons, to sing with other women. While 
the fact that these were choirs of women was not the universal motivation for 
joining, the very fact that they were "choirs of women" inevitably framed the 
practice of the choirs and the experience of singing. The women in these choirs 
were examining, exploring, expanding and expressing their notions of gender, 
identity and musical experience in terms of their practices, processes and 
performances. As a result, the choirs were bodies of resistance and 
accommodation in their negotiation of the social, cultural and political world 
they inhabited. Certainly they represented "a fusion of therapeutic, educational 
and artistic intentions" (Tait 1994:7) as well as making socio-political 
statements. The choirs of women did more than simply validate women's 
presence and stories in Australian a cappella: they contributed to the "noise" 
made by the women's movement and to its effectiveness (McRobbie 1991:68). 
This lived experience of the women and their choirs are, I suggest, 
encapsulated in the notion "liberating voices". 
Liberating Voices: Gender, Identity and the Experience of Music 
In their edited monograph, Dunn and Jones (1994) note the metaphorical use 
of the word "voice" by feminists to allude to the efforts of women to reclaim 
their own experience through writing or to qualities of their self-expression. To 
this metaphorical use they added the literal, audible voice "to show how it, too, 
has been a site of women's silencing, as well as an instrument of power" (Dunn 
and Jones 1994: 1 ). 
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It is in this broader spectrum that I also adopt the term "voice" . In so doing, I 
emphasise that the voice is imperative to both the musical and extramusical 
elements in the cultures of these women's choirs. And further, as Gibb and 
Loader (1997: 8) recognise, in the context of the rise of contemporary a 
cappella in Australia, voice and body are perceived as sites of authenticity and 
originality. The voice and body are the means through which a singer 
experiences and expresses those experiences. In the case of women's 
community a cappella choirs, this is overwhelmingly a female experience and 
expression. 
As choirs of women, the women's voices were heard in their aspirations to 
create viable singing groups and to make public their expressions of lived 
experience. Through singing, the women vocalised their exploration of 
relationships, made comment on the wider culture and, even more 
fundamentally, expressed the simple pleasure of singing. Their voices, heard in 
both the musical and extramusical elements of choir, were instruments of 
empowerment: they were "liberating voices". They claimed the power of the 
female voice to give it a new cultural meaning that resisted patriarchal 
devaluation (Dunn and Jones 1994:4). 
These women, all of whom had been affected by the women's movement of the 
1970s, wanted to express themselves as women; women with many roles in 
society. The women believed that singing in choir was a necessary part of their 
whole self development, their whole picture of themselves as strong, 
independent, powerful, self-identified people. The women sang of issues, 
beliefs, visions and experiences in an environment that validated and reinforced 
their views. The choirs gave women the opportunity to be more than the other 
roles they had outside of choir. They were also singers and, because of the 
variety of roles the women adopted within the choirs, they were also music 
administrators, actors, arrangers, song writers, promoters. The experience of 
choir permitted the women to declare the rich variety of ways to construct the 
self. 
Through the experience of choir, particularly in the experience of singing songs 
from the eclectic world musics repertoire, women were exploring their 
relationship to the systems of oppression and opportunity within which they 
lived. These choirs then were raising issues of "privilege and power, anger and 
conflict, hurt and violation, betrayal and isolation, as well as about friendship, 
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love, joy, and the generosity of spirit" (Taylor et al 1995:11). These choirs 
enabled women to explore their relations to each other and to the "others" of 
their lives, both the well-known "others" (their families and friends) and the less 
known (people from society more broadly as well as the other cultures to 
which they were introduced through singing). As such, they were exploring 
gender, identity and the musical experience. Through the overall experience of 
choir these women were giving voice to those explorations. 
It was often said by women involved in the a cappella scene in Australia, either 
as choir members, performers or administrators, that the reason women sing, 
and sing in such numbers, and sing so well, is because singing is such a 
wonderful vehicle to vocalise feelings and to explore relations. Women were 
seen to share concerns, worries, and self-doubt, as well as more positive 
emotions. This emphasis on emotions and relationships reinforces Gilligan's 
(1991) recognition of the importance of these two characteristics in the 
development of women's "different voice". 
The liberation of this different voice was realised on a number of levels. As a 
result of the growth of a cappella more people were singing and, because a 
cappella was unmediated, it was freeing the voice. The selection of "choral 
music" was released from its British tradition. The nature of the choirs (they 
were open and democratic) meant that more people were singing in an 
environment that embraced inclusion and equity; these aspects were transferred 
into their performing styles. Because the women learned about the techniques 
of singing, they learned more about the physicality of singing; they were 
developing, or freeing, their singing voices. And, in the singing of songs that 
expressed an ideology, many women discovered or increased their political 
voice in a creative and active way. 
Conclusion 
The theoretical approach of a phenomenology of music practice together with 
concerns about music and society has been threaded into the thesis through the 
descriptive and interpretive analyses of women's community a cappella choirs 
and the Australian a cappella scene. I have provided an interpretation of the 
music culture of the women's community a cappella choirs together with the 
social and political context of the broader social and cultural milieu. This thesis 
has considered the complex interaction of "cultures" (Slobin 1993) at various 
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levels within the choirs and Australian a cappella. It has examined the "lived 
experience" of the women choristers through the historical accounts of the 
emergence of choirs, the demography of the membership, the motivations for 
women to join the choirs, the implications of a singing identity, the 
development of organisational philosophy, ideology and practices, the selection 
of repertoire, and the experience of singing. 
In the descriptions of the actual details and histories of the women, and their 
choirs and their relationships, I have attempted to evoke a sense of the 
"lifeworlds" (Jackson 1996) of women's community a cappella choirs. The 
experience of choir has been shown to expand the multifaceted character of self 
because the women's own sense of identity is strengthened by their broadened 
experience of gender and musical experience. The strategies taken by the 
choirs represent both an acceptance of and resistance to a number of 
overarching social, political and cultural circumstances. The embodied 
experience of singing from an eclectic repertoire highlights the contradictions 
between the emancipatory and repressive tendencies of the contemporary 
world the women inhabit. While on the one hand experiencing a sense of 
liberation as women and as singers, at the same time the women were 
constrained, to varying degrees between and within the choirs, by structures 
which set limitations (such as the necessities of maintaining viable groups and 
achieving conventional choral standards). The women also experienced the 
embodied discomfort of singing from an eclectic world musics repertoire that 
questioned their relationship to "others" and precipitated a desire to seek 
authenticity in their singing by making connections to the music they 
performed. At the same time, the embodied experience of singing was an 
integral connection between the women themselves. Each woman's 
contribution to the overall choral sound they produced was both essential and 
partial. The physicality of the choral sound production created a sense of 
communication and participation. 
The experience of choir highlights the interplay of personal aesthetic 
satisfaction and sense of community for the women; the selected practices, 
processes, expressions and strategies of the choirs, and the overarching codes 
of practice, discourse and aesthetic within the Australian a cappella scene and 
society more broadly. 
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I already had a personal sense of the experience of choir - the different and 
liberating voices of women - prior to research, through my involvement with 
the Cyrenes. What the research endeavour has produced is a greater sense of 
the tensions and ambiguities in the development of a choir from a casual 
singalong group to a performance choir and in the singing of an eclectic world 
musics repertoire. More profoundly, what the research endeavour has produced 
is a deeper recognition of my enjoyment of music, a greater understanding of 
music's effect on the individual and society (and vice versa), and gratitude to 
have been able to spend so many hours reading about music, singing and, most 
importantly, developing relationships with many women with whom I shared an 
experience of music. Through the "personal conversations" of my research, 
through the personal conversations of everyday interaction, and through the 
shared experience of making music, I developed a greater sense of myself as a 
singer, as a researcher and as a woman defined by the experience of choir. The 
changed circumstance of my experience of choir with, most particularly, the 
Brunswick Women's Choir with whom I spent an intense three months, 
exposed me to new repertoire, the challenge of greater discipline, the 
development of my theatrical talents, and an appreciation of the development of 
my own musicality. It also showed me that a sense of relationship, nurturing 
and community are central to women's ways of being; connection and 
commitment need to go hand in hand to create viable and rewarding choirs. In 
the processes of doing both fieldwork and writing, my experience of choir as a 
singer-researcher brought advantages and challenges that enhanced my ability 
to analyse data and enriched the final production of the thesis. The shift in 
anthropological methodology and theory that recognises the validity of 
subjective discourse has been, I would argue, strengthened through my own 
project. 
The impact of the choirs on the Australian a cappella scene is recognised in the 
reinforcement of the aesthetic discourse through the lived experience of 
women's choirs and the contribution of the women's choirs to the "felt-
femaleness" of the scene. The choirs also embody the ambiguities and 
discomfort in the displacement of the eclectic world musics repertoire. They 
show how, under Australian conditions, this repertoire can became altered 
stylistically and symbolically (if, at the very least, only in terms of the 
experience of gender) and can prompt the production of original material that 
more appropriately imbues Australian experiences. As such, the choirs 
transformed the "cultural imports" (Larkey quoted in Brigham 1995:75) into 
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their own creations and filled them with their own symbolic meaning. The 
increasing production and performance of original compositions that 
interweave the musical elements of the eclectic world musics repertoire of the 
Australian a cappella scene with Australian experiences of "multiculturalism" 
and "globalisation" - or the displacement of these musical elements into an 
Australian context - indicates the potential of the scene to affect and reflect 
changes in Australian identity. Its continued growth depends on the 
development of a repertoire that more appropriately embodies the lived 
experience of its participants and, consequently, will attract greater recognition 
of its contribution to Australian music as a whole. 1 
The concentration on women's community a cappella choirs in this thesis has 
disclosed some future directions for research. Comparative studies with 
Australian gay and lesbian choirs, and of men's choirs would not only provide a 
broader picture of the experience of gender in Australian a cappella, but also 
sexuality. lndepth studies of community choirs from migrant groups would 
provide insights into the comparative experience of ethnicity in Australia. There 
is also a need to determine if a cappella, or a comparable music scene, is 
happening in other Western capitalist democratic multicultural societies, such 
as the United Kingdom, Canada and New Zealand. Studies based in these 
countries could enlarge our understanding of the experience of music under the 
affects of "multiculturalism" and "globalisation". It would be beneficial to 
determine women's involvement in those music scenes, if they exist, so as to 
add to the body of knowledge concerning music subcultures and gender and 
music. 
As singers, and as musicians, the women of the choirs which were the subject 
of this study are shaping a contemporary lifeworld that reflects their lived 
experience. The liberating voices of the women captures the spirit of 
community music: the lived experience of music-making at the local level. The 
choirs embody the authentic object of making music; the "human need for 
community" (Chanan 1994:30). A community that challenges, enrages, 
frustrates and burdens each and every member at times but also, and more 
importantly, a community that shares and encourages the pleasure of making 
music. These choirs are powerful entities that bring many positive experiences 
1This is happening at an increasing rate. While other groups have performed original 
material, it is interesting to note that one of the first a cappella groups in Australia, 
Blindman's Holiday, is about to release,· its latest compact disc (CD), Airport Lounge [Last 
Resort 97003] which includes, for the first time, original material. 
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to the women who join them and to the audiences that see and hear them 
perform. 
As a result, I conclude that the overall experience of women's community a 
cappella choirs is an empowering and creative activity that affects the members 
in a diversity of ways: spiritually, musically, physically, emotionally, politically, 
socially, soulfully, even economically. As choir members, these women's lives 
are given greater dimension, their personalities more expression, their identity 
multiplicity, their creativity acknowledged and their gender a broader 
definition. Essentially, through the experience of choir, women are liberating 
their voices in a diversity of ways and, in turn, are exploring gender, identity 
and the experience of music in an Australian contemporary context. 
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APPENDIX 1: 
LIST OF PERSONAL CONVERSATIONS 1 
Melbourne 
Bronwen Barton, 
Musical Director, Willin' Wimmin (PC1995/18; 6/9/95) 
Stephen Costello, 
Administrator, Community Music Victoria (PC1995/05; 2118/95) 
Roger King, 
Administrator, The Bolte (PC1995/19; 7/9/95) 
Liz Landray, 
Musical Director, Thornbury Women's Choir (PC1995/01; 617/95) 
Bev McAlister, 
Administrator, Dandenong Ranges Music Council (PC1995/l l; 30/8/95) 
Deidre Murdoch, 
Administrator, Dandenong Ranges Music Council (PC 1995111; 30/8/95) 
Cathy Nixon, 
Musical Director, Brunswick Women's Choir (PC1995/02; 717/95) 
Lyn Szilagyi, 
Founder, Brunswick Women's Choir (PC1995/14; 4/9/95) 
Suzann Tiborcz-Frisk 
Musical Director, Lyriae (PC1995/12; 30/8/95) 
Therese Virtue, 
Administrator, The Bolte (PC1995/24; 12/9/95) 
Lisa Young, 
Performer, Coco's Lunch (PC1995/30; 16/9/95) 
Sydney 
Tony Backhouse, 
Performer and Musical Director, Cafe of the Gates of Salvation 
(PC 1996/02; 24/ 1 /96) 
Vicki Gordon, 
Artistic Director, Australian Women's Contemporary Music Inc. 
(PC 199611 O; 24/1196) 
Lyn O'Brien, 
Founder, Cyrenes (PC 1996/01 ; 2211 /96) 
Melanie Shanahan, 
Performer, Arramaieda (PCl 996/08; 2611/96) 
Canberra 
Jo Cresswell, 
Administrator, National Folk Festival Office (PC1995/42; 2/10/95) 
Loani McRae, 
Musical Director, Cyrenes (PCl 996/07; 4/6/96) 
1 As stated in the Introduction, the personal conversations with choir members are not listed 
in order to protect their anonymity. 
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Mareana Otene Waaka, 
Performer (PC 1996/06; 2015196) 
Chrissie Shaw, 
Performer, former Musical Director of Cyrenes (PC1996/03; 612196) 
Phil Wilson, 
Administator, National Folk Festival Office (PCl 995/43; 2/10/96) 
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APPENDIX 2: 
PERFORMERS/TEACHERS OF 
A CAPPELLA IN AUSTRALIA 
The following is a list of some of the performers/teachers I have become aware of 
through singing a cappella and through research. 
Tony Backhouse 
Tony Backhouse began performing a cappella in the mid 1980s in a group 
called the Elevators, after being inspired by the Canadian a cappella male 
quartet, the Nylons. He has since continued to perform in various groups, lead 
the Cafe of the Gate of Salvation - a Sydney based mixed gospel choir - and 
teach a cappella, concentrating on the gospel and soul style in which he has 
undertaken intensive private study in the USA. He was also involved in 
establishing the Sydney a cappella Association. 
Therese Virtue 
Therese Virtue, situated at the Bolte, has had a long term interest in world 
musics. She studied with Frankie Armstrong and has taught people to find their 
voice within the Armstrong paradigm. Like many other voice teachers in a 
cappella, she has also attended workshops with members of Sweet Honey in 
the Rock and other performers from a wide variety of ethnic backgrounds. 
Melanie Shanahan 
Melanie Shanahan began singing a cappella with Arramaieda, a female group 
which began in Hobart in the late 1980s. Shanahan was very receptive to the 
performance styles of Sweet Honey in the Rock and Miriam Mikeba. As 
Arramaieda continued to grow in popularity, Shanahan, together with fellow 
group members, taught their exploratory vocal approach to singing. 
Lisa Young and Sue Johnson 
Lisa Young and Sue Johnson, most recently from Coco's Lunch, have been 
instrumental in promoting an improvisational approach to a cappella, drawing 
on the diversity of world music styles as well as jazz that have influenced their 
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own performance style. They have taught singing through group improvisation, 
rhythmic vocal percussion, chants and drones. 
Mara Keik 
Mara Kiek, founder of Mesana Salata in the mid 1980s and, more recently, the 
Martenitsa Choir, has taught singing in the modem Bulgarian choral style. She 
came to Bulgarian music after a musical career which involved performing 
classical, jazz and folk music. 
Moya Simpson 
Moya Simpson, a former member of Mesana Salata and, who has also studied 
with Frankie Armstrong, has led voice workshops which draw on songs from 
an eclectic repertoire. 
Linda Marr and Gemma Turner 
Linda Marr and Gemma Turner, from Blindman's Holiday, an a cappella group 
which began in Sydney in the 1980s, have taught singing from the diverse 
world musics repertoire the group itself performs. 
Fay White 
Fay White has taught a cappella singing drawing on folk traditions from the 
United Kingdom. 
Siphewe 
Siphewe, an African National Congress cultural representative who lived in 
Australia prior to the 1994 election of the Mandela Government in South 
Africa, taught songs from South Africa to many community choirs, particularly 
the trade union choirs. 
Valanga Khosa 
Valanga Khosa, also from South Africa, and now based in Melbourne, has 
taught songs, dances and body percussion. His workshops cover African-
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American gospel and spiritual singing, choral and quartet styles, as well as 
South African church songs, doo-wop, rhythm and blues (R&B), and group 
improvisation. 
Kavisha Mazzella 
Kavisha Mazzella, an Italian-Australian, best known for her musical direction 
of La Gioie Delle Donne in Fremantle, Western Australia, has taught singing in 
her workshops that draws on the repertoire of traditional songs from many 
regions of Italy. 
Jean Paul Wabotai 
Jean Paul Wobotai, an energetic smger, dancer, choreographer and 
percussionist from Zaire, has explored African-inspired vocal sounds and body 
percussion in his workshops. 
Danny Spooner and Duncan Brown 
Drawing on their love and knowledge of folk from British traditions, these two 
teachers taught rounds, canons and shape-note hymns from that source of 
music. 
Tracey Miller 
Tracey Miller, a teacher, songwriter, conductor and performer, has led singing 
workshops based in the African-American blues traditions. 
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APPENDIX 3: 
THE REPERTOIRE 
OF THE WOMEN'S CHOIRS 
Brunswick Women's Choir 
Ag lepta, A Mellnas (music), Bangt of Klintberg (lyrics) 
Babethandaza, Trad 1 Zulu, Arr2 Y M Barnwell 
Bad Moon Rising, J Fogerty, Arr Small Group Performers 
Breaths, Y M Barnwell (music), B Diop (lyrics), Arr C Nixon 
But In The Evening I Rumba, N Moszenin 
Colours, Y Williams, Arr C Nixon 
Edesangyamhoz, Bardos (music), L Laszlo (lyrics) 
Edgyetem Begyetem, Zoltan Kodaly 
Fascinating Rhythm, I & D Gershwin, Arr C Nixon 
Fifty Ways To Leave Your Lover, Paul Simon, Arr C Nixon 
Fly Away, A E Brumley 
Gracias a la Vida, Violeta Parra, Arr C Nixon 
Great Day, Arr B W Demard 
Haliwa Saponi Canoe Song, Trad 
Heard It Through the Grapevine, Whitfield & Strong, Arr C Nixon 
The Hepburn Spa, M Somerville 
I Am A Bold Woman, Kath and Ini, Arr C Nixon 
lse Oluwa Kole Baje-oh, Trad Nigeria 
Laudate Dominum, Trad Taize, Arr C Nixon 
Lauliku Lapsepoli, V Tormis 
Life Is Nice As A Nun, J Burrows & A Whitfield, Arr C Nixon 
Louez le Seigneur, Trad Cameroon, Arr R Johnson 
Mama Zala, Trad Zulu 
Manamolela, Trad Bantu, Arr C Nixon 
Minnie The Moocher, C Calloway & I Mills, Arr C Nixon 
Moon River, H Mancini, Arr C Nixon 
More Than a Paycheck, Y M Barnwell 
Must I Be Bound, Trad, Arr C Nixon 
Ne Se Krevay Na Golemo Mitre Delija, Trad Macedonian 
Nepdal* 
Nesta Ke Te Prasam Baba, Trad Macedonian 
Nobody Coming to Marry Me, Trad English 18th Century 
Obwisanasa, Trad Africa 
On Suuri Sun Rantas Autius, M Hyokki 
Oy Nah Oy, Trad Phillipine 
The River is Flowing, Trad Indigenous American 
Rum And Coca Cola, Sullavan, Baron, Amsterdam, Arr N Moszenin 
Safe Sex, B Moss, Arr C Nixon 
1Traditional 
2 Arrangement by 
*Full information of these songs was unavailable, generally due to the oral transmission. 
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Sentimental Journey, L Brown, B Green & B Homer, Arr C Nixon 
Somagwaza, Trad South Africa 
Sometime, B Johnson Reagon, Arr C Nixon 
Soon I Will Be Done, Trad Gospel, Arr Y M Barwell 
Step By Step, L Hayes, Arr Sweet Honey in the Rock 
Step pin' Stone* 
Sunrise, Sunset, J Bock & S Harnick, Arr C Nixon 
Sweet in the Morning, B Mcferrin, Arr C Nixon 
Thalassa, Trad Greek, Arr C Nixon 
Throw Me a Line, Marg Jacobs and Small Group Performers 
Tina Singu, Trad South African, Arr L Eisman, W Miles 
'Tis A Gift To Be Simple, Trad Quaker 
Tria Pedia, Trad Greek, Arr C Nixon 
Untouchable Girls, Topp Twins 
Wade in the Water/Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child/I Wanna Die 
Easy Medley, Trad, Arr Y M Barnwell 
Woyaya, Osibisa, Arr Y M Barnwell 
Yil Lull, J Geia, Arr C Nixon 
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Lyriae 
Abiyoyo, Trad Africa, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
And Peace, Trad 
Atcey Zei'tim Omdim, Trad Israel, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Aussie Bar-B-Que Song, E Bogle 
Barbara Ann, F Fassert, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Bird Song, Trad Armenia, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Blackbird, J Lennon & P McCartney, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Bye Bye Blackbird, R Henderson & M Dixon, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Can't Help Falling In Love, G Weiss, H Peretti, L Creatore, Arr Annerud, 
Norell & Wahlberg 
Come O'er the Sea, Trad Irish, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Dance from Solle ran, Trad Sweden, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Early this Morn, Trad 
Estonian Folksong, Trad, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Fly, Fly, Fly, Trad, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
God Bless All* 
Goodnight, Slumber Sound* 
Goodnight, Stars Our Light* 
Here Comes Santa Claus, G Autry & 0 Haldeman 
Hold On* 
I Am a Poor Wayfari'n Stranger, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Jubilate Deo, Berthier 
Oh How Lovely, Anon3 
Kula Nyaka, Trad Xhosa 
Kum Ba Ya, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Let's Join Our Hands, S Tiborcz-Frisk (music), P Sykes (lyrics) 
Little Birds, Trad 
Love Me Tender, E Presley & V Matson 
Mal, Mal, Mal, Trad Papua New Guinea, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Mammy Blue, Original lyrics and music H Giraud, English lyrics P Trim, Arr S 
Tiborcz-Frisk 
Midnight Hour, Wilson Pickett & Steve Cropper 
Miyela Miyela* 
My Sisters Have A Home In The Valley, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Now We Are Met, T Goodban 
Ochun, Trad West Africa 
Oh, Westron Wind, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Once In A While, M Edwards (music), B Green (lyrics) 
A River of Birds, Trad 
Row, Row, Trad, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Sara's Song, Greenham Common, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Scarborough Fair, Trad, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Shana Dusho, Trad Serbian 
Some Folks, Trad 
Sometimes I Feel Like A Motherless Child, Trad 
3Anonymous 
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Suogan, Trad Wales, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Synkopkanon, Trad Slovania 
Tete Lay, Trad Ghana, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Tulip, Tulip Fully Blown, Trad Hungary, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Wangol, Trad Haiti 
Yemanya, Trad West Africa 
Zum Gali Gali, Trad Israel, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
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Thornbury Women's Choir 
A 'l Chiante 'L Gial, Trad Italian 
Allunde, East African Lullaby 
Asikatali, South Africa Freedom Song 
By The Waters of Babylon, Trad 
Donna, Trad English 
El Salvador, J Duhan 
Goddess, from Gaia Choir, Byron Bay 
I Am a Bold Woman, Kath & Ini 
Jute Mill Song, M Brooksbank 
N'kosi Sikeleli, South African National Anthem 
Planting Rice, Trad Filipino (in English) 
Psaropoula, Trad Greek (Aegean) 
The River is Flowing, Trad Indigeous American 
Step By Step, in English 
Sta Mi Omilelo Male, Trad Macedonian 
Tama Daleko, Trad Slovania 
There Were Three Ravens, T Ravenscroft 
United Nations Make A Chain, African-American Spiritual 
Vine and Fig Tree, L M Jaffa & F Minkoff 
Willin' Wimmin# 
A Woman's Work* 
Ave Maria, Schubert 
Babayarga, B Calcutt 
Calling the Children Home, E-L Harris 
Factory Girl, K Mazzella 
Mountain Women, H Near 
Nkosi Sikelel'Afrika, South African National Anthem 
Thula Sizwe, Trad Zulu 
Thus Saith My Chloris Bright, J Wilbye 
To Know Him Is To Love Him (You), D Parton 
# A full list of this choir's repertoire was unavailable. 
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The Cyrenes 
Ah, Poor Bird, Trad 
A Haka Ma, Trad Maori 
Alla That's All Right But, B Johnson Reagan (music), J Jordan (lyrics), Arr 
Sweet Honey in the Rock 
Blackbird, J Lennon & P McCartney, Arr S Tiborcz-Frisk 
Blue Moon, R Rogers (music) & L Hart (lyrics), Arr C Shaw 
Breaths, Y M Barnwell (music), Birago Diop (lyrics), Arr C Nixon 
Bright Morning Stars, Adapted by T Saleton 
By The Waters of Babylon, Trad 
Canzone delle Donne, Trad Italian 
Circle, Trad, Arr M Shanahan 
Dona Nobis Pacem, Anon 
The Earth, The Air, The Fire, The Water, Trad, Arr C Shaw 
Ella's Song, B Johnson Regan, Arr C Shaw 
Every Woman Has A Story To Tell, K McNamara, C Shaw & Cast of "In The 
Secret Room" 
Fantasy Land* 
Freedom Is Coming, Trad South Africa 
Freedom Train, Trad African-American Gospel 
Gentle Angry People, H Near 
Happy Together, G Bonner & A Gordon, Arr J Parliament 
Hashi Venu, Ben Uri 
Hali Hla Hla Mandela, Trad South Africa 
Hotaru Koi, Trad Japan 
Rumba Nateem, Trad South Africa 
I Am A Bold Woman, Kath & Ini 
I'm On My Way, Trad African-American Gospel, Arr S Taberner 
In The Name of God, D Gardiner & D Alex 
!she Komborera, Trad South Africa 
Kaki Lambe, Trad Senegal 
La Andina, L Harding 
La Llorona, Trad Mexico 
La Mar, Trad Spain 
Let Your Little Light Shine, Trad African-American Gospel 
Liberated, K Shaw, Arr M Van Doeland 
The Lion Sleeps Tonight, New Lyrics and Revised Music by H Peretti, L 
Creatore, G Weiss, A Stanton, based on a song by Solomon Linda & 
Paul Campbell, Arr N Leyden 
Mae Frances, B Johnson Reagon 
Medley of 'Girlie' Songs (I Enjoy Being A Girl, I Feel Pretty, I'm Gonna 
Wash That Man Right Outa My Hair), Arr L McRae 
Never Turning Back, P Humpries, Arr R Ellis 
Nine Times A Night* 
Neesa, Trad Seneca (Indigenous American) 
N'kosi Sikelel'Afrika, Trad South Africa 
Portuguese Children's Song, J Afonso 
Rada Pere Na Re Kata, Trad Bulgaria 
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Recreate Yourself, The Cyrenes 
Rocking the Whale, Kali 
Sednalo e Jore dos, Trad Bulgaria 
Senzenina, Trad South Africa 
Shalom, Trad Israel 
Sinje-Nje-Nje, Trad Zulu 
Sometime, B Johnson Reagon, Arr Sweet Honey in the Rock 
A Song for Barbara, W Baker 
Song For National Women's Health Conference, C Shaw 
Speak To Me Sister, L Harrison 
Stand Up, J Cliff, Arr M Farghar & L Marley 
Step By Step, L Hayes, Arr Sweet Honey in the Rock 
Sylvie,* Arr Sweet Honey in the Rock 
Testimony, Ferron, Arr C Shaw 
That's Alright, Trad African-American Gospel 
Tilo, Trad Africa 
The Three Drovers, W G James (music), J Wheeler (lyrics) 
Tiddas, S Ferris 
Tower of Strength, Kath & Ini 
Walking After Midnight, P Cline 
War No More, Trad Israeli 
We Wish You a Merry Christmas, Trad, Arr C Shaw 
Weave and Mend* 
Welcome Summer, Trad Irish, G Chaucer (lyrics) 
Womanly Times, F Armstrong, Arr C Shaw 
Women in Change, * Arr C Shaw 
Women of the World, E Butler & M Pilot, Arr C Shaw 
The Young Girl, Trad 
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APPENDIX4: 
AUDIO-CASSETTE DESCRIPTION 
Track 1: Thornbury Women's Choir-Asikatali (South African Freedom Song) (1:23) 
Recorded at rehearsal, Thornbury, Vic, 14/9/95. 
Track 2: Thornbury Women's Choir-El Salvador (J Duhan) (0:45) 
Recorded at rehearsal, Thornbury, Vic, 14/9/95. 
Track 3: Willin' Wimmin - Women's Work (Unknown) (1:22) 
Recorded at rehearsal, Williamstown, Vic, 619195. 
Track 4: Willin' Wimmin - Thus Saith My Cloris Bright (J Wilbye) (2: 19) 
Recorded at rehearsal, Williamstown, Vic, 6/9/95. 
Track 5: Lyriae - Actey Zei'tim Omdim (Trad Israel) (1: 10) 
Recorded in concert at Melbourne a cappella Festival, Fitzroy, Vic, 2817/95. 
Track 6: Lyriae - Sara's Song (Greenham Common) (3:04) 
Recorded in concert at Melbourne a cappella Festival, Fitzroy, Vic, 2817/95. 
Track 7: Brunswick Women's Choir -Aglepta (A Mellnas & Klintberg) (4:44) 
Recorded in concert, "Full Cycle", Brunswick, Vic, 23/9/95. 
Track 8: Brunswick Women's Choir- Edesanyamhoz (Bardos & L Laszlo) (2:09) 
Recorded in concert, "Full Cycle", Brunswick, Vic, 23/9/95. 
Track 9: Brunswick Women's Choir - On Suuri Sun Rantas Autius (M Hyokki) (2: 17) 
Recorded in concert, National Folk Festival, Canberra, ACT, 614196. 
Track 10: Cyrenes - Blackbird (J Lennon & P McCartney) (2:35) 
Recorded in concert, National Folk Festival, Canberra, ACT, 614196. 
Track 11: Cyrenes - Speak To Me Sister (L Harrison) (4:42) 
Recorded in concert, National Folk Festival, Canberra, ACT, 614196. 
Track 12: Cyrenes - Liberated (K Shaw) (2:13) 
Recorded in concert, National Folk Festival, Canberra, ACT, 614196. 
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